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•THE MOVE TO SCSI OPENS
WORK-STATION MARKET
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•ADAPTEC'S NEW
DISK-CONTROLLER CHIP
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Ferranti Interdesign—
the industry leader
Since 1972 when Interdesign introduced the worlds first semicustom IC array for integrating
linear circuits onto silicon, we
have continued to provide the
highest-quality, highest-performance semicustom linear, digital
and digital/linear combination
integrated circuits in the industry.
With an impeccable track record
of over 5,000 successful integrations, Ferranti Interdesign has
proven that our easy-to-use
CAD-supported approach to
semicustom circuit design can
be both pleasurable and profitable—stripping away the
mystique surrounding semicustom while turning your
design into another in
our long line of
great success stories.
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Continuing support—from
design through production.
Ferranti Interdesign's total
commitment to quality, military
screening, advanced CAD
systems, extensive engineering
support and design aids are
your assurance that at every
stage of the program we will
support you in achieving your
goals of cost-reduction, spacereduction, power-reduction and
design security while maintaining your competitive edge.
The industry's broadest
selection of ASIC's.
Ferranti Interdesign offers the
industry's broadest selection of
semicustom integrated circuits
and technologies for both linear
and digital applications, in
either bipolar or CMOS technologies. In addition we also
offer the most advanced highperformance digital/linear combination circuits available. The
growing need to manipulate
larger amounts of data is making these high-speed, low-power
ASIC's increasingly popular.
Full CAD support.
As asophisticated designer
of analog and digital
circuits you know the
importance of highquality, CAD-
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supported design tools. Ferranti
Interdesign provides the
designer with avariety of userfriendly design system options
for both analog and digital circuits. With the customer always
clearly in mind, Ferranti Interdesign's CAD is dedicated to
the use of proven commercially
available hardware and software, such as: the Mentor',
Sun' or Apollo®Workstations,
VAr-based workstation, IBM
AT/XT®, Analog Workbench'',
FutureNet®, or PSpiceTM.
So, when it comes to your
design, don't let it become just
another good mystery, call Ferranti Interdesign today and get
your name in our latest volume
of great success stories.
For more information about
Ferranti Interdesign and our
quality products, please call us
at (408) 438-2900.
Solutions
in
Silicon

FERRANTI
Ferranti Interdesign Inc
Sequoia Research Park
1500 Green Hills Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
Circle 900 on reader service card

Is your semicustom design
often treated like...

JUST
ANOTHER
GOOD
MYSTERY?

Your-e looking into the heart
ofthe brightest new idea
in AlGaAs technology

Increase the brightness of the
LED's you design into your equipment
by as much as 300% with HP 's new
red AlGaAs products. The price? Only
25% more than our standard highefficiency red devices.
These brighter products are
made possible by Hewlett-Packard's
new opaque substrate, double heterojunction (DH) AlGaAs technology
This technology enables us to offer you
entirely new families of lamps and
displays that are significantly more
efficient than single heterojunction
(SH) AlGaAs devices.
What does this mean for you? More
ways to meet your price/performance

targets. More ways to beat
the competition. More ways to get the
benefits of HP quality control. When
you need LED brightness levels in the
50 to 1000 millicandela range...when
you have an application that can
benefit from displays that draw only
1mA per segment...or need lamps that
perform well at 1mA, HP has a
solution for you.
Brighten your day with free
samples.
Evaluate this significant
next step in solid state technology
for yourself. To get your free
samples, mail this coupon and your
business card to: Hewlett-Packard,
Components Group, 1820
Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA
CG08707
,94303.
EL-82087

To order, contact your nearest HP distributor. In the U.S.: Almac Electronics, Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, or Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics Ltd.
CG08707

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Circle 1 on reader service card

CCD Processing.
No Waiting.
If you're designing Charge Coupled
Devices (CCD's), for visible imagers or
infrared applications, now's the time to
make Orbit Semiconductor part of the
process. Orbit supports surface- or
buried-channel devices, 2or 3levels of
polysilicon.
Orbit's staff technologists work in
tandem with your design team to develop
custom CMOS processes tailored to the
density and complexity of your device.
The result: high yields on die sizes of
1.5cm x1.5cm achieved through a
process which is as unique as your design.
And, even though the large silicon area
and high density of CCD's require longer
processing, Orbit's manufacturing time
may be as little as 20 working days.
With Orbit Semiconductor, you get
the advantage of custom processing. Plus
asemiconductor foundry that operates

strictly as aservice, thereby guaranteeing
its customers of asecond source which is
non-competing. Plus Orbit's guaranteed
on-time delivery.
It all adds up to the best way to save
time and money on CCD manufacturing.
To find out more, contact Technical
Marketing. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617, in
California (800) 647-0222, (408)
744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Inerumenf Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENATIVES: Long Wand and North New .lersel (516)360-0940. (201)335-0680 -Northeastern US. (301)356-9500, (612)854-7550, (609)428.6060. (617)894.4550
-Western U.S (714)253-462E (619)741-0496, (602)996-063E. (6(2)293- 3:20. (505)888-0800, (303)530-4520 -Northern Cal:forma (408)9711E90.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: UK. and Europe Phone 44-Z95-6111B Tlx 838785 TOBY G, Fax 44-295-6113C -Scandinaviana7ountries Moue 46.8.7836640, The 12083 ACTAB 5,
Fax 46-8-653190 -Israel Phone 972.52-551313, 11x 342501 CANES, IL, F.
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372-52-543890 -Australia Pnone 61.8.2235802, Ila AA439141 UNIVAD, ha 61-8-2240464.
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they're Pulitzer
Prize-winning
W hether

co's Donald Peterson and
Interphase's Michael E.
Cope—may not have realveterans or tyros fresh
ized it when they were
out of school, most jourwriting their letters, but
nalists
worry
about
they are serving a dual
whether anyone out there
purpose: not only are they
is reading their stories.
espousing a strong point
For that reason, letters to
of view in an interesting
the editor, even if they're
manner, but they are also
not complimentary, are an
helping to convey knowlimportant element of the
edge to their fellow Elecfeedback journalists get.
tronics readers.
Electronics is no excepSo to sum up and make
tion: we love to get letters, even if they are of O'NEILL She loves to get those the point succinctly, which
is what the best of the letthe "dear sir you cur" letters from our readers.
ters to the editor that we
stripe.
publish do, Electronics welcomes your
"Letters are music to our ears," says
letters and will gladly publish any that
Kathy O'Neill, who sees to it that the
communications selected for publication promise to make the jobs of our 375,000
get into print. That's ajob that is any- readers easier and better.
thing but dull. "I like to read a lot,"
says Kathy, who has a bachelor's deertain to help you on the job is the
gree in English, "so I'm not easily impackage of articles, featured on the
pressed. But some of the letters Isee cover, that begin on p. 59. They discuss
are truly impressive for their command the fast growing world of the Small
of the facts, as well as for their Computer Systems Interface and the impact that new implementations are haveloquence."
ing on the work-station picture. The
Letters to the editor generally make
fast, new chips for SCSI—pronounced
up one of the best-read sections of the
"scuzzy" although it is anything but—
issue, and the best-read letters are those
that press new or unusual points of are going to make it possible for personview. "In fact," says Kathy, "like most al computers to do the jobs of low-end
publications—except perhaps major na- work stations without the price premitional newspapers like The New York um of the work stations.
The key is speed. Up to now, the diTimes or magazines like Time and
lemma for the system designer has been
Newsweek—Electronics never seems to
that top-of-the-line personal computers
get enough of the kind of letter that can
clearly and logically lay out a point of bulge with lots of computing muscle,
view that is opposed to the one that has but they are slow of foot and do not
offer the fast input/output channel for
been printed in aparticular article."
But perhaps the very best letters of all disk access that lets awork station zip
along in multitasking and networked enare those that carry on adebate in print.
In this issue, on p. 12, we have the latest vironments. The articles, by Jonah
McLeod and Larry Waller, cover the latexample of that form of communication,
with two readers arguing the relative im- est developments in the field that are
portance of bus speed. The two—Cipri- designed to overcome that obstacle.
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

Newsletters

COVER: SCSI is pushing PCs into the work-station market, 59
New high-speed disk controller chips for the Small Computer Systems
Interface provide the fast, low-cost disk input/output to boost highend personal computers into the work-station realm

Electronics, 21
•Thin-film Winchester media
outship oxide for the first time
•The Clipper is running behind
schedule, but Fairchild is now in
production....
•.... and has signed up 40
"significant design wins"
International, 54
•NEC turns to software to block
Seiko Epson's clone of its PC-9801
•Philips puts acolor LCD into its
upcoming pocket TV
•Taiwan Semiconductor sets its
sights on the U. S. market
Personal computers, 31
Attacks on the 386 territory open
amarket—and awar
Packaging, 32
TAB for VLSI chips is coming from
Fairchild
Computers, 32
Can IBM catch up with the Apple
school bus?
Converters, 33
TRW's 10-bit analog-to-digital
converter leads the pack
Microsystems, 34
A new way to get more
from Ethernet
Integrated circuits, 39
Plessey claims a
bipolar speed mark
Networking, 39
Here comes transparent
distributed computing
Semiconductors, 42
SGS-Thomson keeps two gatearray lines

4

•Adaptec's disk controller sets SCSI speed record, 61
The AIC-6250 scsi chip uses its 16-bit-wide data path to hit the 20mbyte/s transfer rate of the new personal-computer buses
•Western Digital slashes SCSI bus overhead time, 64
An enhanced version of its WD33C92/93 controller chip gets data on
and off the sCSI bus in as little as 0.5 ms
VMEbus gets amid-life kicker, 66
Force Computers expects its vmE/Plus one-board message-passing
processor to move VMEbus into multiprocessing in abig way
Force quietly builds its VMEbus line, 69
vmE/Plus should help it hold onto No. 2spot in world VMEbus market
Hilevel's solution to the ASIC verification problem, 70
The low-cost Topaz-II verifier can keep up with today's complex,
high-speed ASIC prototypes
How Hilevel wins by leveraging hi-tech, 72
It moved from microcode development tools into other digital gear
The transputer finally starts living up to its claims, 78
Inmos' superfast 32-bit microprocessor is beginning to be designed
into awide range of systems around the world
Inmos puts transputers into its own CAD system, 81
The UK company is ready to install the new T800 transputers into a
homegrown superfast CAD work station
MIPS chip set breaks MOS floating-point record, 83
The MIPS 32-bit R2000 CPU and new cmos floating-point processor can
perform calculations 2to 10 times faster than the competition
Zymos tools let users customize PC-clone chips, 85
With anew custom tool kit, aclone-building customer can now
quickly add his own "AT personality" to the company's catalog chips
Technology update, 87
Motorola adds to its bicmos product line ... Major glitches hit
Inference's non-Lisp AI tool
PROBING THE NEWS
Coming at ITC: LANs that link test with design and factory, 48
The International Test Conference will highlight test systems built
around local nets and integrated with design simulation models
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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NEW PRODUCTS
Newsletter, 25
•LSI Logic boosts channelless
array speed up to 40%
•Local-area nets now can
transmit up to 2,400 feet with
Exar transceiver chips
•AT&T offers compact fiber-optic
transmit/receive modules
•Microvax III expected to debut
next month at DECWorld
Design &Test, 94
•Hewlett-Packard's modular logic
analyzer handles up to 400
channels at 100 mHz while cutting
cost per channel in half
•A single instrument from Step
Engineering tests chips, boards,
and systems
Semiconductors, 96
•AMD's new PAL targets

sequencer design, is easy to
program, and is 32% faster than
PLA solutions

•A smart-power chip from Micrel
integrates CmoS logic and DMOS
FETs that won't latch up
•Altera's 1,400-gate EPLD lets
designers customize their
microprocessor interfaces and cut
interconnection overhead by 10 ns
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 92
•The Pentagon will fund afiveyear R&D effort on Phase-2 VHSIC
manufacturing
•Sematech could get $200 million
from the DOD over two years...
•... and it may be managed
"flexibly" by an interagency
group
•A fast deployment of SDI may
sacrifice long-term research goals,
says Proxmire report

DEPARTMENTS
Publisher's Letter, 3
It's your turn: Why Electronics
welcomes your correspondence
for the Letters column
FYI, 8
In-stat's Jack Beedle, the bear
who had earlier predicted a1%
downturn for 1988 U. S.
semiconductor sales, now looks
for a12% to 13% growth rate
Letters, 12
Electronics Week, 110
•IBM researchers build ULSI
devices with 0.1-p,m technology
•Intel files patent-infringement
suits against Hyundai Electronics,
Vitelic Corp., and aformer
employee
•Zenith lands $104 million DOD
laptop-computer contract, beating
out Toshiba
•AT&T gets MS-DOS for its 386based systems
•TI chip group reorganizes
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PAL devices:
We didn't wait for the future.
There's no doubt that we're fast But speed
isn't all that makes us the logical choice in
programmable logic.
AMD PAL* devices give you more
because they have more functions per chip.
With unique features like input/output logic
macrocells, buried registers and variable
product term distribution, you can design
with more efficiency And freedom.
PAL devices you can count on.
Speed and functionality don't mean
much if you can't count on your PAL
devices. We can deliver better than 98%
programming yield. And we added extra
circuitry for functional and AC testing. That
means we can test parts prior to programming. Then after you've programmed all
the parts, you'll be pleasantly surprised to
discover our Post-Programming Functional
Yield is an incredible 99.9%.
Our products range from industry
standard 20- and 24-pin PAL devices to the
innovative 22V10. We've got the kinds of
technologies and features you need in
packages and temperature ranges to fit your
design. We've even got high-complexity
E2CMOS products and ECL on the way
And it's easy to use our PAL devices
because we provide abroad selection of
high level software that lets you get from
system requirements to programmed product easily. Need more information? Just
ask and we'll send you the AMD Programmable Logic
Performance Speed-Up
20-Pin PAL Devices
Handbook
Propagation
Now you
Delay
Speed Level
Date
don't
have to
25.0ns
A Speed
Q4, 1981
15.0ns
BSpeed
Q3, 1986
wait
for
the
10.0ns
D Speed
Q3, 1987
7.5ns
ESpeed
Q4, 1987
future either.
*PAL is aregistered trademark of, and is used under license from, Monolithic Memories Inc
Call toll-free (800) 538-8450 ext. 5000; inside California call (408) 749-5000.

Advanced
Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, RO. Box 3453
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
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In-stat's Jack Beedle, the bear who
had earlier predicted a1% downturn
for 1988 U. S. semiconductor sales, now
looks for a12% to 13% growth rate

For

•VMOS
•VOLTAGE
•VERY HIGH
FREQUENCY
All this and more
in these new amps
• WAO 1
4000 V/ps
UDto .4A
• PA1 9
9C 0VpS

Up to 4A
• PAO8V
Up to +175V
Up to 150mA
Tli ,ee new directions in power op
amp performance ...All up! The
het choice of speed, power, or
voltage is yours now with these
new additions to the Apex line.
.60 MORE
CHOICES
DESCRIBED IN
OUR HANDBOOK'

CALL
(800) 421-1865
FOR OUR POWER
OP AMP HANDBOOK
CONSULT EEM/
GOLD BOOK/IC MASTER

:VFM
ptech

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE
APEX MICROTECHNOLOGY CORP.
5980 N. Shannon, Tucson, Arizona 85741
USA (602) 742-8600
Frar ce (6)907.08.24
BR D (06152) 61081
Nippon (03) 244-3511
UK (01) 979 0123

those market forecasters who

were conservative in their outlook

•

for 1987 U. S. semiconductor sales, preliminary July numbers were much better than they expected. For the more
bullish, July was right on track or maybe alittle disappointing. Industry stats
for July show the business remaining
strong, despite expectations from many
that chip makers were headed for the
traditional summer slowdown. Bottom
line: experts are bunching together on
the 1987 outlook. The bulls are coming
down and the bears are moving up—
they're now in the 15.5% to 17.5% range.
The book-to-bill ratio in July was 1.15, reports the Semiconductor Industry Association, just about flat with June's revised 1.16 ratio. In-stat Inc.'s Jack Beedle, the biggest bear
among industry foremsters, had expected the book-to-bill to
clip below the 1.10 range, even though he had turned more
bullish last spring. Jack had raised his 1987 estimate from 4%
growth to a rise of 15.5%. He is now sticking to this figure,
cautioning that this level of growth "is still not a shoo-in."
The most bullish forecaster, with the exception of the SIA,
was Ed Henderson of Henderson Ventures. To him, the
strength in July bookings wasn't surprising—"that still fits
with my scenario," he points out. This spring he had raised
his estimate from an 18% to a 19% hike.
But now Ed has cut back his 1987 estimate to a 17.5%
growth rate. What's worrying him is the recovery of computer order rates. He is "worried about the computer business,
because it's improving more slowly than we had anticipated.
Seasonally unadjusted, June computer numbers look good;
adjusted they don't look nearly as hot." As a result, he
expects August to be alittle soft for semiconductor bookings.
Jack, too, is concerned about slow growth in computers: "The
computer industry really bothers me."
Most foremsters still believe the computer business will
pick up in the fall, and this should help make 1988 a good
year for semiconductors. Ed had looked for 13.8% growth;
now he likes the 19% to 20% range. Jack, who had predicted a
1% downturn earlier, now feels bullish about 1988. "The entire industry is looking much better," he says; "Import/export
looks better, and the strength of the electronics industry
looks better." As aresult, assuming no change in the overall
economy, Jack is predicting a 12% to 13'7, growth in U. S.
semiconductor sales next year.
ROBERT W. HENKEL
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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LECROY.
BRINGING YOUR WAVEFO RM
TO LIGHT.
7: 31.164 ns

111: 679.672

No matter how fast, how long or how
detailed your waveform is, LeCroy
modular waveform digitizers let you
display it. LeCroy waveform digitizers
let you see signal details that have
never been seen before. Important
details on fast transient events.
Even for SINGLE-SHOT waveforms
LeCroy digitizers provide:
•DC ro 400 MHz waveform capture
•DC to 1348 MSamples/sec
digitizing rate
•up to 16 MSamples record length
•up to 12 bits resolution.

7:

capture, display and store their waveforms. Their waveforms came out of the
darkness and into the light. And now
yours can too!
For aFREE demonstration, usIng your
waveforms, and an accompanying
digitizing handbook, write or call:
LeCroy Corporation
700 Chestnut Ridge Road
Chestnut Ridge, N.Y. 10977-6499
(914) 578-6038

LeCroy

One hundred of the Fortune 500
companies trust LeCroy digitizers to
Circle

9 For

Information

innovators in instrumentation
Circle

105

For

Demonstration

The Series 32000 family.
First. Lasts. All ways.
STILL THE ONLY COMPLETE,
FULLY COMPATIBLE 32-BIT
SYSTEMS SOLUTION FOR AFULL
RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
A32-bit microprocessor isn't just a
purchase. It's acommitment.
It's acommitment by you to aparticular microprocessor architecture.
And it's acommitment to you by the
microprocessor's manufacturer not to
abandon that architecture for some more
"innovative" approach — and abandon
you and your software in the process.
Without the second commitment, you
shouldn't make the first
And no one has made alarger, longer,
more consistent commitment to 32-bit
technology than National.
FIRST: FULL 32-BIT
ARCHITECTURE
In 1982, we introduced the world's first
commercial 32-bit microprocessor.
Later this year, we'll be introducing
the world's most advanced 32-bit microprocessor, the NS32532, with integrated
data and instruction caches, integrated
memory management, and afour-stage
instruction pipeline.
In between, we introduced five other
microprocessors, including the NS32332, a
hard-working, practical 15-MHz engine
that delivers 2-3 times the performance of
its predecessor NS32032, and not only
offers cache-memory support and bus-error
retry features, but also pioneered the use
of burst-mode memory transfers in microprocessors. With its variable bus-sizing
capability, the NS32332 can address the
needs of over 90% of the applications in use
Series 32000 is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation
UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T.
VAX is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
C1987 National Semiconductor

•First tamay with 32-bit baseine
•Fanny proides 8,-16;32-tit intends
•Not dependent on 4;8; or 16-bit
architectural constraints
•Consistent archtecture
&Wag adancitg
implementabons

Sales 32000ln:elm Set

The Series 32000 performance pathway.
An integratedfamily of CPUs' with fill upward
and downward software compatibility

today, yet it is fully software compatible
with the next-generation NS32532.
Five years. Seven CPUs. Interfaces from
8to 16 to 32 bits. Performance from 0.75 to
15 MIPS peak me 11/780 MIPS). And
all without having to re-engineer your
software at any level.
That's remarkable performance continuity. And the reason for it is simple:
National's commitment to afull 32-bit
architecture from the very beginning.
Every CPU in our Series 32000® family
shares the same 32-bit internal implementation. The same orthogonal architecture.
The same highly symmetrical instruction set.
So you can spend your time designing
new products, rather than re-designing
old ones.
LASTS: FULL SYSTEM
COMPATIBILITY
Any microprocessor, of course, is only
as good as the tools that help you put it
to work.
That's why our CPUs are supported by
141 other products — slave processors,
peripherals, development tools such as the
fully integrated DB332-PLUS Development
Board, OEM boards, software-support
products — to provide you with acoordinated, integrated, complete systems solution for 32-bit design.

So you can design products faster, build
revenues sooner, turn profits longer.
ALL WAYS: FULL APPLICATION
FLEXIBILITY
Ultimately, however, any microprocessor has to be evaluated against asingle
criterion: How well does it meet your costperformance targets in your application.
That's why the Series 32000 family offers
you afull range of design options (including 883C, 38510 and rad-hard military
versions):
NS32008:

8-bit interface for embedded control

NS32016:

16-bit interface for office peripherals

NS32032:

32-bit interface, 24-bit addressing for
cost-effective real-time applications

NS32C016/ Compatible low-power CMOS versions
NS32C032: with PD (mA)()=350mW
NS32332:

32-bit interface, 32-bit addressing for
real-time and multiprocessing applications and UNIrm-based multitasking,
multiuser environments

NS32532:

The next-generation Series 32000
CPU. Ahighly integrated engine
offering 8-10 MIPS average performance,15 MIPS peak, and employing
unique architectural features for
real-time and multiprocessing
environments.

So you can match your microprocessor
to your needs, rather than having to adapt
your needs to your microprocessor.
All of which means that our commitment to the Series 32000 family gives you
something else you won't find in any other
32-bit approach.
True design freedom. First, last,
and always.
National Semiconductor
Series 32000 Systems Solutions
PO. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National
/M Semiconductor
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IEEE-Z
EASIEST IEEE 488 INTERFACES

GUARANTEED*
V IEEE plotter/printer interfaces for PCs &
PS/2s (Autm•ad & Lotus compatible)
Ni IEEE controller boards for PCs & PS/2s
with easy device driver software
V Fiber optic and RS-422 IEEE bus extenders
VRS-232 & RS-422/IEEE converters
V Parallel (Centronics)/IEEE converters
Modern/IEEE converters
V Digital I/O (BCD)/IEEE converters
«V Macintosh/IEEE controllers
V IEEE chronometers (10 Vr. battery backup)
V IEEE expanders (control up to 30 devices)
V IEEE hardware & software for Lotus -2-3®
and Asyst

Call or
send for
your FREE
Technical Guide

(Otec

.10tech
products are
backed by a30-day
money back guarantee
and atwo year Warranty

(216) 439-4091

23400 Aurora Road •Cleveland, Ohio 44146
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Coming In
The Next Issue...

SPECIAL
REPORT: HIGH
PERFORMANCE
ARCHITECTURES
Today's systems designers are
faced with amyriad of choices
when looking to design in greater
performance for their computer
systems. Should they wait for IC
manufacturers to develop the
next generation of devices?
Should they design their own?
Or develop systems based on
Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) architectures?
In the September 3rd issue,
readers will get an in-depth look
at the pros and cons of the various approaches being considered in the U.S. and in Europe.
Don't miss it!
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It isn't all speed...
Some of the comments
made in the article "Update: Bus Interface Scores for Interphase" in the July
9th issue [p. 91] are quite misleading.
Although VMEbus speed certainly has
some effect on performance, disk I/O
throughput is dependent on the total
time elapsed between the host's signal
indicating an available command and the
controller's signal that the command is
complete. The amount of time spent
transferring data and/or commands over
the bus is typically less than 5% of this
total. Most of the time delay is in disk
access and rotational latencies, and a
lesser amount in the software overhead.
Few applications are so heavily loaded
that having a faster VMEbus interface
will noticeably improve performance. Reducing firmware overhead, optimizing
cache management, and using a command-queueing software interface that allows combining and ordering of commands all have much greater impact on
increasing the system disk I/O throughput than the bus transfer rate does.
Although Interphase's BUSpacket interface is touted as providing 30-Mbyte/s
performance on the VMEbus, this is possible only with memory boards that provide 25-ns access times, of which there
are none currently available. Given present memory-board technology, realistic
transfer rates tend to run in the 10-15Mbyte/s range.
As an Interphase competitor, Ciprico
has been actively upgrading its earlier
VMEbus performance. Over a year ago,
we incorporated acustom gate array into
our VMEbus approach and can now
achieve 34 Mbytes/s using the burstmode capability of the VMEbus. But
again, with the currently available memory, this is not usable performance.
Donald C. Peterson
Director of Marketing
Ciprico Inc.
Plymouth, Minn.
To the editor:

... but speed is a factor
Iagree that many factors
affect disk controller performance, including advanced features such as caching, zero-latency operation, and many
others. In fact, Interphase was first to
market with almost all of those features
years ago, and now all the major players, including Ciprico, have comparable
features. Ieven agree that many applications with modest bus-utilization requirements see little advantage to higher bus speeds. Indeed, our first-generation VME products have these advanced
features but lower bus speed, and they
still have athriving market.
As to the implication that bus speed is
really not very important and cannot

To the editor:

truly be achieved anyway, Itotally disagree, as apparently does the entire
market that is designing-in second-generation products. The whole name of the
game in these very-high-performance
platforms is maintaining massive data
flow from multiple sources without saturating the bus. To do this, you must
minimize bus overhead and maximize
bus rate. These are exactly the issues
that BUSpacket addresses.
As to the reality of our 30-Mbyte/s
number, our published spec clearly
states that to achieve it the target memory space must have a 30-ns access
time. First-generation systems could not
take advantage of the speed, I agree,
but the nature of development is to remove obstacles one at a time, and the
controller data rate is no longer the obstacle. Many of our customers are already taking advantage of the higher
data rates, and several new standard
memory boards and subsystems are currently entering the market specifically
to address this issue.
Michael E. Cope
President, C. E. O.
In terphase Corp.
Dallas, Texas

Remember last year?
Crediting GE/Intersil with
the first commercial introduction of asub2-1.tm analog VLSI chip [Electronics,
May 28, 1987, p. 84] is a mistake. The
ADC-207 20-MHz flash A/D converter
was introduced to the market by GE-Datel one year ago. The chip uses a 1.2-p,m
analog process developed at GE Corporate R&D, a predecessor to the Intersil
process. It is in production at GE's Research Triangle Park, N. C., center.
Mike Demler
Group Leader, IC Design
GE-Datel
Mansfield, Mass.

To the editor:

Nothing added
In your otherwise flawless
explanation [Electronics, May 14, 1987,
p. 38] of how our service operates, there
was one error. The annual cost of $3,000
to $10,000 for unlimited access is an allinclusive fee; there is not a$75 per call
add-on as indicated by the article.
R. K Helgeson
V. R, Corporate Communications
Teltech Resource Network
Eden Prairie, Minn.

To the editor:

Coming soon
An Aug. 6 article on Digital Signal
Equipment's Codetext error-correction
software [p. 110] incorrectly attributed a
12-dB encoding gain to competitive products. The 12-dB spec refers to aproduct
under development at the company.
Electronics/August 20, 1987

Cherry VoîceScrîb1OOO
Speech Recognition System
Input data, control machines, enter orders, record quality data, monitor production line flows, take inventory and enter commands
hands free! 1000
word vocabulary with 99.3% accuracy. List price only $1195*.
Speak up: Send for complete information.
*Price includes complete manual of operating instructions,
tutorials, application tools, floppy disk package, microphone/
headset, software overlays for most popular programs, circuit card fits PC adapter.
TM Registered trademark at Dragon Systems, Inc.

CHE
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CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087 •(312) 360-3500

Switches •Automotive Devices •Electronic Components •Displays •Printed Circuit Boards •ICs •Keyboards
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Apple picked our brains.
And so did hundreds
of other companies.
Before millions of people
picked Macintosh," Apple®
picked Motorola's M68000
Family—the brains behind one
of the most successful computer
products ever launched.
Now Apple has tapped the
brainpower of the Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor for
the Macintosh II, bringing the
high performance of agraphics
workstation to business desktops everywhere.
72% of all 32-bit systems ever
shipped included at least one
MC68020. That's more than half
amillion high-performance
systems.
The high-performance
business solution.
The MC68020 is not just the
overwhelming choice in
workstations—it is now setting
new performance standards in
the office—where it is essential
to the computation, graphics
and communication necessary
for interconnected systems.
While Apple's choice of the
MC68020 was asmart move,
there's no license on genius:
the '020 is the microprocessor
,... of choice in advanced
business system
designs by such

The Brain Trust: Where M68000
microprocessors predominate.
Engineering Workstations
Apollo, Hitachi, HI; Sony, Sun,
Tektronix.

industry leaders
as Altos, Alpha
Micro, Casio, C.Itoh, Fujitsu,
Honeywell Bull, NEC, NCR,
Olivetti, Plexus, Ricoh, Sanyo,
Sharp, TI, Toshiba and UNISYS.
The graphics solution.
The M68000 family helped
Apple implement the visionary
"point and click" graphic workstyle that has driven productivity
up while driving training costs
way down. Businesses of all
sizes are discovering dramatic
productivity increases in office
computing through innovations
such as desktop publishing.
The software solution.
Among programmers and
designers dedicated to creating
the best, most innovative applications, the M68000 architecture has been the leading
choice by far—with over seven
million M68000 systems
installed since 1979.
Meanwhile, the MC68020, on
the market now for three years,
is already backed by two billion
dollars worth of 32-bit software.
This is more 32-bit software
than all competitive products
combined!

Laser Printers
Apple, Canon, HI? IBM, QMS,
Ricoh.
Departmental Computers
Fujitsu, Honeywell Bull, NEC,
NCR, UNISYS.
PBX and Telephone Systems
AT&T, Northern Telecom,
Siemens.
Fault Tolerant Systems
IBM, NCR, Stratus, Tandem.
Supercomputers
Alliant, BBN, Caltech, Fifth
Generation.
Factory Automation
Allen-Bradley, ASEA, Bailey
Controls, GM, Mitsubishi,
Square D.
Join the Brain Trust.
Challenge us to persuade you
of the sound business and
technical reasons to join the
M68020 Brain Trust. Write to
us at Motorola
AL
.
_
Semiconductor
V
Products Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912,
Phoenix, AZ
85036.

ve're
on your
design-in
te

Apple is aregistered trademark and Macintosh
is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

MOTOROLA

Maximum leads and minimum spacing.
That's what measures the ultimate capability of any socket manufacturer.
And that's why the high tech giants are
turning to Yamaichi. We build the finest IC
sockets for leaded and lead less carriers
alike. Sockets with up to 308 leads and
down to 25 mil spacing. Sockets that can
withstand up to 180°C.
What's more, our selection of plastic
materials and gold plating specifications
virtually guarantees that we have the sockets to suit your every need.

In fac ,our IC 51/53 family alone offers
over 360 basic configurations. And with
package variations, the number moves well
into the thousands.
There's only one place to find Yamaichi
sockets in the entire U.S. Nepenthe Distribution. For comprehensive information on
the full range of Yamaichi sockets, contact
Nepenthe at 2471 E. Bayshore Rd., Suite
600, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Tel (415)
856-9332, Twx. 910-373-2060, Fax. (415)
856-8650.

YAMAICHI
Nepenthe has it. Or Yamaichi will build it.
Circle 16 on reader service card

Integrating
CAD with ATE
adream come true?

o

In the October 1st issue,
the editors of Electronics
magazine examine the new
technologies bridging the gap
between computer-aided
design and automatic test.

up design and test.
There's more. Major coverage of

more than 131,000 technical

the continuing explosion in micro-

managers and senior engineers

controllers. Plus an exclusive look at

reading late into the night. And an

new single-chip micros targeted for

issue that will provide advertisers

specific functions and applications.

looking to reach them with adream

And that's not all. Our look at the

opportunity.

emerging to improve relationships

progress being made in ISDN, pre-

Ad Closing: Sept. 4, 1987

between CAD and ATE are no day-

dicted to be the next big commodity

Recruitment Closing: Sept. 11, 1987

dream. And they'll open your eyes

market, will really wake you up.

They reveal that new technologies

to anew generation of simuâtors
specifically geared at speeding
Electronics/August 20, 1987

It's an issue packed full of
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AFTER TWO BLAH YEARS, U.S. ATE SALES MAY GROW 12% A YEAR THROUGH 1991

R

enewed electronics-industry demand and an improved foreign-trade climate are boosting prospects for U. S. makers of automated test equipment, says a study released this month by The Freedonia Group Inc., a
Cleveland market-research firm. Following sluggish growth in the 4% to 5%
range during the 1985-1986 recession in the electronics industry, ATE shipments by U. S. firms will grow at 12.7% per year through 1991 to $2.9 billion,
the report says. Integrated-circuit test equipment will show the fastest growth
within the category at 14.6% annually, producing a $1.3 billion market by
1991. The Freedonia Group also foresees an improved market for all kinds of
test and measurement gear, for which it projects a 9.8% yearly growth, with
shipments by U. S. vendors totaling $10.4 billion by 1991.
0

CONSORTIUM SET TO CHOOSE VENDOR FOR ITS VMEBUS INTERFACE CHIP

A

consortium of 20 or so board makers formed in March to develop an
interface chip for the VMEbus has completed its specification and expects to select a vendor by next week. The consortium was organized by
Joseph S. Ramunni, director of marketing and sales for Heurikon Corp.,
Madison, Wis., when VMEbus originator Motorola Inc. said it would not sell its
own VMEbus interface chip. Motorola has since joined the group and expressed a willingness to sell its chip, but the group went ahead with plans for
its own chip, which will have more functionality than the Motorola part.
Prototypes of the 6,000- to 8,000-gate device will be ready by April, with
production availability for group members by the third quarter. Pricing target
is about $50 per chip in lots under 1,000 for members. The VMEbus interface
chip is important, says Ramunni, because discrete implementations take up
15% to 25% of board space. Meanwhile, Force Computers Inc. of Los Gatos,
Calif., has designed a VMEbus interface chip of its own (see p. 66).
D

AT&T IS USING ASIC TEST GENERATOR THAT WORKS WITH ALL ITS DESIGN TOOLS

A

T&T Co. has developed and begun to use an integrated test-generation
program for its CMOS application-specific integrated circuits. The system,
called TPG2 (for Test Program Generator), is linked directly to AT&T layout
and simulation tools, providing an automatic data-capture facility that cuts
down design time and reduces errors, says Donald Denburg, a Bell Laboratories engineer. TPG2 generates full-production test programs, a probe-card
design, a wiring diagram for a load board, and specifications for burn-in and
reliability testing. Automatic test generation is ideal for ASICs, Denburg says,
because they require such great flexibility from design equipment.
D

HELICAL -SCAN TAPE DRIVE COULD MAKE IT BIG IN DATA STORAGE

A

new kind of computer tape drive is likely to shake up the booming tape
business by 1990. The helical-scan tape drive, a technology spinoff from
digital audio tape, should De selling 200,000 units a year by then, says a
report compiled by the consulting firm Peripheral Strategies Inc. Its advantage
is that tape wrapped in helical fashion at a 6° or 7° bias permits higher track
densities, through a better head/tape reading angle, than horizontal-scanning
drives allow. Videotape machines have used helical scanning for years, but
DAT optimizes the technique for digital, rather than analog, recording. A
survey of 30 original-equipment manufacturers, the potential buyers, revealed
"serious enough interest that helical-scan tape drives will be the next major
tape technology," says Lee Elizer, president of the Santa Barbara, Calif., firm.
If nagging political problems do not delay DAT, revenues for helical-scan
computer drives should top $555 million by 1992.
D
_
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Time is Money.
Time lost is profit lost.
• Slipped development schedules.
• Lengthy prototype cycles.
• Product/process obsolescence.
• Late market entry.
• Competitors as 2nd sources.

Orbit lets you recover lost time.
Guaranteed 10 or 15 day delivery
to recover slipped schedules.
Advanced processes include
CMOS, CCD, Analog CMOS, and
Radiation Tolerant. And because
Orbit is strictly afoundry, we are
aguaranteed noncompetitive
second source.
For more information on how
Orbit's services can help you
recover lost time, call Gary
Kennedy, President. Before it
gets any later. 1230 Bordeaux
Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617,
in California (800) 647-0222,
(408) 744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.
Electronics/August 20, 1987

Regional Representatives: NewYorit (716) 385-6500, (315) 446-2881, (914) 897-5611, (607) 754-1094 -Northeastern
U.S. (301) 356-9500, (612) 854-7550, (609) 428-6060, (617) 894-4550 - Western U.S. (714) 253-4626, (619)
741-0496, (602) 996-0635. (602) 293-1220, (505) tt88-0800, (303)530-4520 -Northern California (408) 973-1890.
International Representatives: U.K. and Europe Phone 44-295-61138, Tlx 838785 TOBY G, Fax 44-295-61130.
-Scandinavian Countries Phone 08-783 6640, Tlx 12483 ACTAB S, Fax 08-62 2972. -Israel Phone 972-52-551313,
Tlx 342541 CANER IL, Fax 972.-52-543890. -Ausfralia Phone 61-8-2235802, Tlx AA89141, Fax 61-8-2240464.
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It's been 3,000 years since anything as enlightening
as our 3-Book Set on Image Processing, Array
Processing and Data
Acquisition was written.
And you won't have to cross adesert,
part the Red Sea, or pay money to get it.
Data Translation's 3-Book Set is free.
First, there's "The Book": our 656-page
Catalog featuring unabridged descriptions,
specifications, and operating principles on Data
Translation's entire product line.
Second is "The Booklet": our 1987
Product Summary Price List. It contains
product overviews and comprehensive tables
summarizing product features and compatible
software and accessories.
Finally, there's "The How-To Book!' With
this Applications Handbook, you'll learn the
fundamentals of Image Processing, Array
Processing, and Data Acquisition through reallife examples.
For your free copy of our 3-Book Set,

CALL (617) 481-3700.

Alright, maybe our volumes
aren't as important as Moses:
But he had help writing his!

To learn more,
see us in Gold
Book 1987, or call to
receive our first-ever
1987 3-Book Set, including 1987 Catalog, Product
Summary Price List, and
Applications Handbook.
Data hanslatron

areg,terea trademark et Data Teanslatron, In

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617)481-3700 Tlx 951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, VVokingham, Barks, RG11 2QZ, England Tlx 849862 (#0)
International Sales Office: Australia (61) 2-662-4295 Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416)625-1907; Chile (2) 2-253689; China (408) 727-8222, (86)8-721-4017; Denmark (45)(02)
187188; England (44) 734-79383; Finland (358)-90-372144; France (33)(1)69-28-01-73; Greece (30)(3)152-7039, (30)(1) 361-4300; Hong Kong (852) 3-318585; India (91)2-231040; Israel
(972) 3-324298; Italy (39) 2-81821; Japan (81)(3) 502-5550, (81)(3) 375-1551, (81)(3) 355:1111; Korea (82) 778-0721; Malaysia (60) 3-36299; Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31)
70996360; New Zealand (61) 2-662-4295; Norway (47)(02) 559050; Peru (51)(14) 31-8060; Phillipines (63)818-0103; Portugal (351)1545313; Singapore (65) 271-3163; South Africa (27)
12469221; Spain (34) 14558112; Sweden (46)8-7617820; Switzerland (41) 17231410. (41) 22360830; Taiwan (86) 2-709-1394; West Germany (49)89809020.
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PRODyi
pTS NEWSLETTER
LSI LOGIC BOOSTS CHANNELLESS ARRAY SPEED UP TO 40%
ystem designers can squeeze high-performance logic and up to 16 Kbits

Sof read-only memory on asingle semicustom chip with [SI Logic Corp.'s

newest channelless arrays. Typical internal gate delays for atwo-input NAND
gate are 0.57 ns, compared with 1ns for the company's low-density channeled arrays, increasing speed by about 40%. Fabricated in the Milpitas,
Calif., company's advanced 1.5-µ,m, double-level-metal CMOS process, the
LMA9000 series can implement up to 4Kbits of 15-ns random-access memory or as much as 16 Kbits of read-only memory because of innovative
transistor placement. The LMA9000 family has 700 to 10,000 usable gates
and up to 158 input/output pads. The LMb6000 family has 700 to 6,700
usable gates and up to 82 I/O pads. Pricing varies with design complexity
and packaging.
D
LOCAL NETS CAN TRANSMIT UP TO 2,400

Fr

WITH EXAR TRANSCEIVER CHIP SET

Lmaximum

ocal-area networks using either a star or a bus topology can triple their
transmission distance with Exar Corp.'s transceiver chip set,
stretching as far as 2,400 ft. for the star, 1,600 ft. for the bus. Designed to
support StarIan controllers such as Intel Corp.'s 82586 and 83588, the twochip Exar set achieves its performance advantage by segregating appropriate
functions on one bipolar analog chip and one CMOS digital chip, instead of
opting for a bipolar single-chip solution [Electronics, June 25, 1987, p. 89].
Segregating the functions leads to line-reflective indexes two to three times
lower than competing systems, says the San Jose, Calif., company. The
digital CMOS XRT82C516 contains Manchester encoding and decoding logic,
clock and compare circuitry, collision detection, carrier sensing, and transmission control logic. The analog bipolar XRT82515 contains variable-gain and
summing amplifiers, filters, level detectors, and phase comparator circuitry.
Available now, each chip set costs $17 in 1,000-unit purchases.
D
AT&T OFFERS COMPACT FIBER-OPTIC TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MODULES

Aoptic systems design. The modules arrive in fully functional packages just
set of 1.3- j
um-wavelength transmitter/receiver modules simplifies fiber-

half the size of a board designed using discrete components. The newest
additions to the Astrotec family of lightwave products from AT&T's Components & Electronics Systems Division also boast 1-gigabit/s transmission and
1.7-gigabit/s receiving capability. The 1218-Type Astrotec Lightwave Transmitter uses an indium gallium arsenide phosphide laser and can be individually specified for output power, bit rate, and spectral options. The Astrotec
1306AA Lightwave Receiver has a high-performance, low-capacitance avalanche photodiode and aGaAs preamplifier circuit with adjustable transimpedance for extra sensitivity. Depending on specification, the transmitters cost
$2,500 to $4,500 and the receivers $2,850 each, in lots of 100.
D

NORSK'S 3.5-MIPS SUPERMINI FITS UNDER A DESK

Nsuperminicomputers

orsk Data A. S. is stepping up its invasion of the U. S. with aline of 32-bit
that compete with IBM Corp.'s 9300 and Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAX on price and performance but fit into a smaller
package. Up to 50 users can network on the Compact ND-5000 system,
which runs at 3.5 million instructions/s and fits in a box about the size of a
two-drawer file cabinet—compared with the refrigerator-sized competition. The
Oslo-based company's U. S. subsidiary, Norsk Data N. A. in Westboro, Mass.,
says five models will be available in October and will cost from $51,500 to
$317,150.
D
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTigR
CHIP BOOSTS RESOLUTION OF IBM'S VIDEO-GRAPHICS ADAPTER 250%

A

ggressive chip-design houses are already supercharging IBM Corp.'s
Video Graphics Adapter standard. Tseng Laboratories Inc.'s 15,000-gate
chip delivers 2.5 times the resolution-1,024 by 768 pixels, compared with
IBM's 640 by 480. The E13000 offers 16 colors from a 256,000-color palette
in its high-resolution mode and 256 colors in its 800-by-600-pixel mode-16
times the VGA standard. Fabricated in 1.5-p.rn CMOS technology, the Newtown, Pa., company's chip is register-level compatible with IBM's VGA and
EGA modes and BIOS-level compatible with all other standards. Its 65-MHz
video clock rate supports interlaced and non-interlaced displays, including
IBM's $1,500 Model 8514. Samples will be available to selected originalequipment manufacturers in September. Production chips will cost $40 in
November.
D

TWO HP WORK STATIONS NOW DO MATH NEARLY THREE TIMES FASTER

A

floating-point accelerator from Hewlett-Packard Co. puts the company's
mid-range and high-end work stations on a faster math track, increasing
speed almost threefold. With the 98248A board installed, HP's model 330
performs 236,000 full-precision floating-point operations/s using the Linpack
benchmark—compared with 97,000 flops without the board. Model 350 runs
330,000 flops with the board and 123,000 flops without it. Available now, the
98248A costs $5,800. HP has also introduced an error-checking and errorcorrection random-access-memory board set for the 350 that means users
can configure RAM systems of up to 48 Mbytes without worrying about
memory failures because of soft errors. The boards correct single-bit errors
without notifying the user, but double-bit errors are reported to the user. The
Fort Collins, Colo., division estimates mean-time between double-bit errors at
five years. The 8-Mbyte HP98264A card costs $12,800 and the 16-Mbyte
HP98264B costs $20,000. Delivery time is eight weeks.
D

200-MHz ADVANTEST TESTER CAN HANDLE THE FASTEST VLSI CHIPS

U

sing an advanced test head based on emitter-coupled-logic technology,
Advantest America Inc.'s T3381 system hits speeds up to 200 MHz—fast
enough to test the fastest new VLSI chips and application-specific integrated
circuits. The Lincolnshire, Ill., company's ECL-based test head boasts overall
timing accuracy within ±400 Ps while its general-purpose test head offers
accuracy within ±500 ps. The tester's 512-pin input/output capacity makes it
capable of testing the largest VLSI and ASIC chips. Testing efficiency is
enhanced by an architecture that integrates device design with testing and
evaluation. A 32-bit processor uses a specialized test-programming language
to boost throughput. The system can also serve as a virtual terminal for testsystem operation through an Ethernet network. Available now, the T3381
ranges in cost from $1 million to $6 million depending on configuration. CI
MEGATEK'S 200,000 -VECTOR/S SYSTEM RUNS 33% FASTER

M

egatek Corp. has dealt itself into the burgeoning market for high-end
graphics packages with two systems. Model 9100 renders 3-d color
wireframe objects at a rate of 200,000 vectors/s—performance about onethird better than the competition. Model 9300, a surface-rendering display
system for creating solids and shaded objects, paints 20,000 polygons/s; that
performance is comparable to Sun Microsystems Inc.'s 4/260CXP work station. The products use VLSI circuitry and a 32-bit floating-point engine for realtime object manipulation, says the San Diego, Calif., company. Available now,
a base-priced 9100 costs $24,000, and the 9300 starts at $35,000.
D
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Megarad tolerant
CMOS Processes
On time. Guaranteed.
Megarad tolerant IC's: for product
reliability under extreme adverse
conditions. Semiconductor foundry
service: manufacturing to meet
demanding schedules. Orbit Semiconductor, the specialists in hi-reliability
CMOS processes, brings you both.
You supply the database tape of an
I.C. designed to be Rad Hard. We'll
do the rest.
Orbit's Rad Tolerant process is
P-well, non-isoplanar silicon gate CMOS
with channel stops and thin oxide
extentions.
Our processing capabilities allow us
to achieve feature sizes to the 2micron
level, and deliver packaged units that
meet requirements of Mil Std 883-C.
Make Orbit Semiconductor your
manufacturing source for Megarad

tolerant CMOS processes, custom
process development, Charge Coupled
Devices (CCD's); and get our standard
on-time guarantee.
To find out more, contact Technical
Marketing. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617, in
California (800) 647-0222, (408)
744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR. INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENAllVES. Long Island end North New krsey (5)6)360-0940, (201)335-0680 -Northeutern U.S (301)356-9500, (612)854-7550, (609)428-6060. (617)894.4550
- Western US. (714)253-4626, (619)741-0496, (602)996-0639. (602)293.1220, (505)888-0800, (303)530.4520 -Northern Cohforma (408)973-1890.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:U.K. and Europe Phe -.444.299.61138,11x 838785 TOBY G. Fax 44-795-61130-Scandinavran Countries Phone 46-P-7836640, Mx 12483 ACTAB S.
Fax 46.8.653190 Phone 972-52-551313, Tlx 342541 CANER IL Fax 972-52-543890 -Australia Phone 61-8-2235802, Tht AA89141 UNIVAD, Fax 61-8-2240464.
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"It's access -fuller, easier information access that's at the heart of our success
in selling Digital's networked desk-top computing," states Tom Curry, vice president
of Marketing at McDonnell Douglas Manufacturing and Engineering Systems Company. "Architectural engineers new realize that the isolated PC is not the answer."
In Mr. Curry's view, Digital's ability to network, plus compatibility from individual workstations to huge processors are ideal for the architectural community.
"For any building project to progress smoothly, there has to be acoordinated
effort. The group working on lighting, for example, needs to share information

"With Digital's networked
desk, McDonnell Douglas
is giving architectural
engineers amore
• ,
productive way to build.
•

with those designing heating and ventilation. In the Digital environment, that's
exactly what they do."
"In our own marketing efforts," adds Mr. Curry, "Digital offers two enormous
competitive advantages. Planning for the future is easier because of Digital's commitment to compatibility. And we do very little selling of Digital to our customers
-engineers are already sold." To get your competitive advantage now, write:
Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue,
TM
West Concord, Massachusetts 01742. Or call your
local Digital sales office.

!I DOA

d

C) Digital Equipment Corporation 198. The Digital logo is atrademark of Ligital Equipment Corporation.
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IBM COPIES.
25e EACH.
For the first time, you can get high
quality color hardcopy from all your IBM
graphics systems. In amatter of seconds.
For just afew pennies each.
The CH-5300 color hardcopier connects directly to your IBM hardware via
our video interface. So you don't have
to write any software. Plus you can connect up to four sources at one time.
Or network the CH-5300 on a3274controlled system.
With the CH-5300, you'll work
with up to 4,912 colors (not just 8).And

you can count on seeing crisp, clean
lines and smoothly shaded solids. So
your screen images are accurately
reproduced on every copy.
What's more, you'll get all this on
paper or film. A or Bsize. In as little as
45 seconds.
So look into the Seiko CH-5300.You'll
see the best IBM copies to come your way
for just aquarter.

SEIKO IO

.
Call Martin Nelson at
(408) 943-9100 today. Seiko Instruments USA

c 1987 Seiko Instruments USA, Inc. IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.Visuals courtesy of CADAM, Inc. and Motorola.

IBM PC/G

IBM 5080/5080 AT

IBM 3179/3279

IBM PC/GX
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ATTACK ON 386 TERRITORY
OPENS A MARKET AND A WAR
AMD's 16-MHz 286 CHIP IS JUST THE BEGINNING; HOW WILL INTEL RESPOND?
time due to its sheer complexity. The
286 is a much smaller chip, and AMD
new segment of the personal
will sell even its premium 16-MHz part
computer market, the high-end 16for $150 in lots of 100. Until truly combit IBM-compatible PC, is attracting
pelling 32-bit products appear from
companies the way apond draws kids
software houses, the price-perforin August. Earlier this month Admance of high-end 16-bit systems is
vanced Micro Devices Inc. and Chips &
going to be far more attractive.
Technologies Inc. staked out the terriThe new generation of high-end 16-bit
tory. Now Intel Corp. is not expected
PCs is likely to be defined relative to
to leave AMD unchallenged in microIBM's entries, models 50 and 60 in its
processors for the segment, and FaraPS/2 line, which are about 50% faster
day Electronics is getting set to offer
than the latest PC AT with its 8-MHz
support chips rivaling those from
286 processor. With a boost from the
Chips & Technologies. The first sysperformance-enhancing features of the
tem-level entries should show up by
16-MHz 286 support chips Chips & Techearly next year—or even as soon as
nologies introduced earlier this month, a
November's Comdex/Fall show—and
16-MHz 286-based system will outperfurther developments in the supportform aPS/2 model 50 or 60 by afactor
chip arena promise to usher in IBMcompatible systems with high-speed MARKET MAKER. AMD's 16-MHz 80286 will serve of 50% or better, says Diosdado Banabit IBM PC compatible market.
tao, vice president of systems logic.
Microchannel expansion buses like the high end of the 16 Last week Faraday disclosed plans
ones in IBM's high-end PS/2 models.
to
introduce
a support-chip set for 16nal
data
path.
It
is
said
to
be
softwareAMD started it all with its 16-MHz
MHz 286-based PCs in the third quarter.
version of Intel's 16-bit 80286 micro- compatible with the 286 and aimed at
The Sunnyvale, Calif., firm has also deprocessor. Intel, for the record, says it systems based on the bus used in IBM's
veloped enhancements to the basic PC
PC AT. Intel won't comment.
has no plans to produce a286 that runs
AT architecture that allow hardware
Meanwhile,
the
others
are
plugging
faster than its current 12.5-MHz version,
vendors to squeeze more performance
away. With the help of support-chip venciting a lack of customer interest. But
from their systems.
dors
like
Chips
&
Technologies
and
Farthe company also has its market for the
One potential limit to performance of
aday, PC vendors can use AMD's 1632-bit 80386 to protect, and the new 16systems
compatible with the PC AT is the
MHz
286—and
presumably
the
Intel
P9,
bit high end invades that chip's turf.
expansion bus of the IBM system. The
if and when it appears—to build sysAlso, AMD has increased its pressure
Microchannel bus IBM developed for its
tems that outperform the 286-based
on Intel through a long-term secondhigher-performance PS/2 systems is far
members of IBM's PS/2 line by a subsourcing agreement covering Intel mifaster than the PC AT bus, but builders
stantial
margin,
and
that
even
run
neck
croprocessors, and it seems likely that
of compatible systems face some proband neck with such 32-bit PCs as the
Intel will be forced to respond. AMD has
lems in moving to the Microchannel. IBM
Compaq Deskpro 386, so long as the 32pushed 286 prices down and perforhas applied for a number of patents on
bit system is running 16-bit software.
mance up, and its 16-MHz part ups the
the technology used in the Microchannel
And 32-bit software for IBM and comante even higher. Further spicing the
bus, patents that the company is expected
patible PCs may be along time coming;
brew, the two companies are engaged in
to protect vigorously. Furthermore, there
the
operating
system
that
will
unlock
a heated legal battle. AMD is trying to
are no support chips for building interthe
power
of
the
386,
Microsoft's
OS/2,
force Intel to hand over the 386 design
faces to the Microchannel.
is still not due to appear for another
for second sourcing, and Intel is atBoth problems will be resolved fairly
five or six months. Application software
tempting to end all AMD second sourcsoon, spokesmen from both Faraday and
won't
follow
for
another
six
months
or
a
ing of Intel parts.
Chips & Technologies believe. When IBM
year. The PC software base that exists
NOT WAITING. However, the legal wranreceives its patents, it will license those
now is composed of 16-bit applications
gle may not be resolved for some time,
patents to makers of Microchannel-interwritten
to
run
under
the
MS-DOS
operand industry insiders say that Intel is
face chips, which can then pass on the
working on another response to AMD, a ating system, and the coming generarights to their customers, says Banatao.
tion
of
fast
16-bit
machines
will
pick
up
microprocessor nicknamed "the AMD
Thus IBM, rather than stopping makers
this software and run with it.
killer." Reportedly designated the P9
of compatible systems from basing their
Cost is another important factor. The
and scheduled to go on the market early
products on the Microchannel, will simply
386 is a pricey piece of silicon, about
next year, the chip is supposedly astep
derive some income from those sales.
$250
in
quantity
(the
16-MHz
part),
and
down from the 32-bit 386, with a 32-bit
-Jeremy L. Young
it is likely to remain expensive for some
internal architecture and a 16-bit exter-
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PACKAGING

TAB FOR VLSI COMING FROM FAIRCHILD
PALO ALTO, CALIF.

bonding has been
I around for 15 years, but it has been
called upon only recently to attack the
problem of housing VLSI chips. In fact,
progress in VLSI has been so swift that
circuit density has outstripped the input/output-connection and heat-removal
capabilities of available integrated-circuit packages. Those limitations will
soon be stripped away if the TAB work
at Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. pans
out.
The Fairchild TAB process, called Delta (for dense lead tape), has been under
development for several years, and one
version—with a lead pitch of 100 gm
and 300 to 400 pins—will become aproduction system by the middle of 1988 in
Fairchild's digital-circuit-packaging facility.
More dramatically, aDelta system under development with 50-gm pitch
(about 2 mils), can accommodate an IC
structure containing more than 400
leads. That system should be in place
about a year later. By comparison, the
current VLSI leader, the 100-gm pin-grid
array, can accommodate only 256 pins in
its standard package. So with Delta,
chip size will no longer depend on bondpad real estate. The process is also faster than other bonding techniques.
DESIGN CHORES. To achieve the density,
Fairchild engineers had to design their
own tape, which is manufactured for
them by 3M in Austin, Texas, says Bill
Phy, manager of packaging technology
research at Fairchild. They also had to
redesign extensively acommercial bonding station to get the needed transport,
resolution, and heating characteristics.
"There's not much left of the original
machine," Phy says.
The tape and bonding processes contain many new features aimed at providing the high density and other benefits
for various packaging needs. Among
them: forming before individual sections
are excised from the parent tape; testing after interleaf bonding; a carrier
that ensures tape flatness during bonding; floating alignment to allow the tape
to move around within the carrier without damage; and high-adhesion bumping, with minimal undercutting.
In the 50-gm system, each lead exiting a device is 25-gm wide and 25-gm
thick. The pitch, or standard lead density, in production today for TAB is 150 to
200 gm. For example, 3M has been shipping custom tape with up to 600 leads;
however, the pitch is 4mils.
Delta makes use of the pulse-reflow
heating method, with agold-tin eutectic
"rape-automated

2

In the modified bonding station, the
thermode sits above the circular bonding table, and aslide carrier containing
the tape is positioned with 1- to 2-gm
accuracy—twice as good as other bonders. Because standard optical micra
scopes cannot resolve the dimensions,
Fairchild designers have come up with a
high-resolution
charge-coupled-device
camera containing an image intensifier.
A high-intensity fiber-optic light source
feeds the periscope used for alignment.
DESIGN DRAWBACK. Although the equipment can assemble extremely dense
packages faster than conventional wire
bonding, it still has some limitations.
One drawback is the fact that each indiINSIDE PITCH. Fairchild is developing a 50vidual tape must be custom designed for
,um pitch version of its Delta TAB process.
a particular IC, and its wiring pattern
and die holder may need aredesign for
formation. The method can apply heat even minor deviations. By contrast,
quickly, in aburst mode, to metallic ob- wire-bonding machines can be reprojects with low thermal mass—like the grammed easily for various bonding
thermode—thus speeding the bonding patterns.
process. The specially designed therAnother limitation rests in the tape
mode acts like aresistive element, per- manufacturing. The yield at high-pitch
mitting the bonding rails to heat to a densities needs improvement if the sysuniform temperature. Thus the ther- tem is to become economical. Fairchild
mode temperatures can be maintained
designers are now using the 100-gm
to within ±5°C. Additional proprietary TAB technology on a12,000-gate bipolar
methods eliminate one objection to tin- array and are taking advantage of
plated tape: tin whisker growth, which TAB's speed to package afast biCMOS
can eventually result in short circuits.
256-K bit memory.
—Stan Runyon
COMPUTERS

CAN IBM CATCH UP WITH
THE APPLE SCHOOL BUS?
NEW YORK

espite its tremendous marketDing
clout, IBM Corp. is not a

strong favorite to unseat Apple
Computer Inc. in U. S. classrooms.
IBM jumped into the educational
computer market this month with a
new low-priced version of its Personal System/2. The Model 25 is
the company's first low-end offering since it dropped the unsuccessful PCjr two years ago.
At best, one analyst says, IBM has
no better than an even chance in this
market where price, not performance
or service, is paramount. And while
skeptics might wonder why IBM is
so concerned over getting apiece of
what is a relatively small and lowmargin market segment—less than a
half million units were sold in 1986,
according to one industry analyst—
IBM's motives are clear: it wants
students, the PC buyers of the fu-

APPLE DOMINATES THE SCHOOL MARKET

SOURCE

LINK RESOURCES CORP
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ture, to train on IBM machines.
So far, IBM hasn't been able to accomplish that. It trails Apple and Tandy
Corp. of Fort Worth, Texas, in computer
sales to educational institutions. In the
year that ended June 1986, IBM accounted for just 12% of the 447,000 machines
shipped to public schools, according to
Link Resources Corp., aNew York market researcher. By contrast, Apple sold
66%, and Tandy 14% (see chart, p. 32).
Now, despite IBM's aggressive marketing plan, "I'd say they have a 50-50
chance," says George Colony, an analyst
with Forrester Research Inc. of Cambridge, Mass.
IBM also faces an uphill battle because it is essentially starting from
scratch. Some 58% of the installed base
of 1.363 million personal computers in
U. S. schools are Apples. Only 7% of the
total-95,410 units—are IBM PCs.
That doesn't faze IBM, though. The
market is ripe with potential for bulk
sales, declares Proctor Houston, director
of IBM's Educational Systems Marketing Operations in Atlanta. He points out

that there are 44 million students attending public schools throughout the
U. S., plus another million students in
the nation's private schools, leaving ample room for growth.
FEEDING GROWTH. IBM's strategy is to
feed that growth with high-volume
sales. It isn't just hoping that the Model
25 will attract the interest of schools,
and eventually the students that will
then learn to use it, with its new system's compact, Macintosh-like design
and low price—about $1,350 with a
black-and-white monitor. The company
is also pressing its point with cut-rate
offers, including discounts of about 20%
on sales to schools, colleges, professors,
and even students and staff.
To do that IBM is extending its directmarketing sales techniques, which have
been successful in the business world,
to schools as well. Colony points out
that most school computer purchases
are through dealers, such as ComputerLand and Tandy's Radio Shack, where
more-expensive IBM products get overlooked by frugal buyers. Direct sales

could counter that disadvantage.
An executive at Apple, who asked not
to be named, says IBM is also spending
heavily to seed the higher-education
market with gifts of equipment and
software—perhaps by as much as $250
million in the past year. With the announcement of the PS/2 Model 25, the
executive says, "it looks like they're doing something in the kindergartenthrough-12th-grade category."
In its standard configuration, the
Model 25 comes with an 8-MHz Intel
8086 central processor; 512 Kbytes of
random-access memory; and a720-Kbyte
3.5-in, floppy disk drive (a second drive
is optional). Also included are a monochrome display; IBM's dual-mode MultiColor Graphics Array chip, which offers
either 320-by-200-pixel resolution and up
to 256 colors or 640-by-480 resolution
with two colors; and two expansion
slots. A prepackaged version aimed at
college students adds a second 3.5-in.
floppy disk drive, the DOS 3.3 operating
system, Microsoft Windows 1.04, and a
mouse.
-Tobias Naegele

CONVERTERS

TRWS 10-BIT ADC LEADS THE PACK
LA JOLLA, CALIF.

in the fiercely contested converter
business, the leader is usually the one
with the hottest new part. Right now
that's probably TRW Inc., whose LS!
Products Division has beaten the rest of
the field to market with a key product
that its rivals have been trying to develop for years: a 10-bit "flash" monolithic
analog-to-digital converter.
Its 10-bit resolution and its flash conversion speed of 25 megasamples/s give
the part more importance than just an
incrementally improved product, says
consultant William I. Strauss, president
of Forward Concepts Inc., Scottsdale,
Ariz. Rather, the TRW ADC represents
"one more step, and a big one at that,
up the performance ladder" in aconversion market that holds much opportunity, he says. With the 10-bit part, TRW
can carve out a "conversion leadership
role once again," he predicts. The La
Jolla, Calif., division showed the way
with the first monolithic 8-bit converters
in the late 1970s, but since has been
passed by its competitors.
Strauss, who closely follows the conversion field, says the monolithic ADC
market will grow at nearly 28% annually over the next five years from a$223
million sales base in 1986. Digital-to-analog sales are growing slightly slower,
but both types of monolithic parts are
eating rapidly into bulkier and more expensive hybrid converters that until rocently held the lion's share of this busiElectronics/August 20, 1987

ness. The impetus largely comes from
advances in digital signal processing,
particularly commercial video and military radar equipment, which "can't do
anything without fast conversion," says
Strauss.
TRW's new 1-µm TDC1020 is its second pass at the 10-bit target; an attempt
in 1979 failed because, among other reasons, the 2-µm technology then available
resulted in a very large chip. In the
meantime, the division came out with a
successful 1-µm 9-bit device dubbed the
TDC1049.
REFERENCE
NETWORK

ANALOG VOLTAGE
INPUT

"But the difficulty of adding just one
more bit to aflash converter remained a
formidable challenge," says Willard K.
Bucklen, director of analog products.
The bedrock problem is doubling the entire on-chip comparator network (to
1,024 differential comparators) to get
the extra bit, which would double the
254-mil-by-254-mil die size as well as the
power, he explains. Obviously, circuitry
had to be simplified without sacrificing
performance, aproblem TRW engineers
have managed to solve.
Bucklen credits improvements that in
CLOCK SIGNAL

2OVERFLOW
LINES t\

BLOCK OF 1,024 DIFFERENTIAL
COMPARATORS IN PARALLEL

FLASH. TRW's 10-bit analog-to-digital converter can turn out 25 megasamples/s.
33

elude a refined comparator design that
benefits from "extremely good transistor matching across the entire die" and
proprietary differential-decoding circuitry. Also, "our decoding method reduces
the magnitude of errors due to extremely high input slew rates," he says. The
result is aslightly larger chip at 264 by
264 mils. Its 25-megasample/s rate
comes with •1
/ least-significant-bit dif2
ferential linearity error and ±1 LSB integral linearity error. Signal-to-noise ratio
is 54 dB on 3.58-MHz input, with power
dissipation of 4.6 W. This permits the
converter to be operated without forced-

air cooling over arange of 0to 70°C.
TRW marketers are keeping an eye on
Sony Corp., which at last fall's Electronica show in Munich announced a 10-bit
ADC. The Japanese company says it has
been selling the part domestically, but
rivals say they see no sign of it. Also,
Honeywell Inc.'s Solid State Electronics
Division in Colorado Springs, Colo., is
known to be nearing introduction of 10bit ADCs and DACs using its VHSIC
Phase 1 1.25-pm technology. Sony and
Honeywell officials decline to discuss
details.
Bucklen says that video-equipment

manufacturers, who now use two 9-bit
chips cascaded to get 10-bit resolution,
already are showing a good deal of interest in the TDC1020. Not only does
the jump to 10 bits have tangible results
in better image quality in black-andwhite transform contours, he says, but
the price is right: at $295 apiece in thousands, the new ADC represents a savings over two 9-bit parts at $125 each
because of the additional cost of integrating two of them. He adds that volume production of the 10-bit converter
has already started.
-Larry Waller

MICROSYSTEMS

A NEW WAY TO GET MORE FROM ETHERNET
DALLAS

D

automatically blame the communications link if Ethernet local-area
networks are not delivering the promised
10-Mbit/s data transmissions. The problem is more likely to be in the architecture of node-attachment hardware, according to Interphase Corp., a maker of
hard-disk controllers. The Dallas company
is using lessons from fast computer
drives to design aspeedy 32-bit VMEbusbased board for Ethernet connection.
Bit streams—whether they come from
hard disks or local-area networks—can
make computers sluggish when the disk
or LAN controller seizes access to data
buses for inordinate periods of time,
notes Ernest E. Godsey, product marketing director at Interphase. He says
some Ethernet users conclude wrongly
that they need faster fiber-optic links or
a completely different networking
scheme to avoid performance losses due
to the LAN's collision-sense multiple-access with collision detection (CSMA/CD)
protocol. Instead, the problem is datamovement bottlenecks inside computer
nodes, he says.
TOKEN-RING MYTH. Network consultant
Harvey A. Freedman of Architecture
Technology Inc. in Minneapolis agrees
that there is no need for most users to
fret about loss of performance due to
Ethernet's CSMA/CD, saying it is a
myth spread by those promoting tokenring nets. Freedman says the largest
factor in Ethernet performance is the
amount of protocol processing done on
the controller board. "Ideally, you want
to divorce the communications aspects
from computing aspects" so that the
central processing unit handles less of
the communications overhead, he says.
Interphase has worked out the divorce
on its V/Ethernet 4207 Eagle board,
which carries a self-contained protocolprocessing engine having a highly partitioned architecture and the 32-bit wallop
of Motorola's 16.7-MHz 68020 processor.
on%
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Godsey believes the board to be the first
32-bit Ethernet platform for VMEbus. Interphase consulted with several technology partners during the development of
the board. These system integrators,
whom Godsey won't identify, are Ethernet users, and most have concluded that
available controller architectures limit
throughput to only a fraction of Ethernet's available bandwidth.
"Our technology partners tell us that
even with quiescent nodes—meaning no
data collisions—they are getting no better
than between 56 and 100 Kbytes/s utiliza-

tion out of the 10-Mbit/s Ethernet... Many of them are only getting 50 Kbytes/s, which is very, very poor," he says.
Interphase predicts that the $3,500
board, slated to reach the market ta
ward the end of the year, will speed up
data flow by as much as 10 times and
will help give Ethernet asecond chance
with some disgruntled VMEbus users.
The Eagle prevents system central processors and Ethernet controllers from
rendering each other inefficient on the
VMEbus, the company claims. What's
more, the board utilizes Interphase's

FAST FLYER. The Eagle features aprotocol engine partitioned from the rest of the board.
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS REPORTS ON

NETWORKING
IN THE ERA OF

MegaChip
TECHNOLOGIES
•

Networking in the Era of MegaChip Technologies:

When connecting to the
you need to connect with

Only the TMS380 Chip Set from Texas
Instruments is tested and verified with
IBM. That frees you to concentrate on the
important business of making your
products market winners.

ndustry observers agree: The
IBM® Token-Ring Network is capturing
alion's share of the LAN (local-area
network) market. As stated by IBM in
their October 15, 1985, product announcement, the IBM Token-Ring
Network is "an 'open' network architecture for accommodation of non-IBM
and IBM attaching devices ... with
semiconductor components available

IBM Token-Ring,
Texas Instruments first.
the chief reason for turning to TI first
when designing-in token ring connectivity. You know your TMS380based product will be 100% compatible
with IBM and industry standards.
As aresult, you avoid any problems
of validation, verification, or long development time. You gain time to add
product enhancements that can mean a
competitive edge in the marketplace.
Martin Sinnott, director, Dayton
Development Center of the NCR Corporation, sums up the advantage this
way: "We offer the very highest level of
interoperability with the IBM TokenRing Network via TI's TMS380 Chip
Set and our own software."

An integrated solution for
"open" systems

from Texas Instruments." All you need to
capitalize on the growing demand for
products that will operate on the ring is
to design with TI's TMS380 Chip Set.

"We use TI's TMS380 Chip
Set and TI's implementation of
IEEE 802.2 LLC protocols to
ensure IBM compatibility at
media- access and software levels."
That is Howard S. Chamey, senior vice
president of 3Com Corporation, stating

TI's TMS380 Chip Set begins with a
40-million-bits-per-second DMA interface. This provides efficient connection
to high-speed microprocessors such as
Intel's 80X86 and Motorola's 680X0 families and open-system buses like IBM's
Micro Channel" and Apple's NuBusTM
Having built-in software jointly
copyrighted by IBM and TI, the
TMS380 provides all IEEE 802.5
media-access control processing, including on-board network-management
services (see box). In addition, the
TMS380 provides capability for message-buffer expansion and higher layer
protocols, such as IBM-compatible IEEE
802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC),
available from TI.
The TMS380 completes your connection to the IBM Token-Ring with
physical-layer interface circuits that
provide clocking, data reception and
transmission, and ring-insertion control.
Opening the way to intemetworking
the TMS380 facilitates the design of
token ring bridge and gateway products.

Good news about cost

Another reason to choose the TMS380
is that the cost of connectivity is com-

Reliable network management
"We have designed our ProNET 0-4
product using the industry-standard Ti
TMS380 Chip Set. In addition to normal
data-communications functions, the chip
set provides power-up self-test as well as
network-management frames for automatic
error detection, parameter services, and
reconfigurations. The net effect is reliable,
manageable network operation."
Howard Saiwen,
Chairman and Founder, Proteon, Inc.

ing down. The chip set is available now
at asuggested resale price under $100.00
(quantity 100).
The TMS380 reflects the influence
of TI's MegaChipTM Technologies.
These are the skills and disciplines
acquired through ongoing development
of high-density circuits which generate
advances in semiconductor design, processing, manufacturing, and service.
These technologies are having an
effect on other LAN standards. For
example, TI has developed the
SN75061/62 single-channel drivers/
receivers that can easily be configured
for use with StarLAN IEEE 802.3
1BASE5 networks. These new devices
perform data transmission/reception and
minimize transmission-line noise. The
SN75061 is ideally suited to 1BASE5
stations; the lower-power, lower-cost
SN75062, to hubs.
For more information on the broad
TMS380 support, turn the page.

Comprehensive support from TIC
speeds TMS380 design-in.
To help you with everything from token
ring adapter-card prototyping through
communications-protocol development
and systems integration, TI makes
available the comprehensive TMS380
Development Products Family.
Design-in Accelerator Kit includes
hardware and debug software for completing aprototype token ring adapter:
Three sample TMS380 chip sets, engi-

neering debug software with User's
Guide, and an interconnect schematic.
PC Adapter Card helps you develop
software and analyze traffic on the IBM
Token-Ring Network. It works in both
the PC Family and PC AT compatibles
and incorporates TI's new IEEE 802.2
LLC. The card comes with demonstration software as well as protocol-analysis
software to help develop your communications protocol.
Test Wiring Concentrator (TWC)
provides the mechanism for any station
to be inserted on the ring and adds
LEDs that indicate ring insertion.
TMS380 LW EvaluationKit
provides the hardware, software, and
documentation required to evaluate the
IBM-compatible IEEE 802.2 LLC software on your designs.
ASIC-LAN Tool Kit enables the
fast development of highly integrated,
differentiated, and compact adapters.
The kit contains ASIC software macro
building blocks and completed design
examples. These support Adapter Memory Expansion and PC Bus Interface.
The kit not only helps save board space,
but also several months of system and
hardware design.
"MegaChip and NuBus are trademarks of Texas
Instruments Incorporated. Micro Channel is atrademark
of International Business Machines Corporation.
eIBM is aregistered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation. ProNET is aregistered trademark
of Pmteon, Inc.
27-4512
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TMS380 Bridge Design Kit contains one TMS38021 Bridging Protocol
Handler, one set of Bridge Options
Adapter Software, and aTMS38021
Bridge Application Report to help you
develop bridge or gateway products.
Token Ring Seminars are conducted
on request at TI Regional Technology
Centers or at your site. A two-day

workshop includes an introduction to
the TMS380 Chip Set and hands-on
experience in the lab. A one-day
TMS380 Advanced Topics Workshop
provides an understanding of the extended LLC interface on the TMS380
and provides insight into bridge
applications.
For more information on TI's
TMS380 Chip Set, call TI's hot-line
number, (713) 274-2380. Or complete
and return the coupon today to Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box
809066, Dallas, Texas 75380-9066.

SPW083EC700C
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 809066
Dallas, Texas 75380-9066
YES, please send me information on TI's networking products
and services.
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
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CITY
AREA CODE
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TELEPHONE
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Buspacket interface, which sends preformatted packets across the bus at
more than 30 Mbytes/s, more than triple
the speed of conventional data streams.
The theoretical limit for the VMEbus is
40 Mbytes/s. Interphase first used the
Buspacket in its disk controllers [Electronics, July 10, 1986, P. 58].
The protocol engine, which has its
own dedicated block of fast static random-access memory for downloaded
Ethernet protocol programs, is partitioned from the rest of the board by bus
transceivers (see figure, p. 54). Thus the
32-bit local data bus, the Ethernet chip

set, and the 128-Kbit-by-32-bit communications buffer can handle data to and
from the network while the 68020 processes protocols.
In addition, the Ethernet chip set—
made up of a serial interface adapter
and the 7990 LAN-control integrated circuit from Advanced Micro Devices—is
attached to the local data bus with programmable-logic-based pipeline registers. The pipeline registers provide a
large buffer for the chip set, which
helps to keep the 68020 or the host central processor's access to the 512 Kbytes
of communications RAM open.

In a direct-memory-access mode, the
new Ethernet controller acts as a VMEbus master, making data transfers without host intervention at over 30 Mbytes/s.
The board can operate as a bus slave
with the system's central processor. The
board also features amixed slave/master
mode that saves time by allowing acentral processor to read header packets of
Ethernet data in the communications
buffer. The controller board, using its
DMA features, then places data in the
correct system memory locations, eliminating one intermediate transfer of data
over the VMEbus. -.I Robert Lineback

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

PLESSEY CLAIMS A BIPOLAR SPEED MARK
CASWELL, ENGLAND
LI ot

all the news about semiEMITTER
BASE
BASE
1M conductor processing has to
COLLECTOR
come from the U. S. and Japan,
n+
maintain
the
semiconductor
folks at The Plessey Co. plc in
the UK. To back their claim,
they cite the company's Allan
Clark Research Centre at Caswell, which has just developed
the fastest silicon bipolar process anywhere. What's more,
they add, transfer of the process RAPID. Trench isolation and two layers of polysilicon
from the labs to Plessey Semi- are two keys to Plessey's high-speed bipolar process.
conductors' production facility
at Swindon has begun, and the first blazing speed of the HE process—currently implemented with 1-µm lithograproducts could come off the line in early
phy—to trench isolation and an emitter
1988.
Even if it does get edged out by a structure that's fabricated with two
overlapping layers of polysilicon (see
Japanese or U. S. maker, Plessey's HE
drawing). The double-polysilicon strucprocess certainly rates as world class.
Plessey developed it in the framework ture keeps the emitter/base capacitance
of Britain's Alvey fifth-generation-com- low, which in turn boosts the cutoff freputer project and has another year of quency of the transistors. Holt figures
Alvey support to tweak the process for
NETWORKING
full speed. But already divide-by-8 prescalers that have been made with an interim version of the process are achieving toggle frequencies of 6.4 GHz. Ring
oscillators checked out at gate delays of
less than 50 ps.
At that speed, Plessey outdoes the
NEW YORK
two best gate-delay times reported so
far by chip makers for bipolar circuits:
new style of computing that
could wipe out the specter of inMatsushita Electric Industrial Co., Osaka, described in May at the VLSI Sym- compatibility in networks is beginning
posium in Japan a technology that to fulfill its promise. Called transparent
distributed computing, it permits a maachieves minimum delay time of 53 ps/
gate; NEC Corp.'s 1st LSI Division, Kan- chine to take over part of atask from a
agawa, reported a 52-ps gate delay at machine of adifferent make without bethe International Electron Devices Meet- ing told to do so by the operator.
Leading what appears to be the begining in Washington, D. C., last December. Fastest to date, but still in the de- ning of a tidal wave of such mix-andvelopment labs, is aself-aligned technol- match computing is Apollo Computer
Inc. and its Network Computing System.
ogy from the Atsugi Electrical CommuOn Aug. 10, the Chelmsford, Mass., comnications Laboratories of NTT Corp.
pany and Multiflow Computer Inc. anthat has abasic gate delay of 26 ps.
nounced that they will connect their sysWilliam Holt, manager of silicon IC
tems for transparent distributed computdevelopment at Caswell, attributes the

that over the next year the transistor
design can be improved enough to boost
the performance another 10% to 20%.
The cutoff frequency for the final version of the process will be 14 GHz, Holt
estimates.
Although still wringing out the process,
Plessey already has begun to look at some
possible leading-edge products for use in
high-speed systems such as computers,
electronic switching, and fiber-optic communications. In addition to the 6.4-GHz
prescalers, the company has fabricated
high-speed gate arrays (240 gates) with
gate delays of 80 ps at 8mW power dissipation and an 8-bit latched digital/analog
converter. These will be followed by a
high-speed comparator, three types of
emitter-coupled-logic (100-K ECL) logic circuits, a complementary current-output
dual exclusive-OR/NOR gate, and alimiter. But, Plessey officials insist, there is not
yet any firm list of products for them to
take to market
-Arthur L. Erikson

HERE COMES TRANSPARENT
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

A
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ing and market them jointly. This connection closely follows similar Apollo
agreements with Alliant Computer Systems and Concurrent Computer Corp.
The new marriage unites two approaches to computing that are really
useful together only if they work transparently. Multiflow, based in Branford,
Conn., last spring introduced its Trace
family of cost-effective supercomputers
with a new very-long-instruction-word
architecture that can dramatically speed
the execution of existing programs
[Electronics, April 30, 1987, p. 83].
This is accomplished by compiling programs with the firm's special tracescheduling compiler to take advantage
39

For workstations that
thrive in amultivendor
HP's powerful family of technical workstations fits
right in with your present computing resources, as well
as those added in the future. With industry standard networking, operating systems, and languages. Plus hundreds
of advanced application packages, and performance extras
to give you the competitive edge in all of your engineering
and technical activities.
Our solutions are implemented on one of the industry's largest technical computer and workstation families.
It consists of the HP Technical Vectra PC, the HP 9000
series 200/300/500, and the new model 840 Precision
Architecture Computer.

Full UNIX System V compatibility.
HP's technical workstations use AT&T's System V
UNIX operating system with Berkeley 4.2 enhancements
and HP improvements. The result is astandard tuned to
the workstation environment with windowing, real-time
I/O extensions, graphics, six languages and other extras.

The networking you need.
HP offers the networking to unify design, test, manufacturing, and technical office automation in your company.
You'll have ARPA and Berkeley services and TCP/IP on
Ethernet** and IEEE 802.3 to provide connectivity with
IBM, DEC, and other vendors' products.
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AI power without special AI machines.
You get everything you expect in amultipurpose
workstation, plus the ability to run Artificial Intelligence on
the same machine. Based on Common Lisp, it lets you
harness AI power for accelerated software development.
You can also get premier expert system tools from companies such as Intellicorp and Teknowledge.
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Wide range of graphics solutions.
The choice is yours...from low-cost monochrome to
high-resolution color monitors...from simple report
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run UNIX* systems and
environment, talk to HP.
graphics to 3D solids modeling. There are industry standards like GKS and ANSI Computer Graphics Virtual
Device Interface (CG-VDI), to protect your investment
by making your existing software portable. HP's accelerated graphics solutions are highly modular, so you can
upgrade whenever you choose.

Hundreds of application packages.
Specialized technical applications? No problem. HP's
application packages include logic and analog CAE, PCB
CAD, microprocessor software development, 2D design
and drafting, 3D solids modeling and finite element analysis, documentation and report generation, and database
management. New software packages are constantly being
added for an even larger selection.

HP—protecting your investment.
Buying HP's solutions is not only asmart decision
initially, but it provides the added benefit of lower cost
of ownership that reflects our commitment to quality and
service. For more information, call your local HP sales
office listed in the telephone directory white pages.

1,1151.11. -1

Tap HP's DATA-LINE
for complete facts...instantly!
For on-line information 24 hours aday, use your computer, modem, and HP's DATA-LINE. Dial 1-800-367-7646
(300 or 1200 baud, 7bits even parity, 1stop bit).
In Colorado call 1-800-523-1724.
•UNIX is atrademark of AT&T.

"Ethernet is atrademark of Xerox Corporation.

Irha HEWLETT
\J.,
.
PACKARD
1),1 ,60 ,13
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of the fine-grain parallelism of the machine's very long instruction word. The
computers are well suited to big computation-intensive jobs and the heavy numerical-computation parts of applications programs.
On the other hand, Apollo's Domain
system of networked work stations and
server computers excel at developing
programs, running the interactive parts
of applications, and providing graphic visualization of computational work.

But two such different computers
would not work together at all if not for
Apollo's Network Computing System
[Electronics, March 5, 1987, p. 32.]. The
system is basically a standardized programming interface that different computers can use to hand off tasks to one
another and to receive results. All of the
work is handled compatibly by the NCS
interface. In the combined Apollo Domain-Multiflow Trace environment, the
Trace supercomputers will be offered as

servers for the Apollo work stations.
The first target of the Multiflow-Apollo joint marketing effort is mechanical
computer-aided design. The two companies are working closely with leading
vendors of mechanical-engineering application programs to provide versions of
those applications that will efficiently
use transparent distributed computing.
Other market areas such as electronic
CAD are also on the menu.
-Tom Manuel

SEMICONDUCTORS

SGS-THONISON KEEPS 2 GATE-ARRAY LINES
proach folds global interconnections
onto the active gate area via available
empty area. The availability of interconnects without using up a lot of cells
worldwide semiconductor market have
makes this approach ideally suited for
been tossed into the same portfolio by
random logic, says Chambers. The 9003
the unpredictable paroxysms of internawill be the smallest array in the series:
tional big business. With the merger of
288 gates with 95% usable, and 30 I/O
SGS-Microelettronica SpA and Thomson
pads. The top of the series will be the
Semiconducteurs SA, SGS's ISB9000 and
9205 with 20,574 gates-60%, or 12,344,
Thomson's 12000 series are suddenly
usable—and 194 I/O pads. The 9000 semembers of the same product line, and
ries is expected to have typical gate dethe two European chip makers are conlays of 700 ps for atwo-input NAND.
vinced that their different approaches to
Meanwhile, the 12000 series has been
dense sea-of-gates arrays can work well
developed along the lines of aChannelunder asingle market strategy.
Free architecture introduced in 1985 by
There are few similarities. Both series
LS! Logic Corp. of Milpitas, Calif. The
will be made with double-level-metal
arrays have no predefined first-metal
CMOS, each consisting of 10 base arrouting channels. After macrocells are
rays, and will eventually be implementplaced, first-level interconnection is routed on the same computer-aided design
ed by software, running metal over setools. That's about it. But the differlected columns of cells. This way, siliences are the best part of the marriage,
con real estate is not wasted on predesay marketing officials at Thomson's
fined but unused routing channels.
Mostek Corp. subsidiary in Carrollton,
However, the Mostek design adds a
which will introduce the 12000 series in
number of twists to the stanDecember.
dard concept. Chief designer
The 9000 series—developed
Charles Waggoner says the
IMULUOKIM,146111641#4141»
by SGS's Innovative Silicon
key improvements include I/O
Technology SpA in Agrate, Itacells that are easy to customly—will have arrays with 288
ize; slew-rate control over drivto 20,574 total gates surrounder signals in both up and down
ed by 30 to 194 input/output
directions; a1.2-p.m CMOS procells. The architecture features
cess producing high-perfor"hidden" routing paths leading
mance p-transistors; multiple
through functional macrocells
"hit" points for cells that imthat can ease global wiring inprove software-routing of deterconnects across the die. The
sign; and the use of efficient
available channels make the
cutoff-transistor isolation over
1.5-1.1m arrays most suitable
oxide-isolation techniques.
for random-logic designs, such
The smallest array in the
as glue-logic consolidation and
12000 series is the 12008, sportthe control of industrial-autoing 8,000 gates-3,200 usmation equipment.
able—and 80 I/O pads. The
Conversely, Thomson's 1.2densest array will be the
pm 12000 has jam-packed ar12128,
containing
128,000
rays: 8,000 to 128,000 gates.
^
gates-51,200 usable—and 320
Rows of gates are sacrificed,
I/O cells. The double-level-metas needed, for wire-routing
I e.
...•• • •
al process, called HCMOS HI,
::
:Itit
paths, making the channelless
•
1 1.;
yields typical internal delays of
arrays better for semicustom
designs with structured blocks TOGETHERNESS. Thomson-Mostek's new sea-of-gates array finds 282 ps with two-input NAND
gates.
-J. Robert Lineback
of logic and memory, says Tim itself in the same catalogue as an erstwhile rival from SGS.

Twereseries
of CMOS gate arrays that
going to knock heads in the

CARROLLTON, TEXAS
wo

Chambers, marketing manager of application-specific integrated circuits at
Mostek. That means high-performance
data-processing and military chip markets, where semicustom chips are now
taking on greater number-crunching duties. "I think we've got the competition
sandwiched," exults Chambers.
Mostek also has a 12000 processing
trick up its development sleeve: an optional third level of metal interconnection. It is expected to boost gate use to
90% from the initial 50% range of the
double-level process. Triple-level metal is
also aimed at moving sea-of-gates arrays into semicustom markets served
mostly by standard cells, which can usually pack more onto smaller dice.
The semicustom families borrow from
two different camps in the emerging
sea-of-gates, or channelless-logic-array,
movement. SGS's Innovative Silicon
Technology licensed its channelless architectural concept from California Devices Inc. in San Jose, Calif. The ap-

-
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Now BASICALLY
FASTER
With Infotek's new compiler, Hewlett-Packard BASIC
(for Series 200/300 computers) runs dramatically faster.

Now Available
For 5.0 BASIC

Software library

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS

Increase the productivity
of your Hewlett-Packard
Series 200/300 workstation
with BASIC compilers from
Infotek Systems. Infotek's
new BC305 compiler for
HP BASIC 5.0 is as fast and
easy to use as our compilers
for previous versions of HP BASIC,
and includes these new features:
•Compatible with all HP Series
200/300 computers, including
models 330 and 350.
•Includes Infotek's BC305 Flist
Matrix Binary Allows MAT statements to execute 2-3 times faster
than with HP'S MAT binary
•Supports the entire 5.0 BASIC
language set, including complex
arithmetic.
•Unsecured execution module.

•Source code can be retained with
compiled code for easy editing and
debugging of programs. TRACE
and STEP can still be used with
compiled code.
•Compatible with both ROM- and
RAM-based operating systems.
Once aprogram is compiled, execution is identical to standard interpreted BASIC. Typical performance
improvement factors with floating
point support: integer operations
10-40 times faster, string operations

2-10 times faster, CRT DRAW
statements 2-3 times faster,
program flow control operations 2-100 times faster.
So make your HP system
BASICally faster. Call
Infotek Systems today for
information on BASIC compilers and our other enhancement
products for HP Series 200/300 computers. Infotek Systems, 1045 S.
East Street, Anaheim, California
92805-8508, (714) 956-9300,
(800) 227-0218, In California
(800) 523-1682, TELEX 678870.

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS
Circle 43 on reader service card

Motorola Discrete

Pick and place up to 20 watts
with tiny, versatile DPAKs.

Complements count
cadence to Mil spec.

Monolithic RF amplifier
now available three ways.

DPAK technology provides the industry's first miniature plastic package encapsulation for space-critical surface-mount
boards. They replace bulky discretes with
up to 20 W power handling and take
up less than athird of the footprint area.
Leakage, gain and sat voltage specs are
tighter than the same device in either
TO-220 or TO-126 improving performance, simplifying design in worst-case
analysis and allowing use of standard
bipolar and MOSFET transistors and
rectifiers. Available in SMD leadformed,
leaded-insertion mount plastic sleeves
or SMD only in 16 mm pocket tape
on 13" reel.

No reverse march on the 2N5339 and
2N6193 NPN/PNP complementary pairs
—they're in full lockstep to stringent
Mil-19500/561 JAN/TX/TXV requirements
in addition to civilian duties. The 5A,
100 Vunits provide excellent switching
characteristics and good gain bandwidth
(30 MHz) for amplifier, instrument, solenoid and relay driver, motor control,
avionic, and sonar/radar applications. Uniform of the day is the popular, TO-205AD
(formerly TO-39) hermetic metal package, ideal for use where small size and device speed are paramount. Six-watt rated,
their 100-ups begin at $8.40.

Have it your way in packaging with the
MWA-series of wideband RF amplifiers
for industrial/commercial use up to 3GHz.
Besides the recently-introduced MWA0204
MACRO-S stripline and MWA0211, SOT143 SMD devices, the new MWA0270
is available in a70-mil ceramic metal hermetic package for extreme environmental
applications. It's fully cascadable, provides 50 fl input and output impedances
and 12 dB typical gain at 500 MHz. A
further derivation in all three packages,
the MWA03 series provides similar gain
and noise figure specs but with higher
output power and better linearity.

ENERGY MANAGER

RF broadband module
implements IBM PC nets.

No lemons allowed in
HlIAV1A optoisolator.

This full-duplex, continuous mode frequency shift keyed transceiver (CPSFK)
looks complicated. Just remember it
operates somewhat like an A-DID-A
converter but in addition provides all
RF functions needed to implement the
modems on IBM PC networks. In significantly less space and lower price than
others, saving space on the network
adapter board. The MHW10000 provides
high spectral purity (it doesn't spill over
onto other channels from either the T-14
transmit- or J-receive modes), it's only
7.5" square and I
A"thiclç far less than
comparables. Other frequency bands
are available.

A sweet, best-in-class series for demanding, industrial-strength application
in switching power supplies, SSRs and
business machines. Top integrity and
ano-questions-asked return policy are
ensured through the highest isolation
guarantee-7,500 V, improved "dome"
construction, high-efficiency, low degradation, liquid-phase-epi-grown emitters,
50 ppm AOQ and VDE and UL approvals. The family provides extremely low
coupling capacitance and current transfer
ratios of 20-100%. Both "A" and "non-A"
leadformed versions are available in quantity at 100-ups starting at $1.10.

Master mechanic's power tool.
Handle industrial-strength DC or offline AC inductive loads up to 75 kW
simply, easily with EMS modules. They
replace up to 10 or more individual devices plus wiring, contain single, dual,
four or six-pack configurations. Rated over
a15- to 300-A, 450- to 1,200 VCEO range,
they cut size, cost, complexity and field
service of UPSs, motor and numerical
controls, drill presses, robots, welding
equipment, etc. Bipolar, TMOST" and
GEMFET" (IG13T) technologies will
be available in both industry-accepted
terminal styles. These blue-collar tools
are rated at 2,500 RMS isolation for one
minute.

Design News

Highest voltage, highestefficiency, lowest-cost Schottkys.
Just 0.7 Vseparates the new MBR1060/
10100, 100-volt Schottky rectifier from total
efficiency at 10 A, 125°C. Not much, considering the closest "other" comes in at
0.9 Vat alot higher price than this series'
$1.67, 100-up starting point. Offered
in popular, UL-approved, TO-220AC
packaging, the units provide 20 A peak
repetitive current ratings, guaranteed reverse avalanche, maximum theta JC of
2°C/W, ensuring low operating junction
temperature, and 5W power dissipation
at 10 A. Of course, stress-reducing platinum barrier metal and ion-implanted
guardrings are standard.

Just snap it in and light it up.
It's that simple with our new 660 nM,
visible LED. The MFOE76 is designed for
use with 1,000 micron fiber optic core and
any of four Motorola detectors in the popular, low-cost plastic connector (FLCS).
The new MLED76 with similar specs
is housed in versatile case 349. FLCS fiber
optics is quick, easy and convenient to
install on PCBs in autos, office equipment,
consumer products and industrial designs where efficiency and low attenuation
loss are needed over relatively short (up
to 180 meters) interconnects. The LED
offers 540 mW launched power, nanosecond switching times and 6MHz bandwidth. $3.37, 100-up.

Be choosey with
new Selector Guides.
A sensor guide, abipolar power guide
and athyristor guide guide you to the
best. The sensor guide keynotes the first
commercially-available semiconductor
transducer with on-chip signal conditioning. The bipolar brochure lets you quickpick representative devices from over
1,100 types. And the most completely
characterized line of power control
devices up to 55 A can be seen in the
new thyristor guide.

One-on-one design-in help.

1-800-521-6274
Get an engineerto-engineer update
on Motorola Discretes.
Call toll-free any
weekday, 8:00 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., M.S.T.

We're
,onrur
desi n-in
te m.

MOTOROLA

E-FETs" live through
sudden death.

High-gain modules
for cellular radio.

Transient-induced failure under unclamped inductive switching conditions
—instant death for ordinary MOSFETs.
E-FETs shield you from this with built-in
avalanche protection. The source-drain
diode in these advanced TMOS devices is
optimized to perform like acellular zener
diode capable of absorbing high energy
in avalanche and commutation modes.
Offering high unclamped inductive switching capability spec'd at 100°C, the fast,
rugged, 12 A, 60 V, 0.15 Cl MTP3055E is
more than amatch for bridge and totem
pole applications, without high-speed
rectification. Only 57e, 100-up.

Input power requirements of only
odBm (1 mW) to achieve output power
of 2W (33 dB min gain) characterizes the
new MHW803 power module for portable
radio. Available in two frequency versions
(806 to 870 MHz and 820 to 850 MHz),
the units operate from 7.5 Vand provide
30 dB power range controL The MHW806A
series is designed specifically for 6W
mobile application, is available in 4frequency ranges from 820 to 950 MHz and
offers an excellent high gain/control combination—just 30-40 mW input provides
stable, controllable output power over
a35 dB minimum range.

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Please send me more information on:
ADSMDDPAKs
B0MIL Complements
CGMWA- RF Amplifiers
D MHW10000 RF
Transceiver
ED1-111AV1A
Optoisolator
F0EMS Modules

GDSchottky Rectifiers
HO FLCS LED/Detector
J0Selector Guides
10Pressure Sensors
20Bipolar Power
313 Thyristors
K13 TMOS E-FETs
L0Cellular Modules
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WORLD'S LARGEST
CMOS. TOSHIBA.
But if you don't have our CMOS LOGIC data
book, how could you know we're that strong?
Toshiba is acmos logic pioneer,
and in the 15 years since we first
developed our cmos logic line, we've
become one of the world's largest
suppliers.
Toshiba offers the most comprehensive cmos logic line available.
From the standard 4000/4500 series up
to our new highest speed 74 HC series
- tomorrow's standard logic family.
With its high noise margin, high
speed and low power consumption,
the 74 HC series creates efficient
device opportunities for designers of
high speed portable instruments, telecommunications equipment, or any
digital system.

WE WROTE THE BOOK
It's all in our book. Detailed specifications on our complete line. Our
book is the definitive source for the
newest and best in cmos logic. If you
don't have acurrent copy, get one
today.
And remember, you can order
Toshiba logic with confidence. Confidence that Toshiba can ship higher
volumes of cmos logic than anyone
else.

And ship it on time at competitive prices. Confidence, too, that
Toshiba ships only quality assured
products.
So when you select logic, talk to
the people with the power. Talk with
Toshiba.

Characteristics/
Logic Families

New
HS-CKSIOS
(74HC Series)

LSTTL

•11S-C 2MOS
(40H Series)

.Std. C2MOS
(4000/4500
Series)

Prop. Delay Time
(typ) GATE (CL =
15pF)

8ns

9ns

15ns

125ns

Max. Clock Freq.
(typ) J/K F•F (CL =
15pF)

60MHz

45MHz

20MHz

2MHz

Quiescent Power Diss.
(typ) (GATE)

0.011.1W

8mW

0.011.11V

0.011.1W

Noise Margin
Vm(mjn)/VIL(max)

3.5V/1.5V

2.0V/0.8V

4.0V/1.0V

3.5V/1.5V

Output Current
IIOHI (rnif)/ 10L
(min)

4mA/4mA

0.4mA/4mA

0.36mA/
0.8mA

0.12mA/
0.36mA

Op. Volt. Range
Op. Temp. Range

2-6V

4.75-5.25V

-40-85eC

0-70*C

2-8V
-40-85°C

3-18V
-40-85°C

'Data believed to be accurate and representative of each logic family.

TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN LOGIC.
I
- TOSHIBA

AMERICA, INC.

-

1

Logic Marketing Manager
2692 Dow Avenue
Tustin, CA 92680

Send me your data book detailing the newest and best in CMOS Logic.
Name
Title
Company
Address

LCity

State

Zip

Group. (903) 492-3121. Meor
Eiectronics. Inc ./913) 2364800. Sterling Electrows-Kausas. (913) 236.5569 WESSON. Marsnan Electronics Group, /9161635-9700. Western Microtechnology.(408) 725-1660.111W HAMPSHIRE, Cronin Electronics. Inc 617) .9-5000. Harsher Electronics Grouo (617) 658-08,0. Sterling
Eleertyl..B.tOn. (6171930.6200 Western Merolechnoely M17)273.2800 NEW JERSEY. Genere Components Inc (609)7684767, Marsha. Eectrones Grouo.120 ,I
882-0320.16091234 -9100. "Moray Eiectrones Inc .
(516) 420-98001609)983-5010. (800)257-7808.1800) 257-7111, SA1, Inc (516(293.2710. Stetting
Electronics-So Plaint«, (201) 769.7004 NEW MEXICO, Marshall Electronics GU. 602) e96-0290. Stertrng Mechones-Mbugompue. MON 884-1900. NEW YORK. Mauna Electrones Group. (516) 273.242(1607) 796-1611. 66( 235-7620. letgray Eiectrones. Ire .1516) 420-9800. (MI 23G 0830. Rome Electronics
(315) 337-5400. Semepecieists of Amerea.1516) 293-2710 NORTIOSOUTN SARUM& Marshall Electron.Group. (9191678.9662. Megray Ekolrones.
le041393.9666. Rem> %Mph. (704) 588-1530.1919) 781-5700. NORTH/SOUTH OAROTA, Marshall tectron.Gr.01612) 559-2211. Replron Electrones.16121 938.0000
OHIO, marsh» lemon,. Group (513) 236-8088 (216) 248-1788.1614) 891-790. Megray Cemlant Inc .(216) 4e7-1520 MOOr 321-0006, Reotron Electron. (614) 436-6675 121E4 349.1415. 011.A/10111A. Ma15947 Net... Group. (214) 233-5200. leeway Electrones. In,, .(214) 248-1603. Sterling (lectronics-Tulsa
018) 663-2410. OREGON, Marshall Electronics Group, (503) 644-5050. Worm nMerotechnology. (5031629.2062. PENNSYLVANIA. Gene. Components.Iro. M091766-6767. Marshall Electronics G10441609) 234.9100.1412)963-0441, Ihrgray ,Cevelard. Ir.. (216)447-1520. (800)321-0006. Meg.),Demean Wee Inc
MOM 9834010 (800)257.7808 (800) 257.71 ,1811008 ISLAND. Cromu fee.... Inc. M17)449-5000 Marsha. Eleclroeics M0417161716540810. Sterling Electronics-Boston. (617) 9346200. Western Meolachnokwy. /6171273-2800. TENNESSEE, Marshal Electra., Group. (205)881-9235 leeway Electronic.. Inc .
(404) 393-9666. Resco Ratemu 19191781.5700. MUM. Marshall Electronics Group, 1214) 233-5200.191515934706. (7131895-9200. (5 ,21637-1991. Wpm Mectrones. MC .1214)248-1603. Sterang Electronics (713)623-6600. (512)836-1341. (214)2434600. UTAH. Mannall Eiectrones Grouo (801)485-1551. Sterleig
Electrones-Oenver. (303) 796-7338 VERMONT. Crow Electronics. Inc .1617149-5000. marshal) Electronics Group. 1617) 658-0810. Staffing Electrones -Boston, 1617) 938-6204 Western Mecroechnolcem. (617) 273-2800. VIRGINIA, Marshall Electronks Group. (301) 640-9450. Milway Washington. lre ,130116214169,
(800) 638-6656. Resco Ramie 919) 761.5700. SteMno Eectroues (703) e50-2373 1804) 226-2190. WRININSTON, Marshel Electrows Group. 12061 7.7-9100. Western Merotechnalogy. (206) 88 ,-6737 WISCONSIN. GU Goole Bectrones. 1312) 593-3220. Marshall Electron. Group. (4141 797.8400.16121 559.2211.
MegrayrCheepo. Inc .(312)3540490, %eaten Electronics. 1612) 938-0000. CANADA. Carsten Electronics, 110 (6131 726.9250, (<161 495.9999.1416) e95.7705. (5141 334-8321. Space Electrones Sales Corp .(51.1 697.8676.1416i 636-881( /613) 596-5340, (6041 294-1166

e1986 Toshiba America. Inc.
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PROBING THE NEWS
COMING AT ITC: LANs THAT LINK
TEST WITH DESIGN AND FACTORY
SIMULATORS DRIVE TEST PROGRAMS; ATE GEAR HOOKS INTO DATA ANALYSIS
by Lawrence Curran and Paul Angiolillo

THERNET LOCAL-AREA NETWO

ocal-area networks are taking an in- June 11, 1987, p. 59] and Teradyne with introduced in January [Electronics, Jan.
creasingly important role in design,
links to both the design and factory-con- 22, 1987, p. 55], will be the centerpiece in
test, and test-data analysis, judging by trol realms.
an Ethernet that links the company's
the products on display at the InternaSeveral vendors are squarely in synch
Lasar (logic automated stimulus and retional Test Conference, to be held Sept.
with the ITC theme: "integration of test sponse) simulator, the tester, and fac1-3 at the Sheraton Washington Hotel in with design and manufacturing." Mi- tory management via Teradyne's Firms
Washington, D. C. Perhaps most promi- chael Bradley, Teradyne marketing (factory integration and resource mannent among the new network-oriented manager for analog VLSI test systems,
agement system). Bradley says the test
technology is the thrust toward closer says that while discussions about and vectors for adigital device will be genintegration of testers with the simula- support for integrating design, test, and erated using Lasar and transferred to a
tion models developed during design— factory management abound, "We're do- work station on the A500 for conversion
data that describes the devices and ing it now and will demonstrate that into atest program. The device will be
boards to be tested,
[integration] at the show."
tested, and test data will then be logged
ITC will also offer evidence of an inIn a first-time demonstration, Tera- into Firms for analysis.
dustry shift away from proprietary net- dyne's A500 analog VLSI test system,
Another aspect of Teradyne's ITC
works and toward industry standemonstrations also echoes the
dards, notably Ethernet, as a veconference theme of networkhicle to integrate computers from
based integration (see figure,
multiple vendors into ATE netTERADYNE BOARD, VLSI, AND
left). The company's Boardwatch
MEMORY TESTERS
works. There will also be a numsoftware system centrally stores
ber of new products and enhanceand controls test-job plans, and
ments announced as vendors look
collects and analyzes board-test
for fresh sources of revenue durTERADYNE MEMORY REPAIR STATION
data to develop statistical and proing one of the most devastating
cess-control profiles. Boardwatch
recessions in the ATE industry.
uses Ethernet-based DECnet for
The market for board testers has
TERADYNE TEST
TERADYNE
communications and VAX systems
SYSTEM DIRECTOR
ANALOG LSI
dropped from more than $640 milfrom Digital Equipment Corp.
TESTERS
(ON DEC POP-11)
lion in 1984 to about $540 million
One of three new Boardwatch
last year; yearly sales of semiconmodules to be shown at ITC is
ductor testers declined from just
called Testlink, an interface modTERADYNE LASAR 6SIMULATION SYSTEM
AND DATASOURCE HARDWARE-MODELING
over $1 billion to around $850 milule that allows for the first time
SYSTEM RUNNING ON DEC VAX, DATA
lion during the period.
inclusion of non-Teradyne ATE
SERVER (SEQUENT BALANCE 21000 MODIFIED
That three-year slump most reequipment in the data collection
BY TERADYNE), OR VALID LOGIC WORK
STATION
cently has caused GenRad Inc.,
and analysis loop. Steven DiAnConcord, Mass., to drop out of the
tonio, Boardwatch product manVLSI test system business to conager, says the MicroVAX-based
IBM PC AT RUNNING TERADYNE DATAVIEW
centrate on board testing [Elecinterface will link three Teradyne
SOFTWARE (SCHEMATIC CAPTURE AND
tronics, Aug. 6, 1987, p. 126] in
L200-series test systems in anetDOCUMENTATION)
the wake of heavy losses attributwork that uses standards, instead
able to the discontinued Semiconof aproprietary network.
ductor Test Division in Milpitas,
DEC VAX RUNNING TERADYNE BOARD
An approach that allows simuWATCH TEST PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Calif. Teradyne Inc., GenRad's
lator-generated test vectors to be
SYSTEM (WITH INTERFACES TO NONneighbor and competitor in Bostranslated automatically into test
TERADYNE TESTERS, INSPECTION
STATIONS, AND REPAIR STATIONS)
ton, has also felt the sting, reportprograms will be shown by Zehning two consecutive quarterly
tel Inc. of Walnut Creek, Calif.
losses this year—the company's
The product is called Simlink,
DEC VAX RUNNING TERADYNE FIRMS
first losses in 16 years.
which will be running on the
(FACTORY INTEGRATION AND RESOURCE
Both companies will be looking
Zehntel 850 F/I combinational
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM)
for better things at ITC—GenRad
board tester. Simlink runs on
with a low-end version of its reZehntel 850 and 875 test systems
cently introduced GR2750 combiand on the IBM PC AT, says
national (functional and in-circuit) NTEGRATION. Teradyne can link design, test, repair, and Koorosh Nazifi, product manager
berd-test system [Electronics, other functions via a nonproprietary Ethernet network.
in the automation systems divi48
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sion. It is particularly useful for speeding up the generation of test programs
to test application-specific integrated circuits on aboard (see figure, right)
To date, Simlink will accept test vectors from GenRad's Hilo simulator and
Daisy's Design Logic Simulator for
automatic conversion to test programs
for the Zehntel testers; Nazifi says Simlink will support more simulators soon.
Also alert to the need to speed testprogram generation, Hewlett-Packard
Co. will take the wraps off software
that compiles CAD data into test programs for the HP 3065 family of board
testers. The HP EDS/3065 test-program
generator takes input from the HP
74200 electronic design system. The
software then "writes acompilable test
that can be ported directly to the 3065
series," says Rick Robinson, applications
engineering manager in the manufacturing test division, Loveland, Colo.
NEXT GENERATION. In addition, the 3065
will provide the first board-test platform
for what Robinson describes as "a nextgeneration test generator." The software was developed by Test System
Strategies Inc., Beaverton, Ore. It will
analyze simulator output from various
design work stations, including Apollo,
DEC VAX, and Sun Microsystems, and
tell users if models from those simulators will run on the target test system.
Bruce Hadley, manager of marketing
operations at Test System Strategies,
explains that the company's Test Development Series software accepts input
from just about any simulator, translates the simulator model to astandard
events format, and will automatically
generate a test program for the target
test system. It will alert the designer to
any incompatibility between the simulator and target tester, such as a mismatch in timing, so that the designer
can specify adifferent tester or modify
the design.
The need to connect ATE to computers—work stations or larger machines—
other than those incorporated into the
ATE hardware itself has spurred several
vendors to demonstrate their nonproprietary networking schemes. LTX Corp.,
Westwood, Mass., will use an Ethernet
LAN to download test vectors from a
VAX system to an LTX 90 tester
equipped with the DX90 digital extension, which allows the tester to accommodate mixed-signal devices.
The LTX Ez-net configuration allows
for off-line programming and real-time
data collection from test systems via a
VAX system. LTX will also demonstrate
Ez-net's versatility by linking an Apollo
work station, aVAX, and an LTX tester.
Axiom Technology Corp., Newton,
Mass., will demonstrate the AT100 linear and mixed-technology device tester
linked in a LAN to different computer
Electronics! August 20, 1987

architectures for the first time. The
Ethernet-based LAN will link Sun, IBM,
or VAX systems with the AT100. With a
Sun 3work station in the loop, the digital pattern files generated on the work
station will be moved to the tester and
incorporated into test programs. One
AT100 will be shown testing telecommunications devices, and another will
mark the first demonstration of the
AT100's smart-power test capability.
The ability to connect multivendor
hardware in an Ethernet-based test system network will also be featured by Megatest Corp., San Jose, Calif. The company's hardware previously communicated
with other vendors' computers, but now it
can incorporate them into the testing process more thoroughly. Megatest will demonstrate anetwork at ITC linking one of
its testers, aSun network file server, and
a Sun work station. While the tester is
executing test programs, one user can be
working—performing graphics-enhanced
debugging, for example—at the work station.
Use of the file server allows users to
work transparently on different nodes
on the net, executing programs at any
of three locations while accessing other
computer resources on the network.
Links to simulators and multivendor
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2751 isn't set, Zapf says it will be about
20% less than the 2'750, which costs
$600,000 to $1 million.
Another new system—the Genesis II
memory tester from Megatest—will
bow at ITC. This high-performance
memory tester will sell for about half
the price of competitive systems and
will test nonvolatile memory devices, the
company says.
700 SERIES. The ATE operation of
Schlumberger Technologies (formerly
called Factron/Schlumberger), Latham,
N. Y., will introduce the series 700S
board-test system, which becomes the basic platform in the 700 series. The 700
series ranges from a simple low-profile
digital in-circuit tester to ahigh-pin-count
combinational tester with up to 28 application-specific instrument modules. In the
700S, aDEC VAXstation 2000 replaces a
MicroVAX II front end and allows test
engineers to bring test programs on line
faster from an off-line VAX.
Enhancements are coming from several companies, including Attain Inc.,
Milpitas, Calif., and Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore. Attain's 2000-series analog
and mixed-signal device testers will get
three new modules to test smart power
devices. A high-power unit covers ±300
V de at ±20 A. A high-voltage extension
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SOFTWARE LINK. Zehntel's Simlink produces test programs based on simulator data.

nets will pervade ITC, but attendees can
also expect to see important product announcements. Close on the heels of its
introduction of the GR2750 board-test
system, GenRad will add another platform to what eventually will be abroad
family of testers. The GR2750 combines
functional and in-circuit board testing;
the GR2751, to be unveiled at ITC, will
be the low-end family member, devoted
to in-circuit testing only.
John Zapf, director of marketing for
the electronic manufacturing test group,
says the 2751 is intended for customers
who have historically performed in-circuit testing "but who recognize a need
to be able to migrate to functional testing. They can get into high-performance
in-circuit testing on aplatform that will
allow them to grow—to add functional
testing later." Although pricing for the

goes to ±1,350 V at ±2 mA, and ahighcurrent module hits 50 A at 0to 7V.
The power modules can be turned on
and off rapidly—at rates of better than
10 V/p.s and 10 A/µs—and do not encumber the test head with bulky bolt-on
circuitry, as is often the case with power add-ons, says James Clouser, Attain's
chief financial and operating officer.
Tektronix has doubled the speed of its
LT-1000 VLSI logic test system, first introduced at Semicon West in May as a
50-MHz system. The frequency has been
increased to 100 MHz because "devices
are running at higher speeds in end-user
applications, and 100 MHz gives us some
headroom," says product manager Alan
Whiteside. Tek will also demonstrate the
DAS-9200 digital analysis system, alogic analyzer, in ASIC prototype-verification and board-test configurations.
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NEC NEWSCOPE

As the prime contractor to the
National Space Development Agency
of Japan (NASDA), NEC was engaged
in system design, system integration
and manufacture of key subsystems
including major bus subsystems,
MESSR (Multispectral Electronic
apan's first Marine Observation
the MESSR sensor, the DCS (Data
Satellite-1 (MOS-1) is now circling Self-Scanning Radiometer) senses
Collection System) repeater, ground
colors of the sea and land, and
around the globe, covering its
entire surface in 17 days from
recognizes surface features 50m by receiving system and image data
50m, utilizing CCD (Charge-Coupled processing system.
909km up in space.
With more than 30 years of experiDevice) image sensing devices.
With three sensors aboard, the
new remote sensing satellite beams The MOS-1 is expected to contribute ence in space development, NEC has
been involved, as aprime contractor
greatly to fishery, agriculture,
back an enormous volume of data
or system integrator, in 23 of the 37
forestry, resources finding and enon diverse aspects of the sea, land
satellites
placed in space by Japan.
vironment
preservation
worldwide.
and atmosphere. One of the sensors,

JAPAN LAUNCHES INTO A NEW ERA

IN REMOTE SENSING.
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NUMBER 138
DIGITALIZATION
EXPANDS
IN LATIN AMERICA.

I

still playback on VTR. To remedy
this problem, our SP-3A stops the
action electronically at 1/60th to
1/2000th of asecond, offering precise, clear-cut images.
The SP-3A uses 3new CCD chips
that are anti-smear and -blooming—
two for the green channel and one
he trend in color cameras for
broadcast use is irrevocably
for the combined red/blue channel.
"solid-state". CCD cameras are This dual green system provides
more compact, dependable and
much higher resolution and sensidurable than tube types and have no tivity than the conventionallycomet tails and burn-in when shootstructured ROB system.
ing extremely bright objects.
The new CCD camera displays
On top of these inherent benefits,
widespread versatility. Besides
NEC's new SP-3A CCD Color Camera standalone use it forms an efficient
has an exclusive feature—the elecshoot/record system with integral
tronic shutter for fast action.
Betacam, MII or 8mm-format
As conventional cameras
VTRs. Options are available
capture images at ashutter
for multi-core or
speed equivalent
triax remote control.
to 1/60th of
Users' acceptasecond,
ance of this versafast-moving
tile new camera
objects are
has been remarkblurred in
able. NBC, amajor U.S.
slow or
TV network, recently
sealed afive-year contract to purchase the
SP-3A for electronic
news gathering.
APAL version of NEC's CCD color
camera offering broadcast quality
will also be released.

NEW CCD CAMERA
STOPS ACTION

ELECTRONICALLY.

T

nkeeping with the ultimate goal of
aglobal ISDN, telecom authorities
in Latin America are stepping up
their digital network programs.
TelecomunicaOes Brasileiras SA.
recently awarded NEC do Brasil S.A.
agiant order for state-of-the-art digital
equipment. It includes NEAX61 digital
switching systems (360,000 lines), 5GHz
140M-bit digital microwave communication equipment (1,800 sets), fiber optic
communication equipment (200 sets)
and PCM transmission equipment
(1,300 sets). Most of the systems are
to be produced locally with delivery
starting this year.
Meanwhile, Empresa Nacional de
Telecomunicaciones, Argentina has
awarded PECOM-NEC S.A. acontract
for NEAX61 digital switches (300,000
lines) and PCM transmission equipment to be installed in the metropolitan and northern areas of Argentina.
Local production is scheduled to
begin soon. In 1982 NEC constructed
a320-km fiber optic digital telephone
system, interconnecting 6tandem
exchanges and 60 telephone offices
in the metropolitan area.
NEC is also contributing to the
5-year telecom digitalization project
by Compañía Anónima Nacional
he performance of high-speed
Teléfonos de Venezuela by supplying
silicon logic LSIs is rapidly acNEAX61 digital switches to 97 exchangcelerating. NEC's new ECL-4
es in Maracaibo, Puerto La Cruz, and
gate arrays are the swiftest in the
other important areas. For interconworld with a100ps basic gate delay
nection of these exchanges NEC will
or 220ps fully loaded.
supply a200-km fiber optic communiCombining unprecedented speed
cation system.
and flexibility, the ECL-4 family inAs one of the world's leading suppli- cludes the µPB6312 with 1,200 gates
ers of digital exchanges, microwave
(400 Full-adders) and the 1.4PB6303
and fiber optic systems, NEC is helping with 600 gates (200 Full-adders).
to further the digital revolution through- Both offer 100K or 10KH interface
out the world.
options and ample I/O up to 108 pins.

WORLD'S FASTEST ECL GATE ARRAYS.

T

NEC's ECL-4 gate arrays are
available in achoice of 72- or132-pin
PGA packages, and operate in
ordinary forced-air-cooling environments since sophisticated heat
sinks are standard.
NEC offers 61 internal macros
and 33 I/0 blocks plus complete
CAD tools. The ECL-4 family should
hasten the development of speedoriented computers, graphic terminals, LSI testers and telecom
equipment.

NEC

Follow the
0

rfollow the also-rans. The choice is simple.
Because onlyAltera has aproven track record in the
technology that gets your product to market fast. In less space.
For less money.
When you call us, you'll get instant access to the
latest innovations in the fast-moving world of EPLDs. Solutions
that can put you weeks — even months — ahead of your
competitors.
Consider the foundation of our leadership. The Erasable
Programmable Logic Device (EPLD). Based on the most
advanced CMOS processes and familiar high density EPROM
cells, it gives you more architectural flexibility, higher density
and greater functionality than older bipolar PLDs or TTL
MSI/SSI.Without the NRE, lead time and custom inventory
burden of ASICs.
You also get CAE development tools that shorten your
design cycle. Flexible A+PWS software that lets you design it
your way. TTL macros, state machines, Boolean. You choose.
It even fits your design into the appropriate EPLD automatically
You'll also get programming hardware that lets you implement
your design in silicon. In minutes.
Of course, staying on top is different from getting there.
So we're about to deliver new function-specific device families.
User-Configurable Stand-Alone Microsequencers that let you
build state machines that have hundreds of states rather than
dozens, with speeds you'll find hard to match.
And user-configurable microprocessor peripherals
that enhance system performance. We're even developing a
new general purpose EPLD architecture that will yield up
to 10,000 gates.
For us, it means clear leadership in terms of technology
and market share. For you, it means confidence. The certainty
that your system will get to market in less time. For less money
So your competitors can end up following you.

Call (408) 984-2800

3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
A+PLUS is aregistered trademark of Altera Corporation.
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1987 Altera Corporation.

Leader.
FIRST EPLD
FIRST generic EPLD
FIRST military EPLD
FIRST plastic OTP EPLD
FIRST "zero power" EPLD
FIRST VLSI density EPLD

FIRST windowed surface
mount EPLD
FIRST TTL macro functions
for EPLD
FIRST schematic entry
software for EPLD

FIRST pin-grid array EPLD

FIRST automatic fitting
software for EPLD

FIRST programmable
register EPLD

FIRST desktop development
system for EPLD
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
NEC TURNS TO SOFTWARE TO BLOCK SEIKO EPSON'S CLONE

N9801, Japan's best-selling personal computer. The Tokyo company has
EC Corp. is fighting back against Seiko Epson and its clone of NEC's PC-

started to sell its MS-DOS package for the PC-9801 separately from application packages and plans to produce afuture MS-DOS version with aguard
program that will prevent its use with clone personal computers. Seiko Epson,
of Suwa, Japan, released its PC-286 three months ago, setting off afuror at
NEC [Electronics, May 14, 1987, p. 49]. Even though the PC-286—the first
and only clone of the PC-9801—can run only about 400 of the nearly 6,000
software packages available for NEC's PC, sales have been brisk: the company originally hoped to sell 10,000 machines in the first year, but reached that
level after just three months. Fighting to protect itself, NEC says all future
application software will include an embedded guard program that will prevent
its use on anything but aNEC machine.
III
PHILIPS PUTS A COLOR LCD INTO ITS UPCOMING POCKET TV

hilips

'could be the world's first to use acolor liquid-crystal display. Based on
p

of the Netherlands will introduce apocket TV later this month that

technology acquired from Japan's Sharp Corp., the 3-in, display is only 2.5
mm thick, but it doesn't sacrifice picture quality, Philips says. The screen has
106,752 pixels organized in a278-by-384-pixel matrix. Backlighting ensures
high picture quality but can be turned off to save power under battery
operation. Without backlighting, the set consumes only 1.3 W and can run for
5.5 hours on the built-in battery. Turning on the backlight boosts dissipation to
2.5 W. The thin-film-transistor technology Philips is using holds out promise for
larger LCD screen sizes too: TFT technology allows transistors to be integrated into large panels, meaning display size is virtually unlimited.
D
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR SETS ITS SIGHTS ON THE U. S. MARKET

TU. S. beachhead. The foundry-services company, ajoint-venture between

aiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corp. is getting ready to establish a

Philips of the Netherlands and the Taiwan government, will set up U. S. offices
in the San Francisco and Boston areas, says vice president of marketing
Steve Pletcher. Dubbed Fab Centers, the offices will be manned by test,
process, and design engineers who will mesh customers' designs with
TSMC's 1.5-, 2-, and 3-1.1.m CMOS processes. Chairman Morris Chang, meanwhile, reports that the foundry is getting "good yields"—between 30% and
40%—on its most complex products, five peripheral logic chips for clones of
IBM Corp. PC ATs. Yields are in the 60% range for some less complicated
controller chips, he says.
D
MOTOROLA RADIO SYSTEM GETS A LIMITED OK FROM JAPAN
.
otorola Inc. will get ashare of the market for multichannel-access radios
in Tokushima, acity in the Shikoku district, an island in western Japan.
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications has given preliminary licenses
to 40 area businesses to use Motorola's MCA radio system, asmall-capacity
system with eight channels, starting in October. Motorola's system, which is
not compatible with Japan's current MCA radio systems, will be used exclusively by those businesses and will operate only within 30 km of astationary
relay station operated by Nippon Motorola Ltd. of Tokyo. Current Japanese
MCA radio systems, supplied by NEC, Mitsubishi, and Matsushita, use 16
channels and share compatible relay stations. Motorola's MCA radio system
cannot share relay stations, but it can let users access public telephone
networks, in effect working like acellular mobile telephone.
D
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adoCY7C261

(Y7(408

CY7C901

07(403
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CY7C128

Good CMOS
travels fast.

Ç won

Here is abig selection of CMOS
semiconductors that travel extremely
fast. And use very little power.
Four growing families.
Shipping in quantity.

CMOS high speed SRAM.
CMOS high speed PROM.
CMOS high speed PLD.
CMOS high speed Logic.
C17(263

CY7C150

The choice of over six thousand in
vative design engineers, working at over
seven hundred different high-technology
companies.
11119MM.--
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Good news for all
f
you who design
igh performance
systems:
Texas fab facility, which is many
times larger than our California
operation.
As that capacity comes on
stream it will ultimately yield a
manifold increase in our ability to
deliver the CMOS semiconductors

2048x8 Duo

cmix5

Here is our program:

Dual Port SRAM: 35nsi
SRAM for system designers (in areas like DSP,
multiprocessors, and especially high performance
displays) that lets two

Ç,

you need for highest performance
systems. Systems that use less
power, and require less space.
And that is good news.
But our demanding customers
want to know more.
They ask us how we can increase
capacity and still maintain our
proven high quality levels.

Our 0.8 micron fab process
in California is moving into
high gear.
And we're bringing up our new

rt tatic RA

different systems access
the same memory area.
And you can easily expand the data bus width to
16-bits or more by using
the Slave Static RAM parts
in conjunction with the
Master devices.
These 35ns parts are
nearly 40% faster than
55ns alternatives.
And their architecture
minimizes delays due to
conflicts—both memory
systems trying to access

1024;8
.
Dual Port Static RAM

35es

102418 Dual Port Slave Statir RIM

Dual Port Slave Static RAM

35es

the same location. How?
Unlike architectures that
control conflict by restricting access to blocks,
or even to the entire part,
Cypress reduces the
potential area of conflict
to asingle memory

address location.

Automatic power-down
keeps power consumption to aminimum. And,
for reliability, you have
the assurance that all
Cypress Semiconductor
SRAMs are capable of withstanding aminimum of
2001 Volts ESD.

Good news for military
customers who need
highest performance CMOS:
Our commitment to your design-in needs is making it easier
and easier to design in our high
performance circuits.
Our facility is DESC certified.
And we have our first JAN qualified part, our JM38510/28901 4K
SRAM. At 35ns, it is the fastest
JAN 4K Static RAM available.

5962-87529

5962-86859
84036

596247515
5962-86875

84132

596246015

skids».

516246846

5962-87M

596247531

nvelve drawing numbers moving through the DESC approval channel.

01138510/
28901

But the biggest news is our
SMD (Standard Military
Drawing) program.
We actively support the military push for standardization.
And we're actively supporting the
DESC-sponsored SMD program.
As aresult, we're building the
capability to draft Standard
Military Drawings quickly and
efficiently.
That capability is paying off.
We have twelve products certified
or pending certification, with
many, many more scheduled
in the near future.
And we intend to see that they
become JAN slash sheets as
quickly as possible.
Our growing list of SMD parts
means you can take advantage
of the enhanced quality rating
(MIL-HBK-217) of SMD product
more and more, as you design

with Cypress products.
Is it important to you to have
acertain part available under the
SMD program? You won't find
amore cooperative or better
equipped vendor to help you
than Cypress Semiconductor.
Military quality is not asideline
at Cypress.
Our automated U.S. plants
were designed to pass the stringent JAN requirements.

And our products are designed
to pass the most stringent JAN
performance demands, 100%.
Our wafer facility is aClass 10
manufacturing environment,
and even our assembly areas are
clean rooms.
Our flexible packaging automation systems letyou take advantage of the LCCs and flatpacks you
want, easily. And our 1.2 and 0.8
micron processes deliver record
performance.

Afew military programs benefiting
from Cypress Semiconductor
CMOS technology:
AHEP
ANDVT
C-17
F-14
HAWK
MI LSTAR
Sparrow

AL-131
AP-102
E2-C
F-15
ICNIA
MILVAX
V22

ALQ-141
ASR-9
EA6B
F-15E
JTIDS
Patriot

ALR-56C
AMRAAM
AWACS
B-52
EMSP
F-111
F-16
F-18
LANTIRN
MAVERICK
Space Shuttle

641( SRAM: 25nsi
16,384x4 Static RAM

25es

Mee
16,384x4 Static RAM
w/Output Enable 25ns

(Y7C162
16,384x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 25es

16,384x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 25es

CY7C185
8192x8 Static RAM

35es

CY7C186
8192x8 Static RAM

35es

If you're looking to
crank up the clock in your
system, here is the SRAM
speed and capacity you
need.

We offer avariety of
configurations—nibblewide, bit-wide, byte-wide,
and separate I/O—to give
you choice.
Seven different 64K
parts, all TTL-compatible,
all with the lowest active
power requirements
available at this level of
performance, and all with
automatic power down.

And, our 0.8 micron
process means very small
die, so you can take advantage of board-saving
skinny DIP packaging on
any configuration. In fact,
only Cypress offers high
performance 8Kx8 SRAMs
in 300 mil DIPs.
The net result: High
performance, higher density, lowest power, and a
cooler system, for greater
reliability.

Who uses Cypress Semiconductor circuits?
Anyone who needs rformance.
One example: Workstations with high
computational demands and high throughput
graphics.
Virtually every high performance
engineering workstation company uses our
high speed, low power CMOS circuits.

Aprogram that extends 38510
conformance to every part at
Cypress, commercial or military.
And that program goes on to
include:
Comprehensive Reliability
Monitoring programs....
Extensive Commercial Assurance screening....

Military Product Assurance
Programs, including Standard
Military Drawings, JAN facility
certification, and JAN parts. ...
Total Individual Control, giving
any individual the obligation to
halt adesign or process if quality
is threatened....
And Top-Down Quality 'framing,

11281( PROM: Reprogrammable!

1

Yes, the photograph
,
you see is actual size. Our I47;
.dee C17(251
CMOS processing means 1
we can pack afull 128K
'6,384x8 Reprogrammoble
into board-saving 300
Power Switched PROM 45ns
mil-wide packaging.
i The benefits continue:
45ns gives you the speed
t:) (17(254
you need for highest performance firmware. And,
,
'of course, CMOS means
lvery low power. Combined 16,384x8 Reprogrammahle PROM 45ns
with our power-down
'
standby mode, you enjoy a
significant power savings
Now, let's talk
for each and every part you reprogrammability.
install, compared to any
Awindowed part can
ither non-volatile, high
save you time and trouble
peed memory.
in the development lab.

1

And windowed parts can
save you considerable
time and trouble in
production, protecting
you from expensive
inventory obsolescence
when firmware changes.
And even if you don't
pick awindowed package,
you still benefit from the
technology. The floating
gate process lets us test
each and every memory
cell on each and every part
we ship, so you get the
convenience of the highest
incoming quality available

an ongoing series of management
sessions ensuring that quality—
conformance to specifications—
always has top share of mind.
As aresult, the Assembly Ti-aceability Code marks the commitment
of top management at Cypress
Semiconductor to provide the
highest quality in the semiconductor business. To have the
programs in place to constantly
drive toward Zero Defects.
Do your other IC suppliers offer you
the same assurance?
Look for an Assembly Traceability Code on all the circuits you see
in your own product, and see just
how fully committed your IC
suppliers are to quality, and to
accountability.
Quality is not an abstract or
merely esthetic issue. Quality is a
measurable conformity to standards that translates into measurable benefits for our customers.
So as long as you see that
AssemblyUaceability Code, you
see the most visible evidence of
our aggressive quality program.
And our commitment to your
product's quality.

64x8, 64x9 FIFOs: 35MHz!

Our dual-port SRAM
technology sets these
FIFOs apart from all
others.
By combining this
SRAM technology with
control logic and aread
and write pointer, we've
virtually eliminated the
bubble-through delays
associated with traditional
FIFO parts.
The delay for input data
to appear at the output is
simply the time required

Cascadedhe 668 MO 35MHz

Courdeable 64x9 FIFO 35MHz

to move apointer and
propagate an OutputReady (OR) signal.
You can tie multiple
FIFOs together on acommon bus to increase word

The Cypress Semiconductor
quality advantage:
The Assembly Traceability Code:* *
Unique to Cypress, the Assembly
Traceability Code is written proof
of our unmatched quality and
measurability commitment.
You'll find the ATC on every
Cypress Semiconductor part.
Find that code on any other IC.
If you can.

Here's why that Assembly Traceability
Code is of measurable benefit to y_q!_o:
Quality, according to Philip
B. Crosby, is tangible.
Quality is conformance to
requirements.
In the semiconductor business,
absolute conformance to requirements translates into the absolute
minimum number of defects in
parts shipped to customers, and
into first-time-right customer
service.
To achieve the highest quality, by
this definition, acompany requires
complete commitment at all levels,
including acommitment to
measuring conformance.
100% traceability of every part
through the Assembly Traceability
Code is an extensive quality disci-

width. And you can increase depth with minimal
performance penalty,
because our FIFOs are
cascadeable.
The parts deliver full
35MHz performance—up
to 40% faster than competing cascadeable FIFOs.
And you get it all with
the low, low power of our
CMOS technology.

pline that provides the necessary
measurability.
It means every part shipped to
every customer or distributor can
be traced back to the original wafer
lot, and thus to every operator,
every supervisor, every machine,
and every process that played apart
in that lot.
That control contributes to
better quality.
And the only way asemiconductor manufacturer can get
that control is to control wafers
and assembly, in house.
We do.

That code is apersonal quality
signature from every individual at
Cypress Semiconductor.
Not just because any defect can
be traced back to the individual
operator or supervisor on agiven
process or assembly step, important as that is.
But because personal accountability for corporate quality is the
only way to set the highest
corporate standards.
So that laser mark isn't just the
signature of the process operators.
It is the signature of the designers who create parts that exceed
conformance specifications instead
of merely meeting them. Designers
who help ensure at the outset that
there is aguard band—sufficient
to allow our parts to exceed data
sheet specifications even given correlation variances between our test
equipment and yours.
That same guard band mentality
pervades our testing department,
where apart we measure at exactly
25 nanoseconds would never
qualify as meeting a25ns spec.
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No guard band, no qualification.
To pass for 25ns here, apart has
to run fast enough that acceptable
correlation variations between
different test equipment won't
fail the part.

Ameaningftel mark. Read on.
That Assembly Traceability Code
is also the signature of the manufacturing engineers who designed
quality procedures into the
Cypress Semiconductor facilities
from the ground up. So quality is
designed into the production flow,
not something to be added later.
One example—the Assembly
Traceability Code is automatically
marked on the package immediately after molding or sealing.
No alternatives. Quality assurance
designed in.
Those quality engineers were
able to achieve JAN certification
of the Cypress Semiconductor fab
facilities for JAN level Bon the
first try!
How? Because these engineers,
supported by management, use
MIL-M-38510 and MIL-STD-883 as
baselines, on which to build atrue
quality program.

II

Good news: The new Cypress Semiconductor
Data Book is available now.
SRAM Whoosh List
CY7C189

CY7C122

I6x4 Static RAM
Inverting 15 ns

256x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 15 ns

CY7C190

CY7C123

CY7C150

I024x4 Static RAM
CS Power Down 35 as

CY93422A

I6x4 Static RAM
Inverting 35 as

256x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 35 ns

CY27S03A

CY7C148

I6x4 Static RAM
Inverting 25 as

CY2IL48

I024x4 Static RAM
CS Power Down 25 as

CY27S07A

CY7C149

16x4 Static RAM
I024x4 Static RAM
Non-Inverting 25 as

CY7C140

I024x8 Dual Port
Slave Static RAM

CY2I49

CY7C142

CY21L49

25

CY7C132

2048x8 Dual Port
Static RAM 35 as

I024x4 Static RAM
CS Power Down 35 ns
I024x4 Static RAM
I024x4 Static RAM

CY7C128

I024x8 Dual Port
Static RAM 35 as

CY2148

I6x4 Static RAM
256x4 Static RAM
Non-Inverting 15 ns Separate I/O 7ns

CY74S189

CY7C130

1024x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O B ns

35 ns

35 ns 2048x8 Dual Port
Slave Static RAM 35 no
35 as

" CY7C147

4096x1 Static RAM
CE Power Down 25 ns

CY6I16

CY7CI72

2048x8 Static RAM
(300 mil) 25 as

4096x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 25 as

CY7C168

CY7C167

(Y7(164

4096x4 Static RAM
CE Power Down 25 as

16,384xI Static RAM
Separate I/O 25 as

16 384x4 Static RAM
CE Power Down 25 as

CY7C169

CY7CI85

CYM66

CY7C186

CY7C187

CY7C16I

1M38510/28901

4096x4 Static RAM

25 as 8I92x8 Stalk RAM
16,384x4 Static RAM
CE Power Down 35 as w/Output Enable 25 as

CY7CI70

4096x4 Static RAM
w/Output Enable 25 as

CY7C171

4096x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 25 ns

2048x8 Static RAM
(600 mil) 35 ns

CY7C162

I6,384x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 25 as

8192x8 Static RAM
65,536x1 Static RAM
CE Power Down 35 as CE Power Down 25 ns
I6,384x4 Static RAM
Separate I/O 25 ns

4096x1 JAN Static RAM
CE Power Down 35 as

LOGIC Whoosh List
CY290IC

CMOS 4-Dit Slice

31 as

CY2909A

CMOS Microprogram
Sequencer 40 ns

CY2910A

CY7C403

CMOS Microprogram
Controller 50 as

Cascadeable 64x4 FIFO
w/Output Enable 25 MHz

CY334I

CY7C404

64x4 FIFO Serial
Memory 2MHz

CY291IA

Cascadeable 64x5 FIFO
w/Output Enable 25 MHz

CY7C401

CMOS Microprogram
Sequencer 40 ns

Cascadeable 64x4 FIFO

CY7C402

Cascadeable 64x5 FIFO

15 MHz

CY7C408

Cascadeable 64x8 FIFO
w/Output Enable 35 MHz

CY7C409

Cascadeable 64x9 FIFO

35 MHz

CY7C510

CY7C901

I6x16 Multiplier
Accumulator 45 as

CY7C516

16x16 Multiplier

CY7C517

16xI6 Multiplier
CMOS 4-Bit Slice

38 as
23 ns

CY7C909

38 as

CMOS Microprogram
Sequencer 30 ns

CY7C911

CMOS Microprogram
Sequencer 30 ns

CY7C9I0

CMOS Microprogram
Controller 40 ns

CY7C910I

CMOS 16-Bit Slice

30 no

15 MHz

PROM Whoosh List
CY7C225

5I2x8 Registered PROM

CY7C235

25 ns

I024x8 Registered PROM

CY7C281

1024x8 PROM (300 mil,

30 as
30 ns

CY7C282

1024x8 PROM (600 mil)

CY7C292

30 as

2048x8 PROM (600 mil)

CY7C245

CY7C261

2048x8 Reprogrammable
Registered PROM 25 as

8I92x8 Reprogrammable
Power Switched PROM (300 mil)

CY7C291

CY7C263

2048x8 Reprogrammable
PROM (300 mil) 35 as

8192x8 Reprogrammoble
PROM (300 mil) 40 as

PLD Whoosh List
PALCI6L81.

Quarter-Power PAL20
Reprogrammable
PAL
25 ns

PALC16R8L

Quarter-Power PAL20
Reprogrammoble
PAL 20 ns

PALCI6R6L

Quarter-Power PAL20
Reprogrammable
PAL 25 as

PALC16R4L

Quarter-Power PAL20
Reprogrammable
PAL 25 ns

CY7C264

35 as

PLDC20610

Quarter-Power Generic 14-Pin
Reprogrammable PLO 25 ns

PALC22V101

Quarter-Power
Macro-Cell Configured
14-Pin PAL Device 25 as

Variety of speeds available,
best speed is listed.

•Ie

40 as

CY7C25I

8I92x8 Reprogrammable
PROM (600 mil) 40 as

16,384x8 Rerr?rammable
Power Swift e PROM (300 mil)

CY7C268

CY7C254

8I92x8 Diagnostic
Registered PROM

40 as

45 no

I6,384x8 Reprogrommable
PROM (600 mil) 45ns

CY7C269

8192x8 Diagnostic
Registered PROM

40 ns

Yours for afast, toll-free call:
You get full specifications on all these parts.
Plus, preliminary specs on our newest parts.
And, the Data Book includes full details on the Cypress
Semiconductor Military program.
Also included are full descriptions of our packaging options.
Finally, the Data Book includes all our current Application Briefs.
In short, everything you need to take advantage of high speed, low
power, ultra reliable CMOS.

Data Book Hotline:
1-800-952-6300, ask for Dept.
1-800-423-4440 (In CA), ask for Dept.
(32) 2-672-2220 (In Europe). (416) 475-3922 (In Canada).

CYPRESS

•
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F SEMICONDUCTOR

Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone (408)943-2666.
Telex 821032 CYPRESS SKI UD. TWX 910-997-0753. Cypress Semiconductor International.
51 Rue Du Moulin APapier, BTE 11, 1160 Brussels. Belgium. Phone (32) 2-672-2220.

'Cypress Semiconductor International and Assembly lYacea
eare trademarks of Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. The Assembly 'fraceability Code is laser marked on
plastic parts and printed upon all others. The Assembly lYaceability Code does not appear on parts too small on which to print. PAL is aregistered trademark of Monolithic
Memories, Inc. ©1987 Cypress Semiconductor.

What's really new in the computer market?
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Munich, 19 -23 October 1987

SYSTEMS answers this question and others. Like

fair for professionals. For decision-makers. For state

"what are the latest trends in the computer busi-

of the art computer technology. Call us or write to

ness?" "Which are the systems of the present and

us. We will give you all the information you need.

which of the future?" "Which hardware should you

Münchener Messe- und Ausstellungsgesellschaft mbH, Messegelânde,
Postfach 12 10 09, D-8000 München 12,
Telefon (089) 51 07-0, Telefax 51 07-506,
Telex 5212 086 ameg d

use? And which software?" SYSTEMS is unique in
Europe. It is both atrade fair and acongress. There
MA IPUBLICIS

are more than 1.000 exhibitors from 16 countries.
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The range of products will appeal to DP-beginners
and experienced users alike. It is the user-friendly
trade show par excellence. SYSTEMS 87 -the trade

MESSE MÜNCHEN

INTERNATIONAL

STATE OF THE ART
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
HUNGARY BUILDS
SPACE COMPUTER
A 45-member team at the
Central Physical Research Institute in Budapest expects
by the end of the year to
complete the on-board computer for the long-life landing unit of the two Soviet
space probes that will set out
next July to Phobos, Mars's
moon. The computer will not
only collect data, as did the
same team's computer on a
Halley's Comet probe, but
will also control all operations of the landing unit. The
hardware is built by Hungarian members of the team; the
software is being worked out
jointly with the Soviets. For
the same probe, the team is
also developing the electronics for the five detectors that
will measure space plasma en
route. This is part of apackage in which West German,
Austrian,
American,
and
Dutch scientists cooperated.
SIEMENS UPGRADES
ITS UNIX PC-MX2
Siemens AG has added more
capacity to its multiuser computer system PC-MX2, the
hottest-selling Unix machine
on the West German market.
Users now have at their disposal a second 5%-in, disk
drive whose 73.7 Mbytes double the MX2's capacity. The
Munich company sold more
than 7,500 MX2s in West
Germany in the period between last fall, when the
computer hit the market, and
June.
SEL PHONE ORDER
WORTH $216 MILLION
Standard Elektrik Lorenz
AG, the West German member of France's Alcatel NV
telecommunications
group,
has won an order for 400 million DM, or about $216 million, worth of digital-exchange systems for West
Germany's Bundespost, the
communications
authority.
The order, for 79 of SEL's
System 12 switches, is the
54H

biggest the Stuttgart firm
has received. SEL, with several other firms, developed
the System 12 switch while
still part of ITT Corp. [Electronics,
Jan.
22,
1987,
p. 48A].
SATELLITE PAGER
TO BE TESTED
Trials of the first satellite radiopaging service, by British
Telecom, are expected to
start at the end of the year.
The service will enable drivers of long-distance trucks to
be contacted immediately by
their companies while they
are on the road—particularly
on routes across Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa. The
service will also provide another international extension
to the existing radiopaging
service operated in the UK
by British Telecom Mobile
Communications.
UK SKYPHONE IS
SET FOR TAKEOFF
The final countdown has
started for British Telecom's
Skyphone with the award of
a£2.6 million contract for the
equipment that will automatically connect airline passengers' phone calls to the
ground. The contract, with
EB Communications Ltd.,
means that BTI has completed the purchasing of all major equipment and software.
Trials of Skyphone, with calls
connected by the operator,
will begin in April on three
British Airways 747s, allowing passengers to make international phone calls in flight.
4 FIRMS JOIN ON
MISSILE PROJECT
Four leading European aerospace and electronics companies are forming ajoint venture to compete for the European manufacture and in-service support of the Advanced
Medium Range Air-to-Air
Missile. The company, called
Amraam Ltd., is based in
Hatfield, UK. It comprises
British Telecom and Marconi

Defence Systems of the UK
and Messerschmidt-B51kowBlohm and AEG of West Germany. The high-performance
AIM 120, the next major beyond-visual-range
air-to-air
missile for the UK and West
Germany, is also intended for
other NATO users.

U. S. slapped 100% import
tariffs on personal computers, power tools, and colorTV sets in April. [Electronics, May 28, 1987, p. 53].
MATSUSHITA TO
SELL 16-BIT PC

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. is marketing a 16-bit
personal computer compatible with Fujitsu Ltd.'s FM-R
series. The Osaka company's
Negotiations between Internew personal computer will
national Telecom Japan Inc.
use abasic input/output sys(ITJ) and International Digital Communications Planning tem chip supplied by Fujitsu,
Inc. (IDC) to form a consor- which will give it complete
tium to compete with Koku- software compatibility with
the FM-R series. Matsushita
sai Denshin Denwa Co.
aims to promote the sales of
(KDD), amonopoly in Japan's
international telecommunica- the new computer by taking
advantage of FM-R's abuntions business [Electronics,
software
products.
March 19, 1987, p. 54], have dant
More than 1,000 software
broken down after five
months. Instead, the two To- packages for the FM-R series
kyo companies will apply sep- are currently on the market.
arately to the Ministry of Matsushita and Fujitsu expect to make inroads in NEC
Posts and Telecommunications for approval of their Corp.'s domination of the 16own new businesses. IDC in- bit personal-computer market
sisted that a unified telecom by selling compatible computfirm should build and own a ers under their brand names.
North Pacific cable, but ITJ
rejected the proposal. In
SONY OPENS CD
plans to begin its own new
PLANT IN AUSTRIA
business with Intelsat comSony Corp. of Tokyo has
munications-satellite services
and acquisition of the right opened a plant for compactto use the TPG3 cable con- disk production in Salzburg,
Austria, the first such Japanecting Japan with Hawaii
nese factory in Europe. Its
and San Francisco.
initial capacity will be 12 million CDs a year, and that is
NEC MAY ASSEMBLE
expected to double to 24 milITS 32-BIT PC IN U. S.
lion by next year. Sony exNEC Corp. will start assem- pects European consumption
bling its desk-top 32-bit per- of CDs to total about 80 milsonal computer, the Power- lion units this year, twice the
number of 1986.
mate 386 series, in the U. S.
this fall unless the U. S. government abolishes its trade
NIXDORF TERMINAL
sanctions against Japan. The
TRANSLATES CHINESE
32-bit personal computer,
which was at first scheduled Nixdorf Computer AG has announced a terminal system
to be exported to the U. S.
that automatically converts
starting last month, will be
assembled at NEC Informa- Roman characters into the
symbols used in China. The
tion Systems, Boxborough,
Mass. The Tokyo company system, called CTS, was develhas been assembling its 16- oped at Nixdorf's subsidiaries
bit personal computers at in Hong Kong and Japan for
the model 8810 M35 of the
NEC Information Systems
and NEC Home Electronics
West German company's personal-computer family.
U.S.A., Atlanta, since the
TALKS FAIL TO SET
UP KDD COMPETITOR
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SIEMENS

How can you track adjustments
if these new measurement
instruments lack operating elements?
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Now, you can stop worrying about misplaced paperwork when repeating
specific measurements. How? With
Siemens' newly-developed measurement instruments that cooperate with
personal computers over an IEEE 488
bus. And that makes "take it from the
top" athing of the past. Not to mention
situations for which the paperwork
no longer exists.
What's more, our new instruments make
setup, parameter adjustment, and
measurement execution easier than
ever before. At the touch of abutton.
And just as quickly, the PC converts
units and results into the form you
choose. You don't need programming
experience to reconstruct earlier
measurements as often as you like.
With computer support, once is enough.
Our standard program generator takes
care of the rest.
All this adds up to less routine, more
time for what really counts —and better
results. The kind of convenience that's
fast becoming the hallmark of advanced
measurement technology.
From Siemens.
Measurement's never been easier.
With PC instruments from Siemens.

Want to know more about our PC
instruments? Just contact your local
Siemens office or drop aline to:
Siemens AG
Infoservice 213-Z028eE
Postfach 2348, D-8510 Fürth
Federal Republic of Germany
Circle 117 on reader service card

A19100-E686-Z6-V1-7600

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

The 32-bit Philips VMEbus CPU
packs such incredible power on one board.
INDUSTRIAL

AUTOMATION

Yes indeed, Philips offers you more:
To design high performance
VMEbus boards Philips applies all
its know-how from silicon lo
system.
One result is the PG2100 VMEbus
single board computer offering:
—A68020 Microprocessor unit
(MPU) with 32-bit address and
data path
Australia
02 888 82 22
Austria
02 22 62 91 41/740
Belgium
Luxemburg
025 25 66 46

54L
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Denmark
06-81 65 22
Finland
90 73 91 00
France
01 49 42 80 00
Hong Kong
05 28 32 98

118 on reader service card

- VMEbus

—A68851 paged memory
management unit (MMU) which
provides address translation and
access protection for the entire
address range of the MPU
—A68881 floating point
co-processor
—4 Mbyte dual ported RAM including a1Kbyte location monitor
—256 Kbyte EPROM
India
022 492 15 00
Italy
039-3 63 52 07
Netherlands
040-78 83 25
New Zealand
09-89 41 60

Norway
02-26 62 00
Portugal
01-68 31 21
Singapore
25388 11
Spain
01-44 04 22 00

—3 serial interfaces
—VM Sbus interface
—SCSI-bus interface
Only afew suppliers work from
silicon to system — Philips is one.
So just ask yourself:
Who offers more?

Sweden
08-89 00 10
08-83 00 20
Switzerland
01-4 88 24 03
West-Germany
0211-1679060

For countries not
listed:
Philips Industrial
Automation
Building HK F-49
5600 MD Eindhoven
The Netherlands
040-78 43 21
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS
HOW HITACHI's MICROPROCESSOR
WILL SPEED VCRs TO MARKET
ON-BOARD PROM IS FASTER WAY THAN ROM TO MOVE INTO PRODUCTION
of

consumer-electronics

uct-development time by using a new
programmed microprocessor from Hitachi Ltd. to run the display instead of
following the more conventional method
of using custom-masked read-only memory. They can cut five weeks off development time by using the 4-bit
HD4074709 microprocessor with 16
Kbytes of programmable ROM to create
the display's firmware.
In the fast-moving consumer market,
designers "can move quickly from system program development to the production stage, because system programming of a PROM takes less than a
week," says Kazuo Sato, manager of
Hitachi's Strategic Planning Department. Developing masked-ROM versions
often takes 45 days or more.
By using programmed HD4074709s
during the early stages of mass production, manufacturers can get at least a
five-week head start on their competition, the company claims. For low-volume products, the PROM-based microcontroller can continue to be used
throughout the product's life-cycle.
Hitachi recommends a more cost-effective solution for high-volume products. Although the product may enter the market
with the PROM-based part, Hitachi can
typically replace it with a masked-ROM
version that costs roughly 30% less than
the PROM version within 45 days, says
Sato. Hitachi's masked-ROM replacement
device is the HD404709.
Fabricated in 2-µm CMOS technology,
the newest member of the HMCS400 microprocessor family boasts on-chip driver and controller circuitry that operates
at -40 V—enough to drive fluorescent
display tubes directly. Its 16 Kbytes of
one-time
electrically
programmable
ROM breaks new ground in memory
size for microprocessor-PROM devices,
packing enough memory to handle the
firmware for the most sophisticated
VCRs, says the Tokyo company.
Since both the PROM and maskedROM devices have the same outer dimensions-740 by 2,256 mils—and the
same pinout, replacing one for the other
Electronics/August 20, 1987

VCRs and 7 million CD players will be
produced worldwide in 1987, Hitachi estimates, and the majority will incorporate
vacuum fluorescent displays. To address
this market, Hitachi expects to produce
500,000 HD7074709 chips by March 1988.
The HD4074709 can run as fast as a
0.5 scycle time or as slow as 250 p.s.
This flexibility has two advantages. It
suits the devices for a wide range of
products, and it reduces power consumption. Cutting the cycle time
in half when the display is relatively static, for example, reduces power consumption by
one half.
Making the chip capable of inCPU
termittent operation is another
way Hitachi reduces overall
power needs. There are three
power-saving modes: standby,
watchdog, and stop. Although
PROM
Hitachi has not yet released
(16KBITS x10 BITS)
data on power consumption under maximum active-state load
conditions, it claims power consumption is reduced by 80% in
RAM
the standby mode and by 95% in
(576 BITS x4BITS)
the watchdog and stop modes.
To implement these modes,
three timers are included onchip: awatchdog timer monitors
VACUUM FLUORESCENT-DISPLAY
system activity and resumes opCONTROLLER
erations quickly from the standby mode; an 8-bit free-run-time
PULSE.WIDTH MODULATOR
or timer base is used as the microprocessor's clock; and another 8-bit timer with an event
TIMER
counter resets the system when
it changes modes.
Similarly, the chip implements
TIMER
a range of interrupt factors.
Four external and three internal
WATCHDOG TIMER
interrupt functions are included.
The chip's controller/driver
design can handle up to 16 colSERIAL INTERFACE
umns by 16 segments, and any
unused display-driver channels
can be used as general-purpose
EXTERNAL INTERFACE
input/output ports. An eightstep dimmer function is included, and static display is also supported by the controller.
There are a total of 56 ports,
ENERGY MISER. Three timers in Hitachi's smart PROM
34 of which are high-voltage
help minimize the IC's energy dissipation.

during production is both simple and
safe. Debugging at the system level
need be done only once.
Hitachi expects its microprocessor to
find ready markets in VCRs, compactdisk players, automotive audio components, and other products that use fluorescent display tubes.
VCRs and CD players account for the
lion's share of the market for vacuum
fluorescent displays. More than 30 million

INTERRUPT CONTROLLER

esigners

L

Dproducts that feature fluorescent
displays can significantly speed up prod-
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YOUR REQUIREMENTS KEEP GROWING HERE IS OUR SOLUTION
PRECISION MULTIMETER D 4845
A Concept for Superiority
500 measurements per second and a
display range up to 240,000 measuring
points are examples of this superiority.
The integrating charge-compensation
method is supported by multiprocessor
technology, ensuring fast AID conversion, high measuring accuracy and stability. The foil-type keyboard, the special
alphanumeric display and user-friendly
prompting make for simplicity of handling. Full overload protection and high
noise voltage suppression afford measuring comfort in practical service.
Fascinating Features
Its many measuring mode make the
PRECISION MULTIMETER D 4845 outstandingly suitable for universal applications in laboratories and testing-rooms.
Besides measurements of voltage and
current, this meter offers measurement
Circle 119 on reader service card

of resistance (in both two-wire and fourwire mode), measurement of temperature (°C /°F) and an offset function
(measurement/numeric). The Standard
IEC 625/IEE 488 Interface with its simple
but versatile programming facilities
endows the PRECISION MULTIMETER
D 4845 with full systems capability.

A leader in meter design
New
technologies,
state-of-the-art
design and more than 60 years expenence in electrical measuring instrument
manufacture combine to guarantee quality and reliability.
Worldwide sales and service network

MULTIMETER D 3745
The Key to Perfect Measuring
Tested and trusted worlwide, its problem-oriented software will solve awide
range of applications. Besides the standard quantities, the MULTIMETER D3745
measures deviations from entered reference operations (e. g. the computation
of logarithmic ratios). It stores measured
data and outputs them again on request.
There is an additional display area for
complete information on measured data
and operational status.

Our sales organization is in touch with
customers al over the world and ensures
high workmanship in servicing. We
export to 70 countries.

NORMA

NORMA - first in precision!

NORMA Messtechnik, Optik, Elektronik,
Gesellschaft m.b.H., A-2351 Wiener Neudort, Austria, Eumigweg 7, POB. 81, Telephone: (2236) 61 530-0, Telex: 79316, Teletex: 32 21 427, Telefax: (2236) 61 530/584
Cables: NORMAMETER WIEN

ANRITSU CREATES NEW
POSSIBILITIES WITH
VIDEO MODULATION
Signal generators that perform
in any band from radio to TV.
Anritsu, seeking to satisfy the needs
of the mobile radio, mobile phone
and audio-video industries, presents
two new synthesized signal generators
with the best performance in their
class. The MG3601A and MG3602A
offer many features not available in
any other equipment.
Because they have the highest
spectral purity in their class, the
MG3601A/3602A generate the most
reliable signals for precise evaluation
of any type of receiver. They serve a
tremendous variety of equipment
too, since they cover the widest frequency range. The MG3601A offers output from 100kHz to 1.04GHz,
and the MG3602A provides 100kHz
to 2.08GHz, both tunable within 10
Hz. Modulation includes video, 0M,
AM and FM, for complete analysis
of radio, CB, pager, mobile phone,
or even video systems. Moreover,
automatic calibration for greater

DC FM stability is as easy as pushing one button.
The MG3601A/3602A also include
a valuable memory function that
stores up to 100 frequencies and 30
programs to reduce setup time. They
are easy to operate, and feature a
frequency tuning knob for faster settings. These lightweight (less than
16kg) synthesizers are even equipped
with GP-IB for remote control.
Choose the signal generators with
the highest cost performance for
any purpose.

ANRIT8U

CORPORATION

10.27.

Mmamtazabu

choreo,

Anritsu

Mean> ku.

Tokyo

106.

Japan

Phone

03-446 1111

Teles

0-242-2353

ANRITU

J

6001190 AMERICA, INC 15 Thornton Road, Oakland, NJ 0:436 USA Phone 201-337.1111 Sales& &Bonne 1-800-255-7234 Teles 642141 ANRITSU OKLD
ANRITSU EUROPE LIMITED Thstle Road. ennctrmll Tracing Estam Luton

Beds. LUI

38.1. UK

Phone

(ST00582) 418853 Telex

826750 ANRSEU G

ANRITSU ELECTRON K Ombhl Graienberper Allee 5456. 4000 Düsheldorl 1. FR Germany Phone (0211) 679760 7010e 8584904 ANRI D
ANRDSU ELECTRÓNICA SA. A. Passos 91-SoOreloget 2031705-Centro 2006' -fho de Janetro-RJ, BraMPhone (021)22, 6086 224-9448 Tee 2131704 ANBR BR

MG3601A/3602A Signal Generators

Circle 120 on reader service card

A high-speed first-in, first-out memointerfacing with the host makes compatibility with the Small Computer Systems Interface easier. The LC8950 runs
on aconventional flashlight battery and
will be available in production quantities
in October for 5,000 yen each.

ports that can handle signals of -40 V.
The HD4074709 comes in a 64-pin
plastic dual in-line package or in a64-pin
flat plastic package.
Engineering
samples
of
the
HD4074709 are scheduled to be released
in Japan in September. Samples in plastic DIPs will cost 4,000 yen each. Samples of a ceramic windowed DIP cost
15,000 yen. In 10,000-unit lots, the plastic production devices will cost 2,500 yen
each. Engineering samples of the device
are scheduled to go on the market outside Japan in the first quarter of 1988.
-Aya/co Hayashihara

ry

Sanyo Electric Co., VLSI Sales Div., 180
Ohmori, Ampachi-cho, Ampachi-gun, Gifu
503-01, Japan.
Phone 81-58464-4899

FIBER-OPTIC LINK
CARRIES TV SIGNALS

Hitachi Ltd., International Sales Division Ill,
1-5-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100,
Japan.
Phone 81-3-212-1111
[Circle 500]

10-MIPS CPU POWERS
UNIX WORK STATION
A graphics work station from Whitechapel Workstations Ltd. offers 10 million instruction/s CPU performance,
compatibility with AT&T Co.'s Unix 4.2
operating system, and a 20-in, color
monitor.
Based on the R2000 reduced-instruction-set chip set from MIPS Computer
Systems Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., the
work station performs 1.78 million floating-point operations/s using the Linpack
benchmark.
It supports industry-standard software such as TCP/IP, NFS transparent
file-access protocols, X Windows, and
NeWS distributed window-management
systems. Target applications include 3-d
modeling, simulation, circuit design, and
artificial intelligence. Slated for introduction in September and for volume
production by January 1988, it will cost
$30,000 U. S.
Whitechapel Workstations Ltd., 75 Whitechapel Rd., London El 1DU, UK.
Phone 44-1-377-8680
[Circle 701]

VERSATILE TESTER
HANDLES VCRs, TAPES
The TS6010 automatic test system from
Rohde & Schwarz features system software flexible enough to handle any task
in quality-control inspections of audio
and video recorders and tapes.
The software, written in Pascal and
Basic, comprises user-friendly editors
and problem-oriented test programs,
and it can adapt the computer-controlled
system to customized applications. A
plain-word test language in Basic yields
test programs that can be easily followed and modified.
The TS6010 measures voltage level
from 10 µV to 300 V, frequency response at 10 Hz to 100 KHz, frequency
from 10 Hz to 250 KHz, distortion as
low as 0.003%, and signal-to-noise ratio.
54P

[Circle 704]

The integrated wow and flutter meter
determines pitch variations, wow, and
flutter. It uses different weighting criteria in accordance with international
standards.
Delivery time for the TS6010 is three
months. It costs 140,000 DM in West
Germany.

Foundation Instruments' T3/R3 video
fiber-optic link transmits high-quality
analog signals over distances up to 3km
with the exceptionally low signal distortion characteristic of optical fiber.
The link consists of the T3 transmitter module and the R3 receiver module.
Each module carries its own power supply and is small enough to be mounted
in aTV camera enclosure.
Targeting both teleconferencing and
closed-circuit TV applications, the T3/R3
communications link is particularly useful in areas where electromagnetic interference is aproblem or where the small
size of optical fibers offers an installation advantage. The fiber-optic link is

Rohde & Schwarz, Muehldorfstr. 15, D8000 Munich 80, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-41 292625
[Circle 702]

CD-ROM CHIP IS QUICK
AT ERROR CORRECTION
Sanyo Electric Co.'s LC8950 integrates
on a single chip real-time error correction and interface functions for compact-disk-ROM machines. It corrects errors 5 to 20 times faster than conventional control microcomputers and offers atransfer rate of 2.3 Mbytes/s.
The chip combines a microcomputer
with a 64-Kbyte memory buffer that is
needed to handle the digital-signal-processing techniques used in error correction. It maintains compatibility with lowspeed host computers by caching up to
27 disk sectors.
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available now and costs $470 U. S.
Foundation

Instruments,

Lightwave

Divi-

sion, 24 Colonnade Rd., Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K2E 7J6.
Phone (613) 226-4000

[Circle 703]

PCB PLATING SYSTEM
BOOSTS THROUGHPUT
Mega Electronics Ltd.'s through-hole
plating system for printed-circuit boards
uses just two process tanks—as opposed
to multiple tanks in competing products—to provide faster processing.
Specially formulated chemicals are
the key to reducing the number of process tanks. Besides the two process
tanks, the PL901 consists of. a plating
bath and two spray-wash tanks.
Tank cleaning and recharging is simplified by a drain in the base of the
process tanks. The unit measures 900 by
900 by 600 mm deep. It is available now
for £2,000, including chemicals.
Mega Electronics Ltd., 9 Rainwater Rd.,
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3HU, UK.
Phone 44-7-992-1918

[Circle 705]
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From now on, ask yourself the following question about LED lamps:

STANDARD?
The standard version of Toshiba's LED
lamps has proved itself repeatedly in practice as
being just what's needed in most applications.
Nonetheless anew generation of Toshiba LED lamps
means that you should reconsider your requirements.

The brightness of Toshiba's new generation
of LED lamps is striking: up to 1,000 times brighter
than the standard version. So light, so brilliant that
optimum luminosity is guaranted from every viewing
angle. As for application, be it stadium or Hi -Fi
displays, Toshiba's ultra-bright LED lamps are ideal.
All of this is backed up by Toshiba's knowhow, service and production capacity. Find out more
by sending us this coupon.
Please send me more information on the
new generation of Toshiba LED lamps.
Name:

Company:

Tel.:
Address:

In Touch with Tomorrow

Owl I
BA

TOSHIBA EUROPE (I.E.) GMBH, Gattilier Sir. 5-7, 4040 Neuss 1, Tel.: 021 01/1 5/ 0;%when, Tel 089/92 80 91 0;Stuttnail, Tel.: 0/1 52/2 10 61 66 •
TOSHIBA UK LTD, Tel 0044 2/6/6 2222 •TOSHIBA EUROPE I.E. GMBH, Paris, Tel.: 0033 1
4855/5656 •TOSHIBA El F
(1 RONICS FIAI IANA S.R.L.
Milano, Tel.• (10 39 39/6388 911) TOSHIBA El L(TRONICS SCANDINAVIA AB, Stockholm, Tel.: 00 468/14 56 00
• ilk

DOES
WINDOWS.
Intel Designs AGraphics Chip
For CAD And Business Use.

id Two completely different kinds of
end customers seem to be fueling the
embryonic graphics chip market: the personal computer user in business, and the
designer on awork station. Intel Corp.,
long reported to be developing agraphicsoriented microprocessor, is finally announcing
its 82786 graphics coprocessor for both
applications.
Demand for multiple-windowing capability is on the rise, especially for multitasking chores in the office environment. The
82786 implements this capability in hardware. Each application can have its text
and graphics drawn into separate regions
of memory, which are then combined
Intel's 82 786 graphics coprocessor supports U,Jamily ol 16. and 32 ha central procesung unIA.

within windows of the same display...
Excerptedfrom an exclusive article
in the May 19, 1986 issue.

rei
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Introducing anew desktop plotter
that's small enough to fit in this magazine.
40-

Fujitsu's new FPG-310 plotter is truly compact:
it needs only 420 X 260 mm, which leaves you
plenty of elbow room. The FPG-310 weighs less
than 5kg and draws less than 35 watts of power.

Three standard interfaces — Centronics, RS-232C and
GP-IB — let you connect the plotter to virtually any
personal or business computer.

A wide variety of media

Amazing versatility

Full compatibility

Now you can print figures and text on almost any
medium — coated paper, OHP films, tracing paper
and, of course, standard paper. And the medium can
be any size from postcards to A3 sheets.

Applications include business graphs, education,
measurement systems, FA — and even personal CAD.
Hobbyists also find the plotter useful for awide variety of tasks.

Superb graphics
Precise 0.025 mm resolution and 6bright colors raise

Whether you use the FPG-310 in your home
office or in aworkstation, no job is too big for
this little plotter.

your computer's graphics to new heights of effectiveness. The FPG-310 gives you the flexibility of adot
matrix printer but provides far superior quality.

Fujitsu Color Plotter FPG-310

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
Arabella Center 9. OGJA, Lyoner Stra8e 44-48, C-6000 Frankbrt am Main -1, FR. Germany Phone: 069-66320 Telex: 0411963 Fax: 069-6632122
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.:
3320 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95C64-3)97, USA Phone: 408-562-100D Telex: 910-338-0190 Fax: 408-727-0355
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components International Marketing Div.):
Furukawa Sogo Bldg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Jcpan Phone: National (03) 216-32'1 International (Intl Prefix) 91-3-216-3211
Telex: 2224361 Fax: (03) 216-9771
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FUJITSU
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"If you're aretired
U.S. manager,
you have alot to
give to the world."

PRESCALER HANDLES
5-GHz SIGNALS
The U6502B prescaler from Telefunken
electronic GmbH can handle frequencies
up to 5GHz. The silicon IC constitutes a
low-cost alternative to expensive frequency dividers based on gallium-arsenide technology.

the requirements of standard data-terminal interfaces.
Target applications for the chip include printers, personal computers, and
laboratory instruments. It consumes 300
mA of current. Samples are available
now for 500 yen each.
Mitsumi Electric Co., 8-8-2 Kokuryo-cho,
Chofu, Tokyo 182, Japan.
Phone 81-489-5333

[Circle 7081

EPROM ADAPTER CUTS
PROGRAMMING COSTS

Operating with a divider factor of 2,
the U6502B can be used in 4-GHz satellite TV, telecom systems, and test equipment. The device augments Telefunken's lineup of 1- and 2-GHz dividers.
The U6502B is available now. Price depends on importing country.
Thorton EBradshaw,
Chairman, RCA

supporter of the International Executive Service Corps, a
not-for-profit organization with avital
mission:

Telefunken electronic GmbH, P.O. Box
1109, D-7100 Heilbronn, West Germany.
Phone 49-7131-672230
[Circle 706]

I'm avolunteer

VVe send retired U.S. managers overseas to help businesses in developing
countries, which often respond by
increasing their imports of U.S goods.
In fact, developing countries consume
about 40 percent of U.S exports.
As an IESC volunteer, you would
not get asalary. But you would get
expenses for you and your spouse,
plus aworld of personal satisfaction.
IESC leads the field in this kind of work.
We've done over 9,000 projects in 81
countries. We could have aproject
that's just right for you. To find out, send
this coupon to: Thorton EBradshaw
Chairman, RCA, PO. Box 10005,
Stamford, CT 06904-2005.

<Me

International
Executive
Service Corps
•Rek Sena.

Dear Mr. Bradshaw: Tell me more about
becoming an IESC volunteer. Iam a
recently retired manager or technician —or
am about to retire — from aU.S, company.
I'm free to accept an overseas assignment. I
understand that volunteers receive
expenses for themselves and their
spouses, but no salary.
Name
Ackiress
L_City
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State

Zip

INTERFACE GIVES PCs
UP TO 8 I/O CHANNELS
A buffered interface system from Alfatron Ltd. extends the functional reach
of personal computers by providing up
to six serial and two parallel channels
for peripherals. In addition to linking
computers to peripherals, it can be configured to allow computers to communicate with each other without switching
or recabling.
The A2000 offers buffer sizes ranging
from 256 Kbytes to 1Mbyte. Buffer allocation is dynamic to maximize memory
utilization. Serial channels run at speeds
up to 38.4 Kbits/s.
The system is available now, and carries an export price of U. S. $330.
Alfatron

Ltd.,

1761

Ferntree

Gully

Rd.,

Ferntree Gully, Victoria 3156, Australia.
Phone 61-3-758-9000
[Circle 707]

INTERFACE CHIP
RUNS OFF 5 OR 12 V
The MAD 430 hybrid RS-232-C interface
chip from Mitsumi Electric Co. eliminates the need for aseparate 12-V power supply for the interface by integrating a5-V-to-12-V de voltage converter on
the chip.
Besides operating from a single 5-V
power supply, the chip has a built-in
quad line driver and receiver to satisfy

An adapter for programming 32-pin, 1Mbit erasable programmable read-only
memories can be used with any programmer that handles 28-pin paged 1Mbit EPROMs. Stack Ltd.'s 32-pin adapter eliminates the need to purchase a
separate programmer for 32-pin devices.
For ease of gang programming, the
adapter is designed to be easily installed
in adjacent sockets. Its design also allows it to program 2-Mbit devices. The
adapter costs £75 and is available now.
Stack Ltd., Unit 8, Wedgewood Rd., Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6 7UL, UK.
Phone 44-869-240404
[Circle 709]

LINE SELECTOR WORKS
WITH ANY SCOPE
The PM8917 video-line selector from
Philips can display video waveforms
from a standard composite-video input
signal on virtually any oscilloscope without the need for additional special interface devices.
Using a 0.5-to-3-V input, the selector
generates sync signals for the display of
frames, fields, and lines, plus any select-

ed line of acomplete video frame.
Trigger outputs of 1V are provided
for any selected line, frame, and field
signals.
A rear-panel switch selects frame or
field outputs, while line signals are
available at afixed output. The PM8917
automatically selects 625- or 525-line
broadcast-system standards, and a
front-panel LED indicates which standard is selected.
The PM8917 can be delivered in two
months. It has adomestic price of about
1,000 Dutch guilders. Export price depends on exporting country.
Philips I&E Division, P.O. Box 218, 5600
MD Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
Phone 31-40-788620

[Circle 710]
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CMOS at speed.
Afew more fast, fast
reasons to call for our
new databook:
* 1. New 64K SRAM. 25ns. Seven configurations— including bit-wide, nibble-wide, bytewide, separate I/O, and all with low, low, power.
As low as 50 mA active at 45ns.
2. New 128K Reprogrammable PROM. 45 ns.
100 mA active, 30 mA standby.
3. New 64 x9and 64 x8 FIF0s. 35 MHz.
Virtually no bubble through. Cascadeable.
4. Fastest 22V10 Reprogrammable PLD. 25ns.
55 mA. And we have the board to turn your PC
into aPLD/PROM programmer, too!
5. High speed CMOS SRAM.
6. High speed CMOS PROM.
7. High speed CMOS PLD.
.High speed CMOS LOGIC.
.
Fabricated and assembled in our
ESC-certified U.S.A. facilities.
his databook, packed with high speed,
w power parts, is yours for aphone call.
ATA BOOK HOTLINE:
-800-952-6300, Ask for. Dept. C60
-800-423-4440 (In CA), Ask for Dept. (60
32) 2-672-2220 (In Europe)
MI6) 475-3922 (In Canada)

CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR
kW illustrate the Lockheed SR-7I Reconnaissance aircraft, holder of the worka air
speed record:2,193 miles per hour. Ne re fond ofspeedrecords. Over 30 ofour parts
have broken °raill hold speed records for integrated circuits.

Cypress Semiconductor. 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134.
Phone 1408) 943-2666 Telex 821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD. TWX 910-997-0753
PAL is aregistered trademark of Monolithic Memories. Inc.
01987 Cypress Semiconductor

THE ANSWER TO
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE
To 500 MHz---The best prevention of
power supply line noise
PLF-C

Before noise suppression
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CODEC IC PROGRAMS
QUICKLY FROM A PC
The ADA-5011 convolutional coder/decoder chip from Elgal Instrumentation
& Systems Ltd. offers coding gains as
high as 7 dB. All parameters are fully
programmable on the fly over the RS232-C port of a personal computer.
The codec's quick programmability allows designers to build systems that
adapt coding parameters to line conditions. Fabricated in 1.5-p.m CMOS for
low power consumption, it targets satellite communications and military applications.
Designed to minimize external periph-
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The power supply cord is one of the most common routes
for noise. Murata can protect your equipment from this
harmful noise with its PLI-C or PLF-C noise filters.Combined with common mord choke coils, these filters with their
built-in 3-terminal noise suppression capacitors are the
best noise prevention available today. Protect your equipment and the equipment around it, and meet FCC and
VDE standards by using Murata noise filters.

Noise Suppression Components for Power SuPPlies
AC Noise Filter PLI-C or PLF-C + Common Mode Choke Coil

ffitOrrnation. cootec,

nuiRaia
HEADQUARTERS

MURATA MFG.CO,LTD.

26.10. Tenen 2-chonw. NegookeRyo. Kyoto 617.1.4.n

-Phone:075-951Q111 Tell.:64270 MURATA J

MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. INC.
2200 Lake Perk Drive. Srnarne, Georgia 30060.7604. USA.

Phone :404-436-1300

TeleaSal23213

MURATA ELEKTRON1K GMBH (Wee, Germany)

Piltinee911.66870

Teler623763

TeleaS99954

HOlbeinetlegge 21-23 13500 Nurnberg 70, Wewl Germany.
MURATA ELECTRONS:WE. S.A. (Renee)

Phon.q.3.024.5767

MURATA ELÉTTRONICA SPA. (MHO

Phone:02.607.3786

MURATA ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD. (Englend)

Phone:0252-923232

MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE (PTE.) LTD. (Singepore)

54V

Tel.:330313S
%Ma:658971

•
•
PSon.a2S84233

TeW.21127

TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. (Taiwan)

PhoneCE112-91-4151

MURATA ERIE N.A.. INC. (Teruo Branc),) .
MURATA COMPANY LTD. (Halo Kong)

Phone:02.562.421B
Phone:0-4092020

MURATA MFG CO., LTD. Sea, Branch (Korea)

Pnone:730.7605/730.7321

Circle 123 on reader service card
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MURATA

TeinE7571

MURATA

TRI.. 9020e
Telex:2586B

eral circuitry, the codee requires just
three external memory chips and operates as a microcomputer peripheral for
on-line parameter programming. Its
maximum data rate is 7.5 Kbits/s.
An evaluation board including the codec, controller, interface, and menu-driven software for the IBM Corp. Personal
Computer is available for evaluation
purposes. The chip costs 942 Israeli
shekels in single-unit purchases and 330
shekels in 1,000-unit purchases. It is
available now with delivery 60 to 90
days after order. Export price for single
units is $585; and $205 each in 1,000 unit
quantities.
Elgal Instrumentation & Systems Ltd., P. 0.
Box 494, Carmeil 20101, Israel.
Phone 972-4-902972
[Circle 711]

MEMORY CARDS SPEED
NETWORK TEST UNITS
A network analyzer from Anritsu Corp.
features a memory-card capability that
allows users to store complex measurement programs so they can respond
quickly to production-line changes.
The MSD3401A handles clock rates
from 10 Hz to 30 MHz and is intended
mainly for production testing of electronic components. It handles tests 10
times faster than the company's comparable predecessor network analyzer.
The instrument also offers an automatic scale function that simplifies production-line measurements. The MSD3401A is
available now; price depends on the importing country.
Anntsu Corp., 5-10-27, Minamiazabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan.
Phone 81-3-446-1111
[Circle 712]
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68000T" AMILWPDATE

AUGUST, 1987

il

COMPUTER
DESIGNER
HOLDS KEY TO
68000-FAMILY
SYSTEM MARKET
GROWTH

OEMs and System Integrators designing their systemsaround microprocessors
in the 68000 family now have a cost-effective low-risk expansion path into
the high performance market arena. By implementing the Motorola 68000 family
instruction set in CMOS VLSI gate arrays, Edge Computer Corporation has
set in motion a continuum of 68000-compatiole computing. Current Motorola
customers can economically add a high-end system to their product family
almost immediately—without compromising software compatbility. By adapting
anew design element concept now available from Ecge Computer Corporation,
OEMs, and Sls can offer their customers more than 11 sustained MIPs
performance, 30MB/sec I/O bandwidth, 64MB of main memory, GSX (AT&T '
UNIX - V2 with Edge and Berkeley enhancements), 38 8" disk drives, and
500+ user capability.
Equally important, the modularity of the Edge design element (which is
offered at a more sophisticated completion level than merchant chips),
allows customers to add value
FAMILY OF 68000 COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
(peripherals, controllers, software,
etc.) in those areas that are most
Edge WOO
profitable. The Edge design element
System
Performance
insures the current Motorola customer
continued software compatbility and
68020 Based Systems
performance growth withou: costly
PrIce
architectural redesigns.

MOTOROLA CISC
INSTRUCTION SET
MACHINE WITH
RISC-LIKE
EFFICIENCY

The best performance features of CISC and RISC have been combined to
produce a SIP (Streamlined Instruction Processor. At 1.5 Cycles Per
Instruction ,
the new processor, developed by Edge Computer Corporation, has
alower AIT (average instruction time) than any cur-Ent CISC or RISC system.
Furthermore, Edge delivers RISC-like performance, without the "risk" of
68000 software incompatibility. Edge's performance and compatibility
advantages result from an advanced CMOS VLSI implementation of a
Harvard supercomputer architecture that simultaneously fetches instructions
and operands over multiple 32-bit buses. The high-performance dual 4-staged
pipelined processor is specially designed to execule 68000 family instructions
extremely efficiently. In fact, most instructions are executed in one cycle.

F

1MIP PER $1K
SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE
ORE 1990

GE le

COMPUTER

Compatible With Your Future

As the chart indicates, Edge Computer Corporation has already lowered
the high cost of high performance computng. But the company is equally
dedicated to the future needs of its customers. Edge's continuum of compatible computing strategy will not only guarantee sustained 68000 family
software compatibility, it wid enable the OEM to economically capitalize
on the market's ever-growing demand for increased number of users and
comp itatiorai power. Before 1990,
prices for Edge technology (in OEM
quantties) wi Ihave been cut to
$1K pe.r MIR OEMs will be assured the
winning edge essential to their
profitability, even the future, of their
companies.
For more information on how Edge's Continuum pf 68000 Compatible
Computing can give your product family he Winning Edge today and
tomorrow contact: Pamela Mayer, Edge Computer Corporation,
7273 E. Butherus Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 602951-2020.
European Sales Office: 5, Avenue des Jordils CH 1000
Lausanne 6 Switzerland

UNIX is atrademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories, Inc.
AT&T is atrademark of American Tebphone &Telegraph. 68000 is a trademarK of Motorola Corporation

Circle 55 on reader service card

Murray Horn,
Senior Development Specialist,
Electrical/Electronics Group.

"It's hard for me to take no for an answer...
Iknow you can't win 'em all...but that
never stopped me from trying.
...like the first time Imet Fred, Ialmost
didn't...he was too busy to see me, so Isuggested
we meet in the lobby...five minutes tops.
...he came armed with big problems
molding his connectors, lots of technical questions, and very little time...1 came with
samples, product specs, everything but my
technical rep...so Ibecame tech rep for aday...
Iset up his molding machine...and showed
him how dropping the temperature and increasing the pressure could help him mold his
parts to spec.
To this day, we laugh about our three
hour 'five minute' meeting...sometimes, we
even meet in the lobby...just for old time's sake."
DuPont Engineering Plastics
It all starts with aphone call...(302) 999-4592

(WPM
Circle 57 on reader service card

WORLD
BEATER.
AMD Develops The Fastest,
Most Powerful 32-bit CPU.

id In the high-stakes race to produce
ever-faster microprocessors, AMD is about
to blow past the rest of the field with the
first microprocessor ever designed by the
company. Using an enhanced RISC design,
the Am29000 stakes aclaim to the title of
the world's fastest 32-bit pp. The company
regards the new microprocessor as its most
significant product in adecade.
AMD thinks its pp can be aformidable
contender against the swelling ranks of
RISC-based chips. The company believes the
chip can outrun awhole host of similar
products: the popular RISC chip set from
MIPS Computer Systems; the Clipper 32-bit pp
from Fairchild; and upcoming releases reportedly on the way from DEC and IBM...
AMDS 32-bit chip uses an enhanced RISC design to run al asustained peformance level of
17 mips; it can hit apeak execution rate of 25 me

ee

Excerptedfrom an exclusive article
in the March 19, 1987 issue.

riP11 Electronics
THE LEADER IN NEW
TECHNOLOGY COVERAGE
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SCSI IS PUSHING PCs INTO
THE WORK-STATION MARKET
1

00

0 o
1 0 1o

he arrival of fast
chips for implementT
ing Small Computer Sys-

tems Interface controllers is promising to vault
1 1 10
PCs into territory held by
low-end work stations—
0 10 o 1
without exacting a big
1
0
1
price premium from the
0
1
user. One of the few re14
o
maining
performance
characteristics that differentiate high-end PC,s from
work stations is the rate at which apersonal computer can move data to and from its hard-disk
drive. Top-of-the-line PCs have lots of computing
muscle, but they have lacked the fast input/output
channel for disk access that makes awork station
hum in multitasking and networked environments.
Apple Computer Inc. was the first big PC maker to tap SCSI for disk Ito, in its high-end Macintosh products. Apple's choice of SCSI has been a
big boost for the SCSI-chip market, where very
high growth rates are being seen (see chart).
The optimistic projections of ongoing meteoric
market growth assume that IBM Corp. will also
adopt the scsi standard for its new PS/2 line of
PCs. Sources say that IBM is seriously considering SCSI. Healthy disk-I/0 performance becomes
especially important in keeping PCs on their toes
as true multitasking operating systems place
their big disk-transfer burdens on the system.
The strong market prospects are attracting a
number of chipmakers, who are introducing
chips that will replace fast but expensive boardlevel implementations of aSCSI controller. Adaptec (see p. 61), Western Digital (see p. 64), Emulex, NCR Microelectronics, and Logic Devices
[Electronics, Aug. 6, 1987, p. 110] are all betting
on this burgeoning market.
SCSI evolved under the care of the American
National Standards Institute, beginning as the
Shugart Associates System Interface in 1979.
ANSI work made the interface more universal,
able to handle more kinds of peripheral devices
than just hard disks. Read-only and other types
of optical disk drives can be accommodated, for
instance, as well as tape drives, printers, scanners, and other input and output devices.
The principal difference between the scsI bus
and other interfaces designed for disk drives,
Electronics/August 20, 1987

New high-speed controller chips for
the Small Computer Systems Interface
boost PCs into the work-station realm
with fast, low-cost disk input/output
by Jonah McLeod

like the ST-506 interface and the Extended Small
Device Interface, is that SCSI is a system-level
interface, and the others are all device-level interfaces. This means that for every new device,
such as a bigger disk drive, the interface between ESDI or the ST-506 interface and the computer's system bus will likely have to be redesigned. But from the system's point of view, a
SCSI bus remains unchanged no matter what the
characteristics of the devices that are tied to it.
So companies whose systems carry scsI interfaces, like Sun Microsystems and Apple Computer, can quickly drop in new disk drives and other
peripherals as they appear on the market with
THE MARKET FOR SCSI CHIPS IS SET TO BOOM
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SCSI interfaces built in. Companies using devicelevel interfaces, such as Apollo Computer and
IBM, have alot more time-consuming work to do
for each new peripheral they want to offer.
The disadvantage of scsi is that it has been
costly to achieve performance parity with devicelevel interfaces, because the interface's generality
results in ahandshaking overhead penalty during

sumption has strong logic behind it. IBM has a
problem when potential customers compare its
PS/2 models, whose ESDI disk controllers can
handle only 1.2 Mbytes/s, with Apple's Macintosh II. The Mac's current 1.4 mbytes/s doesn't
represent abig lead, but acard could be plugged
into aslot in the Mac's NuBus that implements a
scsI interface running at 5mbytes/s and bursting blocks of data into main memory at 10
Mbytes/s. This gives Apple the potential for
Early SCSI implementations moved data
work-station-level performance that IBM cannot
match with its current PS/2 products.
at aslow 200 Kbytes/s, but chips now
IBM has not announced any plans to incorporate a
coming on the market are pushing speeds scsI bus into a PS/2 motherboard, as Apple has
with the Mac, but an IBM spokesman does point out
to 51VIbytes/s—the SCSI' maximum
that a scsi card could be plugged into a PS/2
system's Microchannel bus, where transfer rates of
operation. With the arrival of high-speed SCSI con- 20 mbytes/s and higher can be achieved.
troller chips, however, it appears that the cost of
Multitasking operating systems, such as IBM's
overcoming Scsi's performance penalty is dwin- upcoming OS/2, make many more disk accesses
dling. Thus scsi, with its flexibility advantages, is than a single-tasking operating system, placing
looking more and more attractive.
heavy demands on disk I/O. They are a big reaEarly low-cost SCSI implementations in PCs do son for SCS1's popularity. Moreover, when an apnot fulfill sCSI's full promise: data-transfer rates plication program requests asector of data from
of less than 200 Kbytes/s are typical. Apple has disk, the operating system typically transfers
now pushed its SCSI rate to 1.4 Mbytes/s. Chips more than one sector into main memory to anticcoming on the market now, however, will help ipate arequest for the next sector—another burpush data-transfer rates on the SCSI bus to 5 den for the controller chip to bear.
Mbytes/s, the scsI maximum.
The latest generation of scsI chips get their
The worldwide market for SCSI chips and performance improvement from sophisticated
boards is expected to grow at a 100% rate state machines or high-speed embedded microthrough the end of 1989, believes G. Venkatesh, processors that perform the overhead processing
manager of the IC Product Line at Adaptec Inc. for each scsI bus phase. In the past, up to 10 ms
in Milpitas, Calif. Market research done by was consumed in overhead between the time the
Adaptec, which claims 80% of the SCSI controller host requested an operation from a peripheral
chip market, indicates that the industry shipped and the time the operation was completed. An
300,000 SCSI interfaces, including drives and con- external microprocessor on the host moved the
trollers, in 1986. Over half of the 800,000 SCSI bus-transfer process from one phase to the next;
interfaces Adaptec expects to be sold in 1987 will the performance drag came from having to interbe for drives shipped in Apple Macintosh com- rupt the microprocessor to process each phase.
puters, Venkatesh says.
Adaptec and Emulex Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif.,
However, continuation of this growth rate is have built high-speed state machines into the scsI
based on the assumption that IBM Corp. will be a chip to handle the bus-phase processing. And NCR
major consumer of scsI chips. Although IBM has Corp.'s Microelectronics Division is selling aversion
announced no SCSI-based PS/2 products, the as- of Emulex' SCSI Processor as the NCR 53C300.
In its latest SCSI chip, Western Digital
Corp., Irvine, Calif., cut command overhead by reducing the number of interrupts issued to the microprocessor overseeing the SCSI controller's operations.
The company built into the Km chip a
microprocessor and firmware that cut
overhead time to 0.5 ms.
All the new chips can connect ahost computer bus to the SCSI bus (see figure). The
chips also make the connection between the
device-level interface used by the disk or
tape drive and the scsI bus. The Emulex
chip has for the first time increased SCSI
bus throughput up to 5mbytes/s at the 20ft. bus-length limit set by ANSI. Other
FLEXIBLE BUS. Eight varied peripheral devices can be tied to one SCSI bus; SCSI
chips on the market allow 4- to 5-mbyte/s
controller chips provide interfaces on both the host and peripheral sides of the bus.
transfers at cable lengths under 1ft.
D
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ADAPTEC'S DISK
CONTROLLER
SETS SCSI
SPEED RECORD

nersonal computers
Ir" are rapidly closing
1 1
the performance gap
0 00 0
separating them from
1 o 10
more expensive low-end
1 1 1 0
Motorola
68020-based
0
0
0 1
work stations. The buses of both IBM Corp.'s
1
1
0
1
o Personal System 2 and
1
Apple Computer Inc.'s
0
Macintosh II, for example, can transfer data at more than 20 Mbytes
per second. Yet both models still come with disk
controllers that can't transfer data across this The AIC6250 gives a500% boost in host
high-speed bus at more than 2 to 3 Mbytes/s.
The reason for this lower transfer speed—which input-output performance, using its 16-bit-wide
is the main reason why PCs still don't measure data path to hit a.20-Mbyte-per-second
up to work stations in performance—is the lack
of an inexpensive disk-controller chip that could transfer rate—the first SCSI chip to do it
interact with the computer bus at the bus's maximum transfer rate.
by Jonah McLeod
PC makers now have a solution to this problem.
Adaptec Inc. is introducing aSmall Computer Systems Interface chip that the Sunnyvale, Calif.,
company says is the first of its kind to achieve 20mbyte/s operation with the host computer bus. Up
to now, most existing SCSI controller chips could
manage no more than 4 mbytes/s on the host
computer bus, so the AIG6250 scsI Protocol chip
provides a500% increase in host input-output performance. This will enable a PC, with its bus and
scsI controller chip both operating at a20-mbyte/s
transfer rate, to provide performance equal to that
of a low-end work station.
The AIG6250 should help push
scsI toward high-end applications.
Originally designed as a low-cost
interface between acomputer and a
TO DEDICATED
MICROMICROPROCESSOR
peripheral, scsI has generally been
PROCESSOR
OR HOST SYSTEM BUS
TO SCSI BUS
SCSI BUS
INTERFACE
used in PCs—the low-cost end of
INTERFACE
AND I/O
the computer spectrum. But as deCONTROL
signers figure out ways to get
more and more speed out of the
interface—the AIC-6250 being a
8-BYTE
FIRST IN,
prime example—it increasingly will
FIRST OUT
enable PCs to perform more highBUFFER
end applications (see p. 59) and will
be used in more powerful systems,
TO HIGH-SPEED
SELECT
such as work stations.
16 BIT BUS
ANO
DMA
The impact of the AIC-6250 will
RESELECT
INTERFACE
CONTROL
be heightened by its price—$20
each in lots of 1,000, inexpensive
enough to be used in virtually any
PC system design. Small quantities
are available now; Adaptec expects 1. ON THE BUS. The AIC-6250's bus interface handles getling on and off the SCSI bus; a
production to ramp up in the last microprocessor interface and I/O-control function routes command packets to and from the bus.
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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chips have no separate data path to their SCSI
controller chip, if the CPU wants access to the SCSI
chip, it has to halt any ongoing data transfer,"
says G. Venkatesh, manager of Adaptec's IC product line. "The sustained data rate on the CPU bus
goes down. We get around the problem by having
the separate data path for the host CPU to access
the SCSI controller chip while a data transfer occurs on the other two buses."
At any time, all three buses can be active,
The three buses permit multitasking—
because each is being driven by entirely different, autonomously operating elements in the systwo can transfer data between the host
tem. To accommodate all three buses, the chip
and peripherals while the third helps
performs the bus arbitration operations for all
three buses automatically, and in real time. To
to configure another transfer
bring order to I/o operations, a priority scheme
was established by the SCSI specification. Up to
(see fig. 1) is the first SCSI chip to offer a 16-bit- eight devices can be on the SCSI bus. Each is
wide data path for connecting to host computer- assigned alogical unit number, with seven being
system buses. "Competitive chips have 8-bit data the highest and zero the lowest. The host CPU
paths," says Jeffrey Miller, vice president of usually has the highest priority, so it can always
marketing at Adaptec. "Designing these chips access the SCSI bus. Next in priority is typically
into an 80386- or 68020-based system with a 16- the disk controller, with logical unit 6. Peripherbit bus requires circuits external to the chip to als such as a tape controller are usually given
the lowest priority, logical unit 0.
convert from an 8- to 16-bit data path."
The AIG6250 achieves its fast system throughAlso, the AIC-6250 is the first chip to offer
three bus connections: the 16-bit data port, for put by implementing all the functions needed to
connecting to the host computer system bus; an provide an initiator or target by a host computer
8-bit data port for connecting to the SCSI bus, system and any peripheral device on the SCSI bus.
and an 8-bit control port to allow the host com- scsI protocol requires that an initiator select a
puter to communicate with the chip, even when a device to perform some operation—read, write,
data transfer is occuring on the other two buses. seek, and so on. The selected device becomes the
Other SCSI chips currently available provide only target. Once the target has been selected, it caran 8-bit data port to the host computer and an 8- ries out the rest of the operations on the bus.
In a typical system configuration, one AIG6250
bit port to the SCSI bus. In addition, the AIG6250
is the first scsI controller that can operate with interfaces between the host computer and the SCSI
a20-MHz external clock; all other chips now han- bus and a second AIG6250 connects the SCSI bus
and aperipheral device such as aWinchester, optidle only a 10-MHz external clock.
The three I/o buses on the chip permit multi- cal-disk, or tape drive (see fig. 2). Depending on
tasking operation—they allow more than one task system configuration, the controllers can operate in
to be processed at once. Two can transfer data synchronous or asynchronous mode. In synchrobetween the host computer and peripherals, while nous mode, the chips transfer data on the scsI bus
the third can provide concurrent communications at the maximum rate of 5 Mbytes/s. In asynchrobetween the host CPU and the chip to configure nous mode, they transfer data at amaximum rate
yet another transfer. "Up to now, because other of 3 Mbytes/s. "Mainframe I/o channels typically
quarter of this year. When it does, the chip
should open up a far greater range of highperformance SCSI operations. Previously, a system designer who wanted to get more performance out of SCSI had to create his own printedcircuit board, adding anywhere from $200 to
$500 to the system's cost.
To achieve high peforrnance, the AIC-6250
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2. INTERFACING. Typically, one A1C-6250 interfaces between the host and the SCSI bus and asecond AIC-6250 connects the bus and peripherals.
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run at 3 Mbytes/s, and with bus contention it is channel—typical of a work-station design.
Inside the chip, a direct-memory-access counter
much lower than this," Miller says.
also
allows the chip to transfer up to 16 Mbytes of
That speed makes the AIC-6250 faster than
data without requiring the host CPU to become
the transfer rates of most 51
4 -and 3
/
2 -in, disk
/
1
drives used today in work stations and personal involved. To move such a large amount of data,
computers; their top speed ranges from 930 the host CPU issues the SCSI commands to effect
Kbytes to 1.2 Mbytes/s. It does not, however, the transfer. The AIG6250 on the host side sets up
mean the chip is far faster than it needs to be. to perform the transfer by sending acommand to
For one thing, the coming generation of drives an AIC-6250 connected to, say, an optical disk. The
will be considerably faster—the new 760-mbyte two then begin transferring bytes across the SCSI
EXT 8760 from Maxtor Corp., in San Jose, Calif., bus. A counter inside the chip sending the data
for example, has a 1.9-mbyte/s transfer rate. counts down with each byte transferred. Its maxiSome 8-in. Winchester drives already offer 2.5- mum count is 16 million. To support the two most
popular microprocessor buses, those of the 8086
and 3-mbyte/s rates.
Also, newer drive designs incorporate a cache and 68000 families, the chip has two addressing
that can contain upwards of afull track of data. schemes. With one pin on the 6250, the host sys"If the computer requests data from the disk tem can identify itself as amultiplexed or separatthat is already in cache, the SCSI controller chip ed address and data bus, and the chip can configcan access data from the cache and transfer it at ure itself to operate accordingly.
the full 3-mbyte or 5-mbyte/s transfer rate of the For more information, circle 480 on the reader service card.
SCSI bus," says Venkatesh. "The AIC-6250 can
TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of
serve this application today."
The reason for driving the SCSI bus at 5 Electronics that provides readers with exclumbytes/s is the same as the reason for driving sive, in-depth reports on important technical
the host CPU bus at 20 Mbytes/s. "In complex innovations from companies around the
systems, there can be multiple devices sitting on world. It covers significant technology, processthe system bus—a DMA controller, SCSI controller, es, and developments incorporated in major
Ethernet, and so on," says Miller. "The faster a new products.
disk drive can access the bus,
make its transfer, and get off, the
ADAPTEC BROADENS THE ROLE OF A SCSI CHIP
faster the overall system throughting designed into both the host computSince its inception, the Small Computer
put will be."
er side of the SCSI bus—especially by
Systems Interface has imposed aspeed
Because the AIG6250 chip can
computer
manufacturers—
limit on system buses of 5 Mbytes/s— leading
handle a data transfer at up to 20
would
convince
a
lot
of
drive manufacthe
speed
at
which
data
can
be
transMbytes/s, it can also accept the relferred on the SCSI bus. But the Adaptec turers to design the chip into their ematively slow 90-Kbyte/s transfer
Inc. team that designed the AIC-6250 bedded SCSI drives as well. "By droprate of a tape drive on the SCSI
ping the chip onto both sides of the
SCSI Protocol Chip realized it could
bus, store up to 8bytes at a time,
SCSI bus, a system designer gets the
raise
the
speed
limit
by
accelerating
the
and then burst 8 bytes across the
fastest possible throughput: 20 Mbytes
data
as
it
came
off
the
SCSI
bus
and
hit
system bus at 20 Mbytes/s.
per second on the computer bus, and 5
the high-speed system bus. It did that
The 6250 transfers data at 20
Mbytes per second on the
by
developing
a
fast
chip
mbytes/s when the system conSCSI bus," says G. Venkathat works on both the sysnects to a computer with a 16-bit
tesh, IC product line mantem and the peripheral side
data bus. A microprocessor interager at Adaptec.
of the SCSI bus to move
face and I/O control function serve
One of the problems redata
quickly.
to route command packets to and
maining with SCSI—one
"We
knew
from
the
start
from the scsI bus and to and from
that tends to encourage
that the chip had to operate
a microprocessor on the periphersystem builders to use the
equally well on both sides
al controller or host computer.
same chip on both sides of
of
the
SCSI
bus
and
that
it
Unlike other SCSI controller
the bus—is that the interhad to have separate interchips, most of which were designed
face specification is still
JEFFREY MILLER
faces for both the SCSI and
for controlling a peripheral device
subject to individual interthe
host
buses,"
says
Jefon the SCSI bus, the AIG6250 was
pretation by chip manufacfrey
Miller,
vice
president
also designed to control host comturers. "But the system
of marketing at Adaptec.
puter access to the SCSI bus. When
customers want a solution
To achieve the necessary
the AIG6250 is connected on the
that
optimizes
overall
levels of performance in its
host side of the SCSI bus, it can
throughput. They don't
chips, Adaptec involved its
receive SCSI command packets diwant to deal with inconsissystem designers in the firectly from the host CPU, which is
tencies between different
nal design of the 6250 chip.
the case with most PC implementachip
manufacturers' SCSI
"They
pointed
out
where
tions. Or the system can be deimplementations,"
Miller
the bottlenecks were in the
signed with aseparate microprocesasserts.
G.
VENKATESH
design," Miller says. Getsor dedicated to handle the I/O
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tions by ahost computer is further reduced. The
company also added various other enhancements. It enlarged the number of bytes the chip
can send in aburst over the host bus from 5to a
maximum of 12—in effect, increasing the directmemory-access bandwidth—and implemented
estern Digital Corp. is about parity checking on both the SCSI and host buses.
to slash the overhead time it
Speed has been increased across the bus. Al1 1
takes to get on and off the Small though both the old and new version of the SCSI
0
0 0
0
Computer Systems Interface bus chip can act as abus master or abus slave on a
10 1 0
by more than half. An enhanced A host bus, the original version acting as a bus
1 1 10
version of its WD33C92/93 prom- slave could transfer data no faster than 2.5
ises to cut the time for hopping on Mbytes/s, compared with 4 mbytes/s acting as
0
0
0 1
and off the bus to as low as 0.5 master. As a bus slave, it had to function with
1
0
1
1
0
0 ms. The original WD33C92/93, another chip on the host bus, a DMA controller.
now more than a year old, is a After getting arequest for abyte transfer from
4
second-generation SCSI controller the DMA controller, the chip would send a byte
chip that took 1.2 ms, compared with 5 ms or and an acknowledgement that it had sent the
more for the first generation of all scsI parts.
byte. The new version of the chip, by contrast,
The Irvine, Calif., company achieved the reduc- can burst several bytes across the bus in retion by increasing the clock rate of the chip from sponse to the DMA controller's request. It follows
8MHz to 16 MHz and optimizing the microcode of the burst with a single acknowledgement—
the on-chip microprocessor for better scsi proto- speeding up the process to 4 Mbytes.
col management. In the first Western Digital
But in Western Digital's approach to SCSI, the
version, some high-level commands implemented transfer rate on the bus is asecondary considerin the microcode had been combined, reducing ation. Low bus overhead is more important,
their number, compared with other scsI parts. since the scsI specification limits transfer rates
The optimization combines still more commands to 5 mbytes/s in any case. Improvements, in
and eliminates others. As before, the high-level Western Digital's view, must come through
commands handle all scsI bus control, says Brad more efficient scsI protocol management.
Masters, manager of Ls! product development
The 92/93 controller chip (see fig. 1) implefor storage management, but the controller now ments full scst bus features: arbitration, disconoperates even faster, since the need for interrup- nect, reconnect, parity, and synchronous data
transfers. The device is designed to meet
handshaking and communications requirements over awide range of scsI bus applications.
These range from simple data
SCSI
REGISTER
ARBITRATION
transfers
using asingle drive to interleaved
FILE
PLA
multiple-device communications. The 92-option version needs external amplifiers to
SCSI
PROCESSOR
connect with the SCSI bus, whereas the 93
PARITY
INTERFACE
has internal 48-mA drivers, allowing direct
GENERATOR
AND DATA
ANO CHECKER
BUFFERS
connection to the SCSI bus. This distinction
continues with the enhanced chip.
The controller chips are fabricated in a
SCSI
cmos 3-µm process and operate from asinREQUEST/
ALU
ACKNOWLEDGE
gle 5-v supply. Geometries will drop to 1.25
HANDSHAKE
1.1.m sometime in the next year, when AT&T
LOGIC
Corp. starts building the scsI controller
family, under contract with Western DigiDATA BUFFER
BYTE
tal. The scaling down should boost the
12-BYTE
COUNTER
FIRST IN,
chip's performance considerably. Samples
FIRST OUT
of the 3-µm chip are available now. In
quantity, its price will be $18.50, compared
with $16.50 for the original version.
MICRO
CONTROLLER
The key to the performance of both the
original and the enhanced version of the
controller is its on-chip processor. For the
most part, competing chips lack onboard
I. FULL FEATURES. The WD33C92/93A implements the full range of SCSI bus
computing—they use a separate processor
features, including arbitration, parity, and synchronous data transfers.
dedicated to protocol control functions, in

WESTERN DIGITAL SLASHES
SCSI BUS OVERHEAD TIME

DATA AND CONTROLLER LINES

W
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both host systems and peripheral equipment,
says Richard E. Rutledge, product manager for
the line.
Employing the on-chip processor for overall
control permits bundling operating microcode
into high-level command procedures that streamline protocol management. With the high-level
commands, bus overhead is kept to a minimum,
so overall throughput of SCSI-based systems, or
the number of scsI instructions executed in a
given period, can be maximized. "That's what we
bring to the SCSI party," says Masters.
In the enhanced version, the microprocessor is
faster, thanks to its higher clock rate of 16 MHz;
the first version of the chip had aclock rate of 8
MHz. The higher speed has no effect, for all
practical purposes, on data-transfer speeds. Both
the old and new versions can be divided to allow
a 4-mbyte data-transfer rate on the SCSI bus.
Western Digital's reduction of bus overhead to
0.5 ms comes from reworked protocol management. For every operation that occurs over the
scsI bus—read, write, and so on—there is aprescribed protocol that both the devices involved in
the operation must follow. An initiator—the central processing unit, for example—wants data
from adisk drive. It arbitrates for the scsI bus,
gains control, and then selects atarget device to
provide the data. Once the initiator has selected
atarget, the target takes control and carries out
all remaining operations to complete the transfer. The target initiates a command transfer
phase in which it reads a SCSI command packet
from the initiator—CPU memory in this example—into the target's memory.
The target decodes the scsI command and determines what operation to perform. The target
then goes into adata phase, in which it acquires
the desired data and transfers it to the randomaccess memory of the CPU. The target next enters a status phase to receive a status message
from the CPU telling it if the transfer was com-

pleted successfully. If it wasn't, the target goes
into a message phase to find out, for example,
the cause of the faulty transfer. Finally, the target initiates a bus-free phase.
The total time it takes to carry out all of these
phases is the overhead that Western Digital is
now reducing to 0.5 ms. One way the company
achieved this reduction was the higher clock
rate; a second way was to group the phases
together into sequences. In first-generation scsi
chips, each phase required an interrupt to the
host CPU, a time-consuming operation. In the
original version of the Western Digital chip, the
chip performed several phases together before
an interrupt was required. In the A version, the
company has added new sequences and provided
the capability to string sequences together (see
fig. 2).
Rutledge singles out the key "Read Command
with Disconnect" as arepresentative example of
how the changes work. Eleven separate SCSI bus
sequences required to carry it out are combined
into two commands programmed into the chip.
Using competing controllers without ahigh-level
command structure, designers would have to
write microcode for each of the individual sequences. Combining the sequences cuts bus
overhead time for the command from more than
1ms to 372 ps.
Other enhancements to the chip include a bigger data buffer, boosted from 8to 12 bytes. The
larger buffer holds more information until the
SCSI bus or host is ready to accept atransmitted
or received data byte. The effect of this change is
to increase the DMA bandwidth. Another new feature is what Western Digital calls Thru Parity. A
parity generator/checker now can check for data
errors on either the host CPU bus or the scsI bus.
On the original WD33C92/93, parity was generated only for data placed onto or received from the
scsI bus.
-Larry Waller and Jonah McLeod
For more information. circle 481 on the reader service card.

2. COMPACT. Early SCSI chips (1) put an interrupt between each phase; the WD33C92/93A (2) squeezes phases into sequences and links the sequences.
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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VMEBUS
GETS A
MID-LIFE
KICKER
Force Computers expects its VME/Plus to
move VMEbus into multiprocessing in abig
way; its new message-passing VMEbus
processor comes on just one board
by Tom Manuel
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he VMEbus standard, currently the most
popular bus system for high-performance microprocessor systems, is getting a big boost from Force Computers
Inc. The Los Gatos, Calif., company is launching
a new generation of 32-bit VMEbus technology
that's aimed at moving the current architecture
into the worlds of multiprocessing and parallel
computing.
The 51
/-year-old designer and producer of
2
VMEbus products, which is the No. 2 VMEbus
supplier worldwide after Motorola Inc. (see
p. 69), has added message-passing to make this
big move into new applications. Force has implemented the new technology, called VME/Plus, by
designing a gate-array chip. In addition to message-passing, the new chip (see fig. 1) also includes a direct-memory-access controller and a
dual-port memory controller, putting all of the
bus-to-microprocessor interface features on-chip
instead of filling up four printed-circuit boards.
The FGA-002 interface chip connects directly
to a microprocessor on a single-board central
processing unit without requiring any additional
logic. This significantly cuts the cost and complexity of aVMEbus board. And the system still
retains full compatibility with the IEEE-1014
VMEbus standard. The new technology will open
up new horizons for system designers, since
VMEbus systems will have board space available
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1. VME POWERHOUSE. The FGA-002 VMEbus interface chip adds message passing, DMA, interface functions, and location monitors.
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3) is a message-passing computer engine with a
68020 microprocessor running at 16.7 or 20 MHz.
The processor, gate array, dual-port memory,
and bus drivers are mounted on a high-density
board, using surface-mount-technology, in the
standard vmEbus form factor.
Message passing and multilevel interrupts are
crucial to multiprocessing systems. The idea of
message passing is to permit any processor at
any time to broadcast status, data, interrupt, or
other messages to a set of other processors in
the system. The Force message-passing scheme
allows any CPU acting as master to broadcast an
8-bit message to up to 20 other processors on the
same bus at the same time. Each FGA-002 has
two independent 8-bit message-passing channels,
each with an 8-byte first-in, first-out buffer for
storage. Two channels allow each CPU to receive
and send messages simultaneously.
Just as the passing of messages among cPus
makes multiprocessing possible, acomplex interMAKING IT EASIER
rupt-management structure is also required, to
The message-passing facilities in VME/Plus keep the various processors doing the right
will make it far easier for system builders to things at the right time. The FGA-002 handles a
support complex multiprocessing applications total of 37 different interrupt requests, each pro(see fig. 2). Multiple CPUs can freely exchange viding software programmable levels and an inmessages and share memory using the FGA- terrupt vector or external vector fetch.
Location monitors are used to force an inter002's message passing, seven VME hardware interrupts, and 16 software-driven location moni- rupt to the CPU on the board. These are done by
tors for additional interrupts. The location moni- software if a specific address on the vMEbus is
tors, which are like 32-bit special registers that forced. Because each of the 16 location monitors
hold addresses, monitor the bus traffic for those on the FGA-002 chip is provided with its own
addresses, and when finding one, direct a soft- interrupt vector for the local CPU, these monitors
ware interrupt to the local processor, allowing are able to interrupt it. The location monitors
construction of many simultaneous message ca- allow user programs to trigger any board in the
pabilities and status-monitoring capabilities. whole vmEbus system individually because the

to add such things as multiple processors, additional memory, or more peripheral controllers.
Force Computer figures that the performance
and features of its VME/Plus will enhance the
competitiveness of the widely used vmEbus and
extend the life cycle of the VME standard by up
to a decade. "We wanted a quantum jump over
the highest-performance VME products now in
the market, and we think we achieved it," declares Sven Behrendt, president.
The VME/Plus technology blends multiprocessing, message passing, system control, multilevel
interrupt handling, location monitoring, and direct memory access on the single proprietary
gate-array chip. To make the chip, Force selected
a 20,000-gate, 1.5-µm CmOS array with a 1.4-ns
internal gate delay made by NEC Corp. in Tokyo.
The FGA-002 chip designed by Force engineers
uses about 18,500 of the available gates and is
packaged in a 280-pin ceramic pin-grid array.

With 16 of these per processor
board, a 21-processor system, for
example, would have 336 software
interrupts in addition to the standard seven VME hardware interrupts—enough to allow up to 21
processor boards on a VME backplane instead of the maximum seven processors that the standard
seven VME hardware interrupts
now impose.
The FGA-002 also includes a 32bit software programmable DMA
controller—the first DMA controller
for the vmEbus. In addition, the
gate array contains the complete
standard vmEbus master and slave
interfaces for control of CPU-to-bus
transfers and memory accesses.
There was even room on the chip
for a controller for dual-port random-access memory.
Along with the VME/Plus technology and the FGA-002 gate array
that implements it, Force is introducing its first product using this
technology. The CPU-22/23 (see fig.
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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2. SIMPLIFIER. Atypical application of the FGA-002 would only need to add a68020 or 68030 microprocessor, system memory, and EPROM chips to complete aVMEbus processor board.
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3. HOT SHOT. The FGA-002 chip goes on an 18-layer
SMT board to make the CPU-22/23 compute engine.

base address of the software-programmable location monitors is the same in all the FGA-002s.
Besides adding more features to its vmEbus
chip, Force has eased the interface requirements
all vmEbus system builders must provide. It collects virtually all the vmEbus glue logic onto one
chip and also provides an electrical interface to
outboard driver chips on heat sinks close to the
board's connectors, an IEEE-1014 requirement.
To handle the necessary memory-addressing
and access cycles to and from the local on-board
portion of system memory and the vmEbus,
there are two fully independent address-decoding
ranges defined inside the FGA-002. The chip decodes all the address and address modifier signals. Each of the two decoding ranges are able
to force and access requests to the memory.
They can also be programmed to allow readonly, read-and-write, or write-only memory cycles. This allows protection of on-board memory
against overwriting through access requests
coming in over the vmEbus.
The FGA-002 is not connected directly to, the
VmEbus. Designing the gate array to drive the
bus directly would have used up too many of its
gates. Instead, special driver and receiver circuits
connect the gate array. This technique allows direct control of these circuits to attain maximum
speed. Using advanced cm buffers, such as the
74ACT series of standard devices from Integrated
Device Technology Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., for
these driver and receiver circuits reduces the
propagation delay to as low as 6ns with a drive
capability of 48 to 64 mA per line.
For providing the interface and control functions for the vmEbus, the FGA-002 supports the
32 address signals, 32 data signals, and all the
control signals of the vmEbus. All the vmEbus
Slot 1functions such as the single-level arbiter,
power monitor, and the system reset generator
are included. The on-chip bus release functions
68

are fully programmable from the local
CPU. The bus release functions that can be
selected are release after timeout, release
when done, release on repeat, and release
on bus clear. In addition, the FGA-002 allows its local CPU to request master status
on the vmEbus if no other bus request is
pending.
Force is also introducing another first
to the vmEbus board market: a32-bit DMA
channel in VLSI. One high-speed DMA channel is provided on the FGA-002 gate array
with all the other features. This channel is
capable of transferring data at speeds of
up to 30 mbytes/s over the vmEbus. The
design allows real-time operation because
the local CPU is fully operational while
data is being transferred on the vmEbus.
It will perform block transfers between
the vmEbus and the dual-port memory, between
the bus and secondary memory (devices attached
to the VME subsystem bus or memory on the
VME Memory Extension), and between the dualport memory and VSB and vmx devices. Data to
be transferred is staged or received in a32-byte
FIFO which is burst onto or from the vmEbus.
Another FGA-002 feature is a controller for
dual-port static random-access memory. The
dual-port architecture avoids processor stop
states while permitting any two processors to
have virtually simultaneous access to the same
memory locations. The SRAM itself is on the
board.
The CPU-22/23 message-passing compute engine, the first VME/Plus product using the FGA002 gate array, was designed for original-equipment manufacturers building multiprocessing systems in a 3- to 15-mips range. In addition to the
68020 MPU, the new engine includes a 68020 processor, 68882 floating-point coprocessor in either
the 16.7-MHz or 20-MHz versions, up to 1mbyte of
dual-port SRAM, up to 4 Mbytes of one-wait-state
erasable programmable read-only memory that is
2to 3times faster than standard implementations,
and the FGA-002 gate array with all its features.
The initial version of this CPU board also uses the
prototype of the FGA-002, the FGA-001, for testing purposes—production versions, due out in the
fourth quarter, will drop the FGA-001. Up to 21
CPU-22s or 23s can share one vmEbus backplane.
The model CPU-22 supports the vmx secondary
bus, whereas the CPU-23 supports the VSB.
The board product, which will begin shipping
in the fourth quarter, uses surface-mount technology in the highest component density ever
achieved on VME on an 18-layer, two-sided board.
It will cost $6,475 in single quantities for the
16.7-MHz version with 256 Kbytes of dual-port
RAM.
For nore information, circle 482 on the reader service card
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FORCE QUIETLY BUILDS ITS VMEBUS LINE
vmEbus boards, Force Computers
Inc. was conspicuously absent. The
Los Gatos, Calif., company's absence was notable because it
claims to be the No. 2 supplier of
vmEbus boards, second only to the
bus's inventor, Motorola Inc.
The fact that Force did not join
in the effort to develop a control
chip led many in the industry to
suspect that the company was
working on its own chip. These
suspicions proved true. But instead of a control chip, Force had
something else in mind: the FGA002, the company's first chip,
which is 15 times more complex
than the consortium's proposed
chip and integrates the functions
of four VME cards (see p. 66).
"We had started our own gatearray development 18 months
ago," says Force executive vice
president Martin J. Weisberg.
"We felt it would be dishonest to
sit in on meetings of the consortium and in effect spy on them
without contributing anything."
The consortium rose to counter
asimilar move by Motorola, which
announced last January that it
would develop a gate-array control chip but would not make it
available to the industry. Motorola
has now agreed to make its chip
available to outsiders next year,
but the consortium effort continues. Now that its gate array is
ready, Force has offered to join
the consortium and to license and
sell its vmE/Plus products to
members of the consortium.
After all, Force was founded in
1981 by Sven Behrendt, now president, and Max Loesel, vice president of research and development,
to build vmEbus products. These
two executives from Motorola in
Europe had been influential in the
development of vmEbus there.
Loesel, in fact, headed the VMEbus design team for Motorola.
Force has grown quietly, funding itself from the sale of products with no external stockholders
Electronics/August 20, 1987

or venture capital. It has recorded
18 consecutive profitable quarters
since first turning the corner in
January 1983. Rick Main of Zebu
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., a follower of the vmEbus market, pegs
the 1987 market for vmEbus
boards at $300 to $325 million. "I
believe that Motorola and Force
underestimate the total market,
making their estimates of their
market shares higher than ours,"

VME/Plus should help it
hold on to the No. 2 spot
in world VMEbus market
says Main. Force claims about
18% of a $170 million market this
year. However, Main agrees with
the line-up of the major players,
with Motorola as the leader and
Force a clear No. 2, followed by
the next seven, who are about
equal. The top nine suppliers together have half of the market
(see chart).
One of the reasons is what
Weisberg describes as anew generation of vmEbus products.
Current vmEbus
technology,
Weisberg says, has been pushed as
far as it will go, because the mandated Eurocard form factors are
crammed to the edges. Force's current vmEbus cards include piggybacked integrated circuits and an

extra connector for interboard communications, allowing functions to
be spread over two boards without
using the bus for traffic.
The real-estate problem prompted
Force to begin gate-array development. The results of that and similar programs by other vmEbus suppliers will have abig impact on systems houses. The availability of
highly integrated vmEbus boards
means that the bus becomes ahighspeed i/0 path, Weisberg says. He
expects proprietary systems to give
way to special-purpose supermicrocomputers that use plug-in vmEbus
boards to attain needed functionality. In effect, the boards become
elements in a build-it-yourself computer. Such equipment is expected
to be used in factory automation,
robotics, and military applications.
In fact, one of the first customers of this vmE/Plus technology is
Litton Data Systems in Pascagoula,
Miss. Litton and Force engineers
worked together on the design of a
board for Litton to apply in a proposed military application, a combat-simulation training system.
Force thinks it can more than
hold its own in the new vmEbus
world. "Our whole history has
been as a performance leader,
even though we were always two
or three years behind Motorola in
knowing what would be available
in silicon," Weisberg says. "Now
we'll have our own silicon."
E
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verifiers that cannot thoroughly test the
new ASICs.
The Topaz-II ASIC verifier meets these testing
challenges, maintains Norbert Laengrich, Hilevel's vice president of marketing and sales. "It
bests its competition in timing and clock-rate reshe rapidly growing use of application- olution and goes on to offer more programmable
specific integrated circuits in awidening delay generators," he says. And it sports the
circle of equipment has created astrong first full-color screens in an ASIC verifier, he
demand for faster, more complex chips. adds.
But with these ASICs comes the problem of veriYet Topaz-II costs much less than a producfying and testing prototypes: The systems fast tion ATE system. Its price tag runs between
enough to test them are high-volume production $50,000 and $350,000, depending on the number
equipment costing upwards of a million dollars; of pins (up to 288), depth of memory (up to
the ASIC verifiers that a development lab can 64,000 vectors), and other available options.
afford aren't nearly fast enough. Now, an IrScheduled to be unveiled at the International
vine, Calif., test-equipment maker called Hilevel Test Conference in Washington, D. C., in SepTechnology Inc. says it has come up with an tember, the verifier resolves 100 ps on all 16 of
ASIC verifier that can keep up with today's comits delays—compared with 500 ps for competing
plex, high-speed chips.
testers—and 100 kHz on its testing rate, or 0.2%
Testing the new ASICs coming off the produc- at 50 MHz. The best the competition can resolve
tion line is getting tougher by the day. This is is tens of megahertz, depending on the test rate,
evident in cmos gate arrays and standard cells Laengrich says. Topaz-II offers full timing resowith gate delays below 1ns that are now avail- lution and formatting at that rate, and the verifiable, and bicmos arrays that feature gate delays er can generate clocks up to 100 MHz. Unlike
of 800 ps and I/O buffer delays of 1 to 3 ns. competing testers, there is no dead time within
Recently introduced emitter-coupled-logic arrays the test cycle.
[Electronics, June 25, 1987, p. 67] claim sub-200Verifying ASICs calls for functional operation
ps gate delays, and new programmable logic de- at speed and for establishing the timing paramevices guarantee full propagation delays below 10 ters and margins and the margins of the critical
ns. And ASICs are getting denser as well. De- delay paths. It also means determining the charvices with 50,000 to 100,000 gates are now avail- acteristics of critical interface ports and the efable, allowing more complex designs to be inte- fects of environmental changes. But the semigrated onto a chip [Electronics, Aug. 6, 1987, conductor vendor often does not perform funcp. 57].
tional testing on ASICs at the prototype stage.
The new speed and complexity place a heavy When it does, the testing is limited by the speed
responsibility on the engineering team, which of the production ATE available at its foundry.
must verify its ASIC prototype prior to releasing Even when semiconductor vendors conduct funcit to production. For that purpose, the team has tional tests, these tests may be at reduced data
a number of choices. Unfortunately, these rates. Because the vendor assumes the submitchoices often end up forcing engineers and their ted design is correct, it concerns itself only with
managers to compromise between ATE produc- testing for process errors, not design errors. As
tion systems that can effectively test ASICs but aresult, speed-related failures resulting from decost too much to be practical, and less expensive sign errors—race conditions, gate contentions,
glitches, and delay mismatches—
will generally not be uncovered
10 ns 100 ms
100 MHz
DELAY
SYSTEM
during production tests. That's
OSCILLATOR
CLOCK
DELAY
VERNIER
why the ASIC design team must
OUTPUT
DELAY
verify its prototype.
(FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
SYNTHESIZER)
0 10 ns
Moreover, as the data rates of
PROGRAMMABLE
ASICs increase, the need to verify
DELAY
prototypes at rated operating
speeds becomes more acute—
and even crucial. With 50- and
100-MHz rates, an engineer can
test
devices with internal clock
REFERENCE
AUTOCALIBRATOR
OSCILLATOR
dividers—especially important in
meeting the testing requirements of devices under Phase II
1. HIGH RESOLUTION. Critical data paths on high-speed ASICs can be verified because delays can
of the Pentagon's Very Highbe set to within 100 ps on Hilevel Technology's ASIC design-verification system, the Topaz-II.
Speed Integrated Circuits pro-

HILEVEL'S SOLUTION TO THE
ASIC VERIFICATION PROBLEM

ASIC
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gram. Previous design-verification systems pro- prototype, designers must verify that the part
vided only 5- or 10-ns cycle-time resolution when will work correctly with other design elements
operating at less than a 10-MHz test rate (100-ns within the target system. This requires dynamic
cycle time), which amounts to about 5% or 10% speed verification of the input and output high
steps in the test frequency. However, for higher- and low logic-level limits and static verification
speed devices, 5-ns steps represent 20% resolu- of de parameters. For this purpose, the Topaz-II
tion at 50-MHz test rates—a totally inadequate provides 10-mv resolution on driver levels and
situation. In contrast, the 100-kHz resolution of receiver thresholds. Windowed displays allow the
the Topaz-II allows the operating data rate of operator to actively adjust these levels while obthe test device to be characterized to within 0.2% serving the results of the functional tests.
at 50 MHz.
With individual gate delays of 100 ps to 800
All operations of Topaz-II can occur in an
ps, newer ASIC devices permit delay paths to be
balanced much more closely than permitted by interactive mode with color-enhanced control
the resolution typically available on other verifiwindows, so engineers can breeze through
cation systems. In order to properly verify critical data paths, the test equipment must ade- set-ups or change test vectors easily
quately resolve all data and clock edges and
compare delays with a resolution equal to or
better than the individual gate delay. The 100-ps Shmoo plots also may be created to automaticaltiming resolution on the Topaz-II is more than ly characterize these device parameters.
Color-enhanced Shmoo-plot operations autoadequate.
mate
the measurement of interrelated parameTo achieve this high resolution while maintainters
and
display the test device's operational ening monotonic control—that is, the delay always
velope
on
easy-to-read color graphs. For examconsistently increases or decreases as commanded by the program—Hilevel chose the fastest ple, a designer can plot maximum data rate
available ECL gate
array,
the
Motorola against Vcc ,or propagation delay versus signal
SC36161GW, a2,500-equivalent-gate unit, for the drive levels.
All operations of Topaz-II can occur in an in16 timing generators within the Topaz-II. The
generators resolve 100 ps over a 0- to 100-ms teractive mode with color-enhanced control winrange (see fig. 1). Synchronizing the delay oscil- dows, with color-coded prompts to guide the
lator to the system clock at the beginning of user. This capability allows engineers to breeze
each test cycle eliminates both aliasing and cy- through set-ups or change test vectors easily
cle-to-cycle delay errors. The built-in autocalibra- when performing diagnostic tests or "what-if"
tion ensures delay accuracies with changes in studies. Color displays ease the task of identifytemperature and power, and can be automatical- ing and analysing test results.
Because ASICS work in the real world, environly invoked before each test.
mental
margins may need to be determined unMeasuring the output timing parameters of
der
varying
conditions such as temperature, radinewer high-speed ASIC devices is difficult even
with expensive production ATE systems. Dead ation, and power-supply levels. For such testing,
time within asystem often prevents the designer the Topaz-II's enhanced programming language
from sampling the device outputs over the com- teams up with its fixturing arrangement to allow
plete output cycle. In addition, delays within a connection and control of the IEEE-488 standard
test system often create dead-time bands. Stimu- interface bus or other instrumentation, as well
lus edges cannot be placed within these bands, as environmental chambers, controllers, and wa-Stan Runyon
nor can delays be compared. Topaz-II's propri- fer probers.
For more information, circle 483 on the reader service card.
etary arbiter software/hardware feature (see
fig. 2) compensates for system and
RECEIVERS
device delays to eliminate dead
DEVICE UNDER TEST
time. The arbiter is software-driven
LEVEL
SHAPING
but implemented in hardware; it
uses an algorithm that monitors
FORMAT
the system clock setting and interARBITER
ERROR
AND TIMING
(REAL TIME
DETECTOR
CONTROL
nal system delays and also looks at
COMPARISON)
where the compare-strobe delay
has been set. It uses these three
VECTOR MEMORY FOR
STIMULUS AND RESPONSE
LOGIC ANALYZER
values to pipeline the expected response, to move it backward or forPATTERN
ward in time, and to reposition the
GENERATOR
PATTE RN GENERATOR ADDRESS BUS
compare strobe to compensate for
system delays.
After verifying the functional 2. NO DEAD TIME. An arbiter circuit compensates for delays in both the test system and
and timing parameters of an ASIC device under test, thereby removing dead time over the entire output cycle.
CC
1.11
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COMPANIES

HOW HILEVEL WINS BY LEVERAGING HI-TECH
Another positive link is the cus- the second growth phase started.
o Bjorn Dahlberg, the name
Arch Conway, vice president of
Hilevel Technology Inc. says it tomers themselves, familiar faces operations,
is
another.
Both
tend
to
move
up
the
product
that
all. "That's what we're doing
served in top executive posts at
scale
with
Hilevel.
"Sixty
percent
here: leveraging technology from
nearby Racal-Dana Instruments.
one launch pad to the next higher of our business is repeat orders,"
Hilevel equipment's reputation
says
Norbert
Laengrich,
who
is
level," he says. The step-like
in the industry is paying off: orvice
president
for
marketing
and
growth of the Irvine, Calif., comders are taking off, and so are
pany that Dahlberg formed in sales. Selling new gear to satisprofits. In 1986, the privately held
1979 to exploit amarket niche for fied customers also helps hold company chalked up about $7.5
down
marketing
costs,
among
the
quality microcode development
million in sales. It has set a $15
other benefits.
gear reinforces this strategy.
Hilevel keeps its customers million goal for this year, and so
The technology leveraged in Hifar, orders for 1987 are already
level's newest ASIC design-verifica- coming back with a commitment running at a rate of almost $18
to
service
and
support
that
has
tion system, Topaz-II, for exammillion, "which shows we're on
ple, has its roots in the company's almost become an obsession,
target," Laengrich says.
first products—memory emDahlberg and his execuulation units. Dahlberg, prestives keep aconstant eye on
ident and acting vice presithe bottom line, which has
dent, built the first emulaalso paid off; Hilevel has
tors in his garage for clients
been profitable throughout
who could not find microcodits history.
ing tools for bit-slice procesFurthermore, tight mansors. From this beginning,
agement policies have per"in the classic Hewlett-Packmitted growth to be largely
ard progression," and with
financed by cash flow. The
the help of Dahlberg's wife,
only equity financing took
Gloria, who is now vice presiplace in 1983, when a vendent of finance and administure-capital firm put in $3
tration, Hilevel moved into
million. Dahlberg recalls that
more sophisticated digital
the capital was not really
test equipment.
needed at the time, but he
The timing was right, too,
foresaw that financing acbecause the rapid growth of
counts receivable and parts
ASICS was creating the deinventories could be a probmand for effective methods
lem for his young company
to test prototypes. The esas the next phase of growth
tablished test firms lagged NILEVEL MANAGEMENT. Leading the way for Hilevel are, from took place. "Besides," he exin filling the demand for left, Arch Conway, Bjorn Dahlberg, and Norbert Laengrich.
plains, "during the ventureflexible equipment that could
capital
boom, anyone not taking
handle Asics, Dahlberg says. Laengrich says. "From the presi- their money would have been unTherefore, Hilevel's size and the dent to the janitor, we spend a
der suspicion."
team he put together enabled the fair amount of time making sure
Dahlberg is emphatic in sinwe're
all
working
toward
the
company to score quickly with
gling
out the dominant managetimely products. The DT3700 logic same goals."
ment
philosophy
of Hilevel, which
For example, when a customer
analyzer introduced in 1985 enis ingrained and will not change.
on
the
East
Coast
called
Laenhanced previous microcode devel"We're opportunistic, there's no
opment offerings and paved the grich at 5:30 p.m. Friday for a doubt about it," he says, because
way in 1986 for the original Topaz multiple trigger option for his log- the company management is deciic analyzer that he needed for an
50-MHz verification system.
sive and moves quickly toward ad"There are many similarities be- important demonstration by 10 vances in its own niche, not veera.m.
Monday,
the
Hilevel
executween the VLSI verification market
ring off toward trendy goals.
and microcode development sys- tive rounded up the option himself
"But we've stayed extremely fofrom
inventory.
He
then
sent
the
tems," observes Dahlberg. A princused on our core technology
trigger
by
express
mail
and
folcipal thread between the two
through the years. You'll never
fields is the logic analysis func- lowed up with the paperwork.
Laengrich is one of the test and see us doing a PC clone, for intion, which constitutes a separate
instrumentation
veterans who stance, as others have done—to
product and common module in
joined Hilevel in early 1984, before their detriment." -Larry Waller
the Hilevel lines.
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Time Code
Instrumentation
Professionals in many disciplines rely on recorded time code as aprimary reference in data correlation and control applications. For nearly 20 years we've supplied quality timing instrumentation to
customers in fields as diverse as entertainment, medical research, flight test and deep space
exploration.
Datum produces acomprehensive line of timing instrumentation products, from rack mounted
units designed for moderate environments, to ruggedized equipment for airborne, shipboard
and mobile applications. Manufactured to commercial standards or military specifications
requiring CDPL certification, these instruments include time code translators and
generators, tape search units, digital clocks and displays. A host of options
enables the designer to maintain cost effectiveness while achieving
optimum system configuration.
We also design and manufacture complete range timing systems to
customer specifications.
For more information or applications assistance, call or write.

Datum inc
Timing Division

1363 S. State College Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92806-5790
(714) 533-6333

Circle 73 on reader service card

AVAILABLE!
1986-'87
Electronics
Buyers' Guide

FAST TURNAROUND
E-BEAM MASK-TOOLING
AND IC CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICE
IN HONG KONG
I. MASK-TOOUNG SERVICE
As the ONLY Mask House in Hong Kong, with Class 10 standard Clean
Plant and JEOL-JBX-6A11 E-Beam System, PMC has been suppling high
quality VLSI photomasks to the IC manufacturers and LCD factories at quick
turnaround time and excellent price.
CAPABILMES

Order your copy today for the industry's
most often--used directory:
• It's three directories in one easy-to-use volume.
• Includes more than 4000 product listings. (approx. 700 pages)
• Contains over 5000 company listings (approx. 400 pages) including:
• Company name, address and phone number.
• Name and title of contact for sales information.
• Number of engineers at plant and number of employees.
• Annual dollar sales volume.
• Local sales offices and manufacturers representatives.

1. Substrate
Size: 3x3x0.060, 4x4x0.060, 5x5x0.090, 6x6x0.090 (inch)
Chromium Film: High reflective & Low reflective
Substrate: HOYA LE30, 5micron flatness, or quartz plate
2. Une Width Control & Standard Deviation
1micron ± 0.1 micron
2-6 micron ± 0.20 micron
6-10 micron ± 0.30 micron
3. Layer-to-layer Registration ± 0.15 micron
4. Defect Density
Size of defect: over 1.5 micron
Density: under 0.5 defectisq.in.
5. Turnaround Time: less than 1— 2weeks
6. Acceptable PG Format:
GDS II, PG3000, PG3600, JEOL01, MEBES, ELECTROMASK

• Local distributors.
• Instant referral to company's advertisements.
• Offers FREE current catalog retrieval service (approx. 1300 catalogs)

Price: S40 USA &
Canada
$50 elsewhere
(add S30 for airmail)

WA
e:i •i
lerni

Send order with payment to:
Regina Hera
Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
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II. IC CUSTOM DESIGN AND GATE ARRAY DESIGN SERVICE
CAD (Computer Aided Design) system composes of VAX 750, Mentor Graphics
DN 550 chipgraph station software package are all available for service.
III. WAFER FOUNDRY SERVICE
PMC can arrange local IC manufacturers for silicon foundry service.
FOR MORE DETAIL, PLEASE CONTACT

PACIFIC

micrwELErmonles
C
0LTD /c,44,111*Ilie.u,)

Suite 105, Estate Centre Bldg.
19 Dai Cheong Street,
Tai Po Industrial Estate,
Tai Po, Hong Kong
Tel.: 0-6580802
Telex: 48623 PMCTP HX
Cable: 1333
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AT&T introduces
the answer to multiusers'
thirst for speed.

The first 32-bit
Microprocessor with
a20 to 30 MHz
systems capability
It's the no-wait-state of the
art in multiuser,
multitasking performance—
AI&T's third generation chip
set—the WE® 32200
Microprocessor and
peripherals.
Areflection of AT&T's

But with asystem so
including UNIX Operating
advanced, the heart is only System with optimized
the start of it.
compilers for C, Fortran,
AI&T's WE 32201 Memory Pascal, BASIC, and Cobol.
Management Unit (MMU)
For more on how AT&T's
incorporates an
WE 32200 Microprocessor
unprecedented 4Kbyte on- chip set can help you bring
chip data cache, supports
top-line computer solutions
zero-wait-state virtual
to the multiuser/
accesses at up to 30 MHz,
multitasking marketplace,
and greatly reduces CPU
call 1800 372-CHIP
overhead. This MMU has a
In Canada, call (collect)
variety of protection
215 266-2975 or 2977.
mechanisms to maintain
In Europe, call AT&T
Microelectronics in Munich,
Germany at 089/95970.
Or write to AT&T, Dept. LT,
555 Union Blvd., Allentown,
PA18103.
C1987 AT&T

Alan newest system design offers acache memory that runs at 20 to 30 MHz.
commitment to the
microprocessor
marketplace, this is the first
chip set to offer true
systems-level solutions for
board designs in the 20 to
30 MHz range. Apowerful
combination of a32-bit
CPU, peripherals,
UNIX® Operating System,
1.0 micron full CMOS
technology and an
application software range
that just won't quit.
The ultimate engine.
Developed by AT&T, the
WE 32200 CPU doubles the
throughput of the AT&T
WE 32100 Microprocessor
and is upwardly compatible.
Performing at 6to 8MIPS, it
has 32 32-bit registers,
256-byte instruction cache,
and includes operating
system and high-level
language support.

system integrity It is a
400,000-transistor
testimonial to AT&T's
technological leadership.
AT&T's WE 32206 Math
Acceleration Unit (MAU) is
today's fastest floating-point
co-processor that meets the
IEEE 754 standard. It
performs at 3.5 MWhets/sec.
Add to this a32-bit DRAM
Controller that supports
1MEG DRAMs and aDMA
Controller with a
super-high transfer rate:
14 Mbytes/sec. memory to
memory at 18 MHz.
The final thirst quencher
Upwardly compatible with
the WE 32100 CPU, the
WE 32200 Microprocessor
chip set runs over 1,500
application programs, with
more on the way. And AT&T
offers all software
development tools—

AT&T

The right choice.
Circle 75 on reader service card

How wee made sure
the chip's locked in,
butyou're not
ZIF and LIF PGA sockets,
plus our minimal profile
spring sockets in
PGA footprint.
AMP Is atrademark of AMP Incorporated

Whichever direction you take in
microprocessor technology, AMP makes
sure you have the socketing options
you need to make it pay off.
Our high pressure tin sockets
for plastic leaded packages come with
an exclusive Positive Lock retention
system that keeps chips secure during
handling and shipping. Ceramic chip

carrier sockets feature duplex plated
contacts and snap-on covers that
accommodate heat sinks. Both are
available in standard and surfacemount versions.
AMP offers you more: high-speed,
surface-mount sockets on .020" centers.
Gold-plated plastic carriers and sockets.
For pin grid arrays, sockets in ZIF and

IVI Fle
Low-height sockets in
all standard sizes
(JEDEC A, B, D), with
duplex-plated contacts
for sure performance.
High-speed, surfacemount sockets feature
0.5pF, 1.4nH contact
characteristics.

LIF styles, plus custom VHSIC
capability.
Choose your technology. AMP
makes it easy to implement, with full
socketing support.
Call 1-800-522-6752 for more
information on AMP sockets. AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas

•
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

THE TRANSPUTER FINALLY
STARTS LIVING UP TO ITS CLAIMS

time when speed is king, the T800 transputer
and its parallel-processing capability are beginInmos Ltd. 's offbeat but super-fast 32-bit ning to pop up in a widening variety of new
microprocessor has been slow to catch on; systems, and a bunch more applications are in
but now it's beginning to be designed-in to development.
Designs furthest along come from around the
world.
Chemical Designs Ltd., aBritish chemical
awide range of systems around the world
firm, has developed a molecular-modeling work
station that can be used for chemical, drug, and
by Tom Manuel and Steve Rogerson
genetic design applications; Kokusai Denshin
Denwa, the Japanese international telecommunications company, has developed an image-prohen Inmos Ltd. introduced the first
transputer microprocessor in 1983, cessing video telephone using transputers to mait was providing hardware support nipulate and condense images for transmission
for the Occam parallel-processing over telephone links; and Intelligent Peripherals
software it had completed a year before [Elec- Inc., a California company, is building a multitronics, Nov. 30, 1982, p. 89]. The T414 tran- purpose raster image processor that is the heart
of a laser-printer controller. In addition, two
sputer was designed from the ground up to be a
U. S. companies, Microway Inc. and Micropar,
fast parallel processor-10 million instructions/s
was unprecedented in 1983 and is still superfast are marketing single-board accelerators for IBM
today—and it incorporated nearly everything a Personal Computers.
Most of the new systems are designed to use
designer could want on a chip, including 4
the T800 floating-point transputer [Electronics,
Kbytes of static random-access memory [ElecNov. 27, 1986, p. 51], and their developers are
tronics, Nov. 17, 1983, p. 109]. Then, last year,
waiting until the T800 is available in volume to
the Bristol, UK, company announced a mighty
new transputer—the T800—that carries a float- announced their products, says Iann M. Barron,
ing-point unit on board and posts speeds of 4 managing director of Inmos. "We know of applimillion Whetstones, about 12 times faster than cations under development in such areas as prothe Intel 80386/87 set and some six times the cess control and specialized control systems for
performance of Motorola's 68020/881 combina- engines, airplanes, and missiles; vision, sensing,
tion. Despite the awesome performance and in- and motion control for robots; graphics engines
triguing potential of the transputer, though, of all sorts, including radar processing; digital
real-world design-ins were slow to appear, per- switches and picturephones in the telecommunihaps because many software writers balked at cations field; and multiprocessor supercomputers." Additional applications include asubmalearning the intimidating Occam.
rine command system for the Royal Navy and
But now things seem to be looking up. At a
central processing units
for conventional multiuser
computing, he adds. And
Inmos itself is busy building the T800 into its inhouse computer-aided design system (see p. 81).
The T800 was due to go
into volume production
early this year, but so far
designers only have access to engineering samples
and
evaluation
boards. Now Inmos says
the T800s will not be
available in volume until
September at the earliest.
The manufacturers of
1. DESIGNER MOLECULES. Chemical Design Ltd.'s Chem-X molecular-design-modeling software is used to
the new transputer-based
show the structures of ahigh-temperature superconductor (left) and ferrocytochrome molecules.
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systems are anxiously awaiting shipment, says
Steve Woods, VLSI franchise manager for Hawke
Components Ltd., Inmos's top distributor in Europe. "They have designed the product in, but
Inmos cannot yet ship it," he says. "Demand is
outstripping supply. People who have done design work using the earlier T414 transputer have
placed their orders for the T800 and are waiting
for delivery."
Among the companies awaiting the T800 is
Chemical Designs of Oxford, UK. It has built a
molecular-modeling work station it calls Mitie,
which has up to '72 times the computing power
of a Digital Equipment Corp. VAX 8600 at less
than half the price. The speed has been achieved
by integrating atransputer-based minisupercomputer with a DEC MicroVax II processor, a Sigmex or General Electric high-performance graphics display, and the Chem-X modeling software.
The system lets chemists design molecules and
manipulate them using three-dimensional color
graphics (see fig. 1).
GOING TO THE BOARDS

transputers. It is used for calculating the image
in fast, high-resolution printers—such as laser
printers, where a lot of data manipulation is required. The Grip, as company president Sarkis
Lalabekyan calls it, uses the transputer as the
driving engine for a very software-intensive
printer controller.
In this application, a single transputer serves
as a stand-alone CPU. It was chosen because of
its wealth of on-chip features. "The beauty of
the transputer is that it has so many built-in
resources," says Lalabekyan. Essentially, the
only other hardware the product needs is a 10mbit/s programmable Ito bus, implemented with
aXylinx gate array, and some memory—up to 8
Mbytes, he says.
Intelligent Peripherals may go to multiple
transputers in the future. The Grip is designed
with an expansion bus to hold multiple processor
boards, which could be used to control a fast
color printer—one processor for each color
plane.
Because the controller is controlled by software, it is easy to customize for a wide variety
of laser-printer engines, Lalabekyan says. IPI has
developed versions for the most common print
engines in use today, and the company has an
agreement with ccs Labs Inc. in Tustin, Calif.,
under which Ces will manufacture the Grip controller for original-equipment manufacturers.
The biggest use of the transputer up until
now has been in embedded systems, such as the
KDD image phone, the Intelligent Peripherals'
Grip controller, and single boards to turbocharge
IBM PCs. There are two companies doing such PC
accelerator boards, says Ian Pearson, Inmos director of microcomputer operations. "Microway
in the U. S. is the first to get its board on the
market," he notes.

Meiko Ltd. of Bristol, UK, is supplying the
transputer boards for the Mitie system. Meiko
specializes in supercomputing applications [Electronics, Nov. 27, 1986, p. 56], and its transputer
hardware was used by both of the major television stations in the UK during the general election broadcast in June to give graphical and statistical information as the results came in.
The first Japanese application of the Inmos
transputer is an image-processing communications system—essentially, avideo telephone—developed by KDD in Tokyo. It was a joint effort
between KDD and Tokyo-based Kashiwagi Laboratories, a manufacturer of image-processing
equipment.
The CP200 image communications system uses 32 of the T414 imiumumar
transputers to process images
about 200 times faster than aminicomputer can do it. There are two
models, one for transmission of still
images, and another for video. KDD
began selling the systems in June
at a base price of about $30,000.
The CP200 can be connected to personal computers to transmit images
over telephone lines, or to function
as avideo phone (see fig. 2). It can
also be used for other image-transmission applications, because it can
be programmed to match the specifications of the receiving equipment, such as facsimile machines
and TV monitors.
In another imaging application,
Intelligent Peripherals, aLos Angeles engineering design and development company, has developed age- 2. PICTURE COMMUNICATOR. The transputer-based image communications processor built by
neric raster image processor using KDD teams with personal computers to send still or motion pictures over telephone lines.
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Inmos. "They are designed to run
existing
applications
packages
much faster. They can reduce a
spreadsheet run from minutes to
seconds—about 50 to 60 times faster than the PC CPU."
This is where Pearson sees atidal wave of transputer sales coming
from. He does not believe the IBM
386-based PC is much better than
the 286. "It's not that much faster," he says. "For a spreadsheet
3. SUPERBOARD. Four transputers power this accelerator board for IBM PCs. When
program, you can take a coffee
the T800 transputer is installed, the Microway Monoputer matches aVAX 8600.
break while it's working out the
Microway, is more asoftware than ahardware program. With the transputer, you can boost it
company, says Stephen Fried, vice president for so you don't need to wait. It cuts out user frusresearch and development at the Kingston, tration."
Unlike some other coprocessors, the tranMass., company, even though it packages its language expertise (Occam, Pascal, C, and Prolog) sputer accelerator boards don't use the host prowith various transputer-based boards of its own cessor for any processing. The software is downdesign. The current boards use the T414 chip, loaded onto the transputer board, which takes it
from there.
and T800 boards are on deck.
"The market is enormous," says Inmos's PearOne of the Microway boards, the $1,995
Microway Monoputer (see fig. 3), is based on the son. "There are so many PCs out there. Why buy
a whole new system when you can just stick a
T414-20—a 20MHz, 32-bit transputer that is optimized as a communications coprocessor in a board in the back? Ithink we will have the lion's
share of that market."
Another boom area Pearson expects for the
Two U. S. systems companies are building transputer is the work-station market, both for
CAD and in the financial sector. "The T800 is a
single-board accelerators for the IBM PC; very good digital-signal-processing device for
one such board with four transputers can work stations," he says. "There will be DSP work
stations based on the T800. We will see these
turn the PC into adesktop superminicomputer this
year; I expect them to be announced any
time now."
Pearson also foresees widespread use of the
transputer network. One Monoputer can be
linked to as many as four others, which can be T800 in robotic systems, for three major uses: in
further connected in networks of hundreds to the central control area for dumb robots; in multijointed robots; and in machine vision systems.
offer parallel processing.
Microway is close to introducing aT800-based "The transputer is used because of its communiboard that will deliver throughput approaching cations ability," he says. "It can easily communithat of a VAX 8600 for a price in the $3,000 cate between one control center and another."
The transputer also is being enlisted by the
range, Fried says. It will offer "roughly the
throughput of an 80386 with a Weitek 1167—or military. The Royal Navy plans to equip its submarines with a transputer-based command sys3,700 K-Whetstones," he adds.
Another PC accelerator using transputers is Mi- tem made by Gresham-Cap Ltd. of New Malden,
cropar's T4. Like Microway's Monoputer, it is an UK, under an £85 million contract. The new sysintegrated hardware and software subsystem for tem will be better able to handle the complexity
developing parallel-processing applications on an of undersea tactical operations.
One big transputer user could be Smiths AssoMS/PCDOS computer. Micropar is a subsidiary of
ciates Ltd., Guilford, UK, which has "at least 12
Definicon Systems Inc. in Newbury Park, Calif.
The T4 product consists of four processing projects ongoing using the transputer," includunits on one PC bus board. Each processing unit ing one for the European Space Agency, says
can be either a15- or 20-MHz T414 or aT800 plus director Chris Elliot. "These range from scientif1 mbyte or 4 Mbytes of memory. Several T4 ic computing to spacecraft control systems."
multiprocessor boards can be used together to Asked why he considers the transputer to be
build a large multiprocessor network. Users important, Elliot says, "I share the view that the
have complete control, through software, of the transputer is the greatest breakthrough in cominterconnection of the transputers via the four puting ever. Idon't know of any other way to
get the power of a Cray on my desk for
on-chip transputer links.
"These PC accelerator boards are what Iwould £100,000. It gives supercomputer power at minicall fairly low-end products. But they are offer- computer prices. It is a considerable breakEl
ing a lot of computing power," adds Pearson of through."
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n its long and difficult drive to get product
developers to design-in its transputer microprocessors, Inmos Ltd. has been practicing
what it has been preaching. At the Bristol,
UK, company's microprocessor design center,
the CAD group is ready to install the new Inmos
T800 transputers into its homegrown computeraided-design system, on which it will design the
next generation of the lightning-quick parallelprocessing chips. The group has already demonstrated the feasibility of using a cluster of five
T414 transputers in a new super work station.
Now, three of the faster T800s are being used in
logic simulations, and more of the T800s will be
plugged in as soon as they become available in
volume, within the next month or two. Each super work station will incorporate five of the
T800s and up to 8Mbytes of memory.
The T800 is a 32-bit processor with an on-chip
64-bit floating-point unit. The chip can execute 4
million Whetstone instructiones [Electronics, November, 27, 1986, p. 51]. "The complete work station has processing power equivalent to at least
five [Digital Equipment Co.] VAX 11/780s equipped
with afloating-point accelerator, for acost of less
than $20,000," says Clive Dyson, head of the Inmos CAD design group. In addition, any work station will be able to tap into the power of the
transputer clusters of any other work station on
the network for added performance when needed.
Thus equipped, and when the simulation software
has been redesigned to take full advantage of the
parallel architecture, the machines will fly through
circuit and logic simulations about 100 times faster
than Inmos's current CAD system, which is made
up of a DEC VAX and work stations based on the
Motorola 68000 microprocessor.
Not only will the transputer clusters offload
simulation chores from the VAX and take over the
other ECAD tools from the 68000, but their processing power will also begin to unburden each
work station's CPU even further by running the
user-interface and system-control functions as
well. At the same time, the mixed-mode circuit
and logic simulator and other ECAD programs,
which have already been rewritten to transport
them from the VAX to the transputers, are now
being redesigned to take advantage of the transputer cluster's parallel computing environment.
Work on Inmos's CAD system began in 1980,
four years before the first transputers came on
the market. In 1982 the engineers started to
move all the CAD-system applications software
except the simulators from the VAX superminis
to the work stations. "We decided the VAX
wasn't adequate for high-speed video interactive
work," Dyson recalls. From then until mid-1986,
the CAD system went through a process of continuous improvement, with additions such as local place-and-route and schematic capture, plus
improved user interfaces.
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INMOS PUTS TRANSPUTERS
INTO ITS OWN CAD SYSTEM
The next step was to move this CAD software
from the work stations—and the simulation
packages from the VAX—into the transputer
clusters. "We sat back for about nine months
and during that time proceeded to move to transputers," says Dyson. "We haven't just ported
the systems; we have rewritten all the system
support software below that. We have now
moved the whole CAD system onto transputers."
Now that the basic design tools have been
rewritten for the lavish processing power of the
transputer clusters, "the next step is to make
more use of the transputers," says Dyson. "We
want to add more services, such as windows, file
systems, and process control. We will then add
new algorithms to the existing design system.
This will change the design methodology to run
all the design and simulation algorithms on multiple transputers."
The window addition (see fig. 1) will let a programmer run two programs concurrently—one on
his own cluster and one on another—while watching the progress of both programs on the terminal. Although Inmos has designed its own window
system, it is not planning to use it but instead will
add one of the two emerging commercial window
standards, either X Windows or Sun Microsystems's NeWS. The X Windows system will be
used initially. "Our own windowing system is limited, and rather than extend it, we might as well
adopt an industry standard," says Dyson.
The X Windows program ties in well with the
transputer model of distributed computing. The X
Windows base system is defined by a network
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1. DOING WINDOWS. The Inmos in-house design system is undergoing a
major overhaul; one of the improvements is awindow-system user interface.
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output to transputer 5, which in turn translates
an element output change into a node change.
TRANSPUTER
More details on the mixed-mode system that
NO 1
will allow circuit and logic simulation to be perEVENT QUEUE
formed concurrently on the same cluster are to
be presented in apaper at the International Conference on CAD (iccAD), to be held in Santa
TRANSPUTER
TRANSPUTER
Clara, Calif., in November.
NO. 5
NO. 2
SCHEDULE
CURRENT TIME
The mixed-mode system shows how programs
will have to be rewritten in the future to run on
parallel-processing hardware. Basically, the Inmos system is an event-driven mixed-mode simulator supporting functional, circuit, and logic-levTRANSPUTER
TRANSPUTER
NO 4
el simulations. The functional simulation predicts
NO 3
EVALUATE
FANOUT
a circuit's overall performance from its initial
specification and requires no knowledge of the
chip's internal workings. In contrast, logic-level
2. CLUSTER. The event-driven logic simulator gets a big boost
simulation represents the circuit as anetwork of
from concurrent processing in afive-transputer pipeline.
logic gates and can be used to model noncritical
circuit elements. And the circuit-level simulation,
protocol. Unlike the procedure-call or kernel-call which predicts a node's behavior from a nonlininterface used by other windowing systems, X ear model of the transistor, is accurate—but it is
Windows is based on asynchronous communica- computer-intensive and hence notoriously slow.
tions streams between processes. Since the tranWith mixed-mode simulation, as in the Inmos
sputer model of distributed computing is also CAD system, the whole process can be speeded
based on the concept of interprocess communica- up. Parts of the circuit that are not of immediate
tions, the match is convenient. Communications interest can be modeled at the logic level, while
between processes consisting of self-contained only critical parts are simultaneously and prechunks of program code are carried out over a cisely modeled at the transistor or circuit levels.
channel connecting the processes. If two process- This approach reduces the computational power
es are running on the same transputer, the inter- the simulator program requires.
process communications-channel link is accomIn an event-driven simulator, as logic transitions
plished by ablock move of data in memory. If the propagate through the circuit—causing transitions
processes are on different chips, the data passes or events at other nodes—each event is individualthrough one of the four transputer links to one of ly analyzed. In contrast, a time-driven simulator
the links on the other chip.
evaluates all nodes at fixed time steps, regardless
"The event-driven logic simulator is running of whether or not a logic transition has occured.
now on aregular basis on atransputer cluster," An event-driven simulator is therefore far more
says Dyson. Some finishing touches are being economical in terms of processing power.
made to the circuit-simulation part of the full
A NEW SET OF ALGORITHMS
mixed-mode simulator.
Each transputer cluster has a pipeline of five
Now that the simulator is up and running on
transputers working concurrently on asingle job the transputer clusters, Inmos software engi(see fig. 2). High-speed processing is achieved, neers are rewriting the core of the mixed-mode
because as soon as a step is passed from trans- simulation system in the Occam language, with
puter 1 to transputer 2, transputer 1 can then new algorithms. This effort is where most of the
start working on the next step, and so on. The future speed improvements will come from.
same pipeline supports event-driven circuit and
The rewriting is being done in three steps. The
logic simulations. During simulation, transputer first, which is essentially completed, is to recon1 acts as an event queue, listing changes to a figure the simulation system to run on the transnode in the circuit under test as they occur. puters. One transputer alone runs simulations 8
Transputer 2 performs node-strength resolu- to 10 times faster than a VAX 11/785 with a
tion—in other words, when a node is being floating-point accelerator, says Dyson. The secforced in opposite directions by two or more dif- ond step, which has been demonstrated with the
ferent inputs, the transputer performs acompu- T414s, is to run the simulator on a five-transtation to decide which is the stronger.
puter cluster, boosting speed another fourfold,
Transputer 3 is called the fanout processor, for a total of 32 to 40 times the simulation perbecause it maintains a fanout data structure or formance. The CAD group expects the final step,
circuit map of the circuit being simulated. For adding new algorithms to the simulator core to
each node change, it .t:equests transputer 4 to exploit the parallel hardware, to boost perforevaluate each connected element. Transputer 4 mance again, but it is too early say by how
then determines the effect of input on the ele- much.
-Steve Rogerson
ment's output and sends the resulting change of For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card.
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he ante has just gone up i
n th e com p
etition to be No. 1 in moS floating-point
performance. MIPS Computer Systems
Inc. is producing a 2-µ,m double-metalCMOs single-chip floating-point processor—the
R2010—which, when paired with the Sunnyvale,
Calif., company's 32-bit R2000 reduced-instruc- in performance by designing in key architectural,
tion-set central processing unit, can perform sin- circuit, and software enhancements—including the
gle- and double-precision calculations two to 10 use of a closely coupled interface that allows the
times faster than previous implementations.
FPU and CPU to operate in parallel; the use of
The 2000/2010 CPU/FPU combination comes in sophisticated exception- and stall-handling proto8-, 12.5-, and 16.7-MHz versions and is available cols to eliminate bottlenecks; and adramatic reducas components, on boards, and as complete sys- tion in the number of cycles required to execute
tems. MIPS sells the two faster versions, but re- typical floating-point instructions.
serves the 8-MHz chip set for its own products.
The 400-by-400-mil FPU incorporates on-chip all
In 5,000-quantity lots, the CPU costs $195 for the the logic necessary for performing all the re12.5-MHz version and $295 for the 16.7-MHz ver- quirements and most of the recommendations of
sion. The FPU cost $295 in the 12.5-MHz version the IEEE-754 floating-point specification. It perand $450 in the 16.7-MHz version.
forms floating-point operations using 32-bit sinThe replacement of miPs's original floating- gle-precision and 64-bit double-precision formats.
point processor board by the FPU chip greatly Included on the chip (see fig. 2) are sixteen 64improves floating-point performance in MIPS sys- bit registers constituting the main data path,
tems. In the company's M/500 system, where the which has been split into a 53-bit-wide mantissa
FPU and the CPU operate at a 8-MHz clock rate,
portion and an 11-bit-wide exponent portion, plus
floating-point operations have increased from 1.6 several bits for rounding, according to the IEEE
million Whetstones/s, single precision, to 5.8 mil- specifications. In the board-level implementations
lion Whetstones/s with the separate FPU. That's of the same architecture, as much as 16 Kbits by
about three to five times faster than a Digital 8 bits of external SRAM would be required.
Equipment Corp. VAX 11/780, twice as fast as the
Also included on-chip are three independent
Fairchild Clipper operating at 30 MHz, three times functional units: the add, divide, and multiply
faster than a 25-MHz Motorola 68020 32-bit CPU blocks, which can operate in parallel while doing
operating in combination with the Weitek four- loads and stores out of the register file. In the
chip FPU board, and eight to ten times faster than earlier board-level FPU, floating-point instructhe Intel 32-bit 80386 and its 80387 floating-point
coprocessor. The entry-level price for the M/500
is $20,900.
In the 12.5-MHz, $25,900 M/800, single-precision operations rise to 8.9 million Whetstones/s.
In miPs's top-of-the-line 16.7-MHz, $35,900 M/1000
system, floating-point operations improve further to 10.7 million Whetstones/s, single precision.
A contender likely to break that record is the
two-chip set from Bipolar Integrated Technology
[Electronics, Feb. 19, 1987, p. 88], but BIT says it
hasn't yet had reports from its customers of
benchmark figures. However, the bipolar BIT
chip set is targeted at applications like graphics
displays and minisupercomputers, where MIPS is
aiming at work stations and similar applications.
The 2010 (see fig. 1) is also two to four times
faster than the full-board FPU, built around the
industry-standard Weitek floating-point chip set,
that MIPS originally introduced with its 32-bit RISC
chip. The single-chip FPU replaces up to 150 integrated circuits, so power dissipation is reduced
from 50 to 60 win the full-board implementation
to no more than 2 to 3 w. In addition, the
Weitek-based FPU board peaks at 8MHz, because
it is not possible to run the interface any faster.
1. FPU CHIP. The MIPS R2010 floating-point coprocessor draws only 2to 3W
The chip's designers achieved this improvement and replaces 150 ICs on aboard that dissipates 50 to 60 W.
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MIPS CHIP SET BREAKS MOS
FLOATING-POINT RECORD
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tions are executed serially, but the R2010 allows
floating-point operations to be performed, not
only in parallel with load and store operation,
but concurrently with fixed-point instructions.
Operands flow from the register file into "unpacker" logic, which splits the 64-bit word into
mantissa and exponent. From there the data
goes to the add, divide, or multiply blocks. Also

The new single-chip floating-point unit
and afaster CPU work in parallel on the
same instruction stream to hit 10.9 million
Whetstones asecond, single-precision
contained on-chip is the control unit, which performs instruction decoding, exception, and stallcondition control functions and instruction staging. Incorporated into the same area on the die
are all the instruction-interpretation and pipelinecontrol logic, which in the board-level FPU must
be implemented with random logic or with the
use of programmable logic devices.
Where the MIPS FPU differs from other closely
coupled implementations is that it is a co-interpreter rather than a coprocessor; that is, it sees
instructions at the same time as the CPU does
and executes them in parallel with the CPU. By
comparison, in many current floating-point
schemes the CPU picks an instruction from the
microcode stream on the bus and, if it determines it is a floating-point function, sends it to
the coprocessor. The coprocessor performs the
appropriate operation on the data and sends the
result back to the CPU. In the MIPS implementation, the CPU and FPU interpret the same instruction stream, executing instructions simultaneously. As a result, values can be stored and loaded
from the FPU and to the cache or main memory
without having to go through the CPU, which
forms a great bottleneck in other approaches.

REGISTER FILE
CONTROL
UNIT

UNPACKER

EXPONENT
AND
ADD CONTROL

CLOCKS

ADDER
(ROUNDING)

DIVIDE
CONTROL
LOGIC

DIVIDER

MULTIPLY
CONTROL
LOGIC

MULTIPLIER

2. IN PARALLEL. The add, multiply, and divide blocks on the R2010 work in

parallel with the register file for athroughput of up to 10.7 million Whetstones.
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A second factor contributing to the 2010's impressive performance is the use of an exception
scheme that eliminates the delays that can occur
when an unusual instruction sequence is encountered. When the FPU decides it cannot execute a
specific instruction properly, it can shut down
the pipelines of both machines, making it possible to restart the instruction sequence without
any anomalous results. This is a problem for
floating-point units having very long pipelines:
for example, the FPU may get to the end of a
calculation and discover there is an overflow condition, while in the meantime the CPU has executed six instructions. Under such conditions it is
not possible to back up and do things all over
again. With MIPS% exception scheme, however,
the FPU and CPU stop cleanly and then restart
exactly on the faulty instructions. A tightly coupled handshaking scheme enables the two processors to signal exceptions to each other quickly and directly.
An analogous handshaking scheme handles
stall conditions—a situation in which, for some
reason, either unit decides it must wait before
going on with an instruction. For example, if the
FPU is executing an operation, and another floating-point instruction is fetched when the FPU
needs the result of an operation in progress, the
FPU will recognize that the second cannot be
executed until the first is completed and will
signal the CPU to stall until this is done.
The combination of the exception- and stallhandshaking schemes allows the FPU and CPU to
operate in parallel while chaining operations back
to back, without the possibility of aglitch at one
stage slowing down or completely disabling aparticular operation. In current CPU/FPU implementations, highly parallel operations and chaining are
mutually exclusive for the most part. The handshaking capability is particularly important in
chained operations, where the result from one
operation is the starting point for the next.
Another contributor to the improved performance is asignificant reduction in the number of
cycles needed to execute a typical floating-point
instruction. For adds and subtracts, the average
number of cycles required is two, versus about 12
to 15 for the company's previous board-level solution. This is almost a75% reduction in execution
time: 120 ns versus 400 ns. Multiplies and divides
require four and five cycles, for single- and double-precision operations, respectively, compared
with 16 and 20 cycles for the board-level solution.
At 16.6 MHz this is atotal execution time of only
240 to 300 ns, compared with 1,600 to 2,400 ns.
Incorporating the new FPU into MIPS% current
R2000 32-bit RISC processor board has required
no hardware revisions whatsoever, since the system was designed to accommodate the FPU when
it became available. In early versions, a ribbon
cable ran from the FPU socket to the Weitekbased multichip FPU board.
-Bernard C. Cole
For more information, circle 485 on the reader service card.
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bunch of companies are offering
chips now that reduce the component
count of an IBM Corp. PC AT motherboard from ahundred or so integrated
circuits down to ahalf dozen or less. But Zymos
Corp. has distanced itself from the crowd by
taking a semistandard approach: it will offer a the ZyAT-1 evaluation motherboard for the Poacatalog product called PC-On-A-Chip, or Poach, ch/AT chip set, a daughterboard that plugs into
that lets a chip customer do some customizing. the Poach chip sockets, and two emulator
Working with a new custom Poach tool kit, the boards, one for each of the Poach chips (see fig.
customer can now add his own "AT personality" 1). The emulator boards are hardware implemento the Poach 1 and 2 AT chips in a matter of tations of the two Poach chips, with enough
board space for wire-wrapped models of intended
mere days.
The tool kit represents a set of board-level modifications (see fig. 2). In the motherboard,
emulations of the Sunnyvale, Calif., company's the plug-through sockets into which the Poach
Poach 1 and 2 AT chips [Electronics, July 1, chips are normally inserted are replaced with
1985, p. 23], says Robert Andrews, director of emulator boards attached to the daughterboard.
In addition to the hardware, the tool kit contechnical marketing at Zymos. The boards allow
the designer to modify quickly those random- tains a PC AT-based schematic-capture package
logic portions of the basic Poach chip architec- from Case Technology that includes schematics
ture that relate to timing and refresh operations, for the Poach 1and 2 chips, and the entire Zymos standard-cell library from which the chips
as well as certain interface functions.
The tool kit replaces the usual CAE design task were developed. Also included is the company's
with one of working on a printed-circuit board, AT-based simulator, which provides local simulasays Andrews. Both Poach 1 and 2 have been tion of the proposed designs.
Zymos's semistandard approach puts design
implemented as emulator boards—that is, boards
built up out of discrete logic that function in a options back in the hands of the engineer, Ansimilar manner to the Poach chips. "As such, drews says. "When designing a PC AT product,
they can be plugged into sockets on the system the engineer is already boxed in by the need for
board in the same way chips would be, and pro- compatibility with the IBM architecture, the existposed design changes can be checked for soft- ing software, and the expansion bus," he says.
ware and hardware compatibility," he says. The standardized solutions offered by competi"This allows a convenient separation of tasks tors, he says, essentially force the designer to
between the customer and Zymos." The custom- accept a fixed design. "What this does is take
er's systems engineers modify the emulator away options that may help him differentiate his
boards, and then Zymos converts the revised em- product."
ulator boards to silicon. As a result, the
system design engineers need not learn
Zymos's design software in order to customize the Poach chips.
Together with a memory-buffer chip,
the Poach 1 and Poach 2 chips replace
between 50% and 75% of the logic devices
on the original PC AT motherboard. The
Poach chips are fabricated using Zymos's
1.8-ism cmos Supercell library of LS! and
VLSI functions. Poach 1 replaces the AT
functions of the clock generator and
ready-signal interface, the bus controller,
the real-time clock, the dual programmable interrupt controllers, and the random
logic for the command-delay, shut-down,
address, and data-control functions. The
Poach 2 chip incorporates a programmable interval timer, a clock generator, a
memory mapper, and dual direct-memoryaccess controller functions, as well as the
random logic needed for such operations
as timing, refresh generation, and DMA
1. EMULATION SET. Zymos's tool kit includes a motherboard, a daughterboard
arbitration.
The hardware in the tool kit consists of plugs into the chip-set sockets, and two boards that emulate the Poach chips.
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As an alternative, semicustom companies have
entered the market with semistandard PC AT chip
sets, built with gate-array and standard-cell techniques, that can be customized to customer
needs. Nevertheless, "considering that the typical turnaround time for a clone manufacturer,
from design to finished product, is now as short
as three months, even the semicustom approach

only after the chip has been fabricated. And depending on how well the customer and vendor
communicate, getting the final chip to work in
the system is aprocess that can take additional
weeks and months. "In the custom-tool-kit approach, Zymos commits nothing to design until
the customer has tested out the board-level emulation and modified it to suit his purposes," says
Andrews.
The customer modifies the schematics to incorThe Poach semistandard approach to
porate or change the logic on the emulator
boards. He can verify the new logic functions
making 'custom' PC AT chips cuts the
through simulation and then modify the emuladesign cycle from months to weeks; its
tor board to reflect the schematic changes.
new tool kit trims that to amatter of days "Once this has been done, the system designer
has at hand a worst-case chip design—based on
voltage and temperature considerations and timbased on gate arrays and standard cells is too ing performance—that is accurate to 0.1 ns,"
long," says Andrews.
says Andrews. "He also has aworking hardware
In the original Zymos semistandard approach, implementation of his system, with the proposed
in which designers were required to use Zymos changes actually realized in hardware."
CAE software and modify the Poach structure to
With the working emulator boards in hand,
their own requirements, development time was the customer transfers the design task to Zyreduced to a matter of weeks rather than the mos—shipping one set of the emulator boards,
months it takes with semicustom methods. "The suitably modified, along with a floppy-disk copy
tool kit further reduces the design time to a of the new schematics and any pertinent informatter of days," says Andrews. "First of all, mation, such as timing specifications. Zymos conbecause the designer uses a printed-circuit- verts the emulator boards and schematics to siliboard-based emulator to test and modify the ba- con, using its in-house design tools to combine
sic architecture, he works in a familiar environ- the revised glue-logic with its SuperCells and to
ment and does not have to spend time learning route the resulting circuit as a chip.
to use a computer-aided-design methodology.
Simulations are run at each stage to ensure
Second, the job of testing out the modified archi- compliance with customer specifications, and
tecture is done before the chip is committed to simulation results are submitted for customer
silicon." In traditional semicustom approaches, a approval. Since both the customer and Zymos
customer gets a chance to test the architecture are working with the same set of schematics, the
same schematic-capture package, and the
same terminology and node names, and
CUSTOMIZABLE PORTION
since both have hardware implementations in the form of emulator boards of
the proposed chips, communication is facilitated at all levels.
When the customer has approved the
simulations as run by Zymos, the devices
are fabricated, and prototypes are delivered for customer verification. Upon approval of the original 10 prototypes, Zymos then delivers an additional 250 qualification samples, which are used to provide apilot run for the customer's system.
The Zymos custom Poach program allows for the customization of the random
logic on the Poach chips without involving
the systems designer in the SuperCell design, repartitioning of the chips, or packaging concerns, says Andrews. The tool
kit will be packaged as part of the total
nonrecurring engineering costs of a custom design, and there will be little if any
difference in parts costs from those of
standard parts, says David Guzeman, vice
2. ON THE BOARDS. Instead of using CAD tools, designers test out Poach chip-set
president of marketing. -Bernard C. Cole

designs using emulator boards, which can be wire-wrapped for intended changes.
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For more information. circle 486 on the reader service card.
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otorola's 2-µm biCmOS ECL- and TTLcompatible gate array has been slow
in gaining industry acceptance, ayear
after it was introduced [Electronics,
July 10, 1986, P. 67]. But John Carey, merchandising manager for Motorola's ASIC division in
Phoenix, Ariz., is not surprised. "Bicmos is still a
niche product," says Carey, "attractive mainly to
those who need the low power of the CmOS and
the speed of the bipolar and are willing to pay
the extra premium."
Of the several hundred inquiries, Carey says,
perhaps a half dozen have ended up at the design-in stage. "Overall, Idon't believe there have
been more than two dozen or so design-ins in the
U. S. for all digital bicmos gate-array vendors."
Despite slow sales, Motorola continues to expand the product family beyond the original
BCA6000ETL (formerly called MCA6000ETL). At
the beginning of this year the firm introduced a
4,000-gate device, the BCA4000ETL, with about
half as many input/output lines as last year's design.
Motorola
has
also
developed
the
BCA8000RAM, an ECL/TTL/CMOS biCMOS device
that incorporates a 4-Kbit static random-access
memory
and
8,000-gate
array;
and
the
BCA100001TL, ahigher-density cmos/rn, version.
The BCA700ETL and the BCA1800ECL—two
lower-density versions aimed at various applica-

UPDATE: MOTOROLA ADDS
TO BiCMOS PRODUCT LINE
tions in telecommunications, test
instrumentation, and automatic
HOW MOTOROLA MOVED
test equipment—augment the
BIMOS UP TO VLSI LEVELS
product line. The 700-gate device
is available in a 28-pin dual inline package with 20 Po lines, up
to 52 pins, and 44 I/O lines in a
plastic leaded chip carrier. The
1,800-gate packages, on the other
hand, range from a 40-pin DIP
with 28 i/o lines up to 88 I/O
lines in a 100-pin grid array.
Carey expects business to pick
up once computer-aided design
tools become available, allowing
designers to work with the unfamiliar biCmos
technology. In anticipation, Motorola plans to offer such capabilities as schematic capture, timing
simulation, and test-program generation software for the biCmoS devices. These capabilities
were scheduled to become available on Daisy
work stations in August and on Mentor Graphics
systems this month.
-Bernard C. Cole

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH
l

ast year, Inference Corp. of Los Angeles, amaker of artificial-intelligence software-development tools, introduced two
new versions of an expert-system development tool called ART: one written in Lisp, the
most commonly used AI language, and the other
in C, one of the most popular languages in conventional computing [Electronics, Aug. 7, 1986,
p. 66]. Since then, the Lisp version has demonstrated astrong showing in the market, but ART
in C has caused embarrassing failures in large
expert systems—forcing Inference to temporarily halt distribution.
In developing the C version, Inference designers built a translator to translate the Lisp version to C, figuring it would be much simpler to
maintain and develop just one version of ART
under the Lisp development environment. Developers of expert systems, Inference believed,
would find it easier to fit in new and existing
applications if there was a common language
base between them.
But problems with the first non-Lisp version
of ART, a C version for Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX superminicomputers, started to show up
within acouple of months after the first deliveries in late March. The software glitches were
subtle—they did not show up during beta tests,
becoming apparent only when big expert sys.
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UPDATE: MAJOR GLITCHES
HIT NON-LISP Al TOOL
tems that were already written
with the Lisp version of ART
AiE
were later translated to the C INFERENCE'S
STRATEGY
version.
TO SPEED
rez
"The system is not as graceful THINGS UP
tee,: e'".Ter
in failure as arobust commercial
system must be," says Inference
74
77.4
2=-4'
president Alex Jacobsen, who
has been busy analyzing the
flaw since late June. The problem, Jacobsen says, seems to be
a result of intrinsic differences
between the programming styles
of Lisp and C.
Not ready to abandon the idea •
of a non-Lisp version of ART, Inference engineers are trying to fix the problem. But the
translation approach may prove too costly. "We
may have to fall back on Lisp compiler technology to solve the problem," says Jacobsen. "The
decision will depend upon the estimated costs of
the alternatives—it is a development-resource
spending issue."
-Tom Manuel
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The OSCILLOSCOPE that
In the Lab and Now in the Field
Unequaled precision, processing power and digital memory
are all factors that make the LeCroy 9400 the ideal laboratory oscilloscope. Now you can take these features into
the field. By fitting the scope with our new mass storage
facility (center), you can add and enjoy the freedom of
portability, remote control and, of course, an unprecedented amount of permanent waveform storage.
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Powerful dual zoom expansion shows that the glitches in the top trace
actually contain two rectangular pulses.

DUAL 125 MHz DIGITAL C
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By Showing You the Full Picture
Our deep 32 K memories let you record waveforms with
highest fidelity. We ensure better precision and resolution
by giving you the power to expand ahundred times,
revealing the finest details in your signal. Your measurement
efficiency improves because you catch your precious
one-time phenomena much more easily, especially when
trigger timing and signal speed are uncertain. We show
you more so you won't miss the details and you'll get it
right first time.

LeCroy's 9400 offers you 32K deep memories,
sampling rates of 100 Ms/s for transients and
5Gs/s for repetitive signals, as well as extensive
signal processing such as averaging, integration,
differentiation, smoothing and FFT.

Innovators in Instrumentation

,nummummillal

Outperforms All Others
In Signal Processing
The LeCroy 9400 is the only scope that gives you powerful
FFT spectrum analysis. It also performs signal averaging
and many more math functions in both time and frequency
domains. As areplacement to old analog oscilloscopes
and spectrum analyzers, or as anew measurement tool for
your laboratory, the 9400 gives you the answers quickly
and without the need for any external computing.

FFT averaging uncovers o signal

in noise.
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FFT averaging cf apparent random noise reveals a 896 KHz signal not
visible in the time domain record (top trace),
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...And You Know How to Use it
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Time spent learning to operate the 9400 is minimal.
Our digital scope has afamiliar front panel, allowing you
to use the 9400 as easily as your analog oscilloscope.
High speed internal data processing emphasizes the
analog feel. Unlike other digital scopes, waveforms are
presented without noticeable delay on alarge crisp display.
A display so effortlessly readable it keeps your efficiency
up even through those long working sessions.

•

•

IlIZIFH31

Free!
To receive your free literature package, or for ademonstration, simply circle the reader service card or call us today.

700 Chestnut Ridge Road, Chestnut Ridge NY 10977-6499,
(914) 578-6097
All this with high bandwidth, 8-bit vertical resolution,
± 1% DC accuracy, and aportable mass storage
facility, including an IBMTe lap-top computer, with
720 Kbyte storage on floppy disks.

LeCroy
Circle 89 For Information

Circle 107 For Demonstration

Metal gate
CMOS
yesterday.
Silicon-On-Insulator
tomorrow.

Our non-stop
development of rad-hard
technology is guaranteed.

American ICs for American strength... that's been our
commitment since 1965. In the Polaris program. In Poseidon.
In B-1B, Trident, MX/Peacekeeper, S1CBM, SDI, and more.
Today, in fact, we're the number-one supplier of military rad hard integrated circuits.
Some IC companies have uncertain futures. We don't. We'll
be here. American-owned and American-run. Providing
products and product accountability throughout the lifetime
of your systems.
And developing tough new products to keep your systems
competitive...like our HS-6504RH rad -hard 4K RAM, that's
produced in our MIL-M-38510, Class Scertified facility.
We wrote the book on your future needs. Harris' 1987
Rad-Hard/Hi-Rel Data Book: hundreds of pages of information
on what's here now and what's coming next.
HARD H
Ask for acopy.
Phone Harris Semiconductor Custom
Integrated Circuits Division. In the
U.S.: 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1908, or
(305)724-7418.1n Canada: 1-800-344-2444,
Ext. 1908.

IN RAD-HARD/HI-REL
THE NAME IS

HARRIS
Harr's Semiconductor: Analog -CMOS Digital
Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom

-,1987,

Harris Corporation
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"So Harris rad-hard
data book is
Class--A?"
"Yeah, and their
rad-hard IC facilities
are MIL-M-38510,
Class Scertified"
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
PENTAGON TO FUND 5-YEAR R&D EFFORT ON PHASE-2 VHSIC MANUFACTURING

A

s a follow-on to the Defense Department's Very High-Speed Integrated
Circuits program, the Air Force says it is seeking proposals for a jointly
funded, five-year project "to establish and demonstrate a domestic integratedcircuit manufacturing capability that will ensure the availability of circuits needed to field Air Force systems in the 1990s and beyond." The proposals are
due by Sept. 28, and contract awards are expected by mid-February. Two
contracts are to be awarded, according to one potential bidder. One will be
worth about $75 million, the second about $50 million. The manufacturing
initiative is apparently aimed at ensuring the availability of chips developed
under Phase 2 of the VHSIC program. Funding sources for the effort, called
the Microelectronic Manufacturing Science and Technology program, will include the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, as well as the Air
Force. Goals for the program include the development of a computer-integrated processing system that would work under expert-system control to support
aflexible, cost-effective manufacturing capability for low-volume, military application-specific chips with minimum feature sizes of 0.5 j.4,m or smaller. The Air
Force is seeking "the ability to produce different chips, ... run different
processes, ... and produce first-pass working chips with good yield."
D

SEMATECH COULD GET $200 MILLION FROM DOD OVER TWO YEARS...

F

ederal funding for Sematech, the joint government and private industry
manufacturing-research program designed to help make U. S. chip makers more competitive in the world semiconductor market, is still tied up in the
federal budget bills on Capitol Hill. The House of Representatives has already
approved $25 million in its version of the Defense Authorization Bill, but the
Senate version, which recommends a$100 million investment in the program,
is tied up in a filibuster over arms control that could drag on until September.
Informal discussions between House and Senate conferees indicate Sematech will win atwo-year appropriation worth $200 million, according to an aide
to Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.), chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on
Defense Industry and Technology. But how that money will be spread out over
fiscal years 1988 and 1989 is still up for grabs. If the final 1988 defense
budget is worth $289 billion, the aide says, Sematech will get $75 million from
the Pentagon the first year and $125 million the second. But if the defense
budget is approved at a $296 billion spending level, the money would be split
evenly, at $100 million each year.
D

...AND IT MAY BE MANAGED 'FLEXIBLY' BY AN INTERAGENCY GROUP
hile Sematech officials await Congressional approval of federal support
for their program, they're also waiting to see just whom in the Federal
government they will have to work with. A section of the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1987, the trade bill opposed, at least in part, by the
Reagan Administration, calls for the establishment of an Interagency Coordinating Committee on Federal Participation in Sematech. The committee, to be
chaired by the Secretary of Defense and to include the Secretaries of Commerce and Energy, the director of the National Science Foundation, and the
chairman of the Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer,
would have broad responsibility to define the government's role in the program. If passed, the bill will empower the interagency committee to recommend the level of government spending for Sematech for each year through
1992 and to develop an arrangement through which government and Sematech officials will communicate. An aide to Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.)
stresses that a firm contractual relationship is not what Congress is after.
"You need flexibility in running this thing. You can't strait-jacket it."
D

w
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FAST DEPLOYMENT OF SDI MAY SACRIFICE LONG-TERM RESEARCH GOALS

T

Mahe Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, the office in charge of developing the "Star Wars" missile-defense system, is moving toward a nearterm deployment that will sacrifice long-term research goals, according to a
report released by Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.). The report concludes that
early deployment—by 1994 or 1995—will result in a defense that is only 16%
effective. Such a system would trade long-term research projects, such as
development of laser or particle-beam weapons, for short-term development
of "space-based kinetic kill vehicles ... that would likely be able to destroy no
more than 11% of the Soviet offensive threat;" ground-based interceptors
would stop another 5%. The proposed system would also scrap plans to
develop a "mid-course kill vehicle" that would track and destroy missiles after
the critical boost phase of their flight. Mid-range technology was not expected
to be workable until the end of the century. "There is evidence that [SDI]
already is siphoning off funds from far-term technology research efforts to pay
for increased emphasis on the near term," the report warns.
El

GENERAL DYNAMICS TO GET ANSWER BY MARCH ON BID TO BUILD ADVANCED F-16

T

he Air Force Systems Command plans to complete and deliver by next

March its evaluation of a proposal from General Dynamics Corp. to
develop an advanced version of the F-16 fighter aircraft. General Dynamics,
which builds the F-16 in Fort Worth, Texas, made the unsolicited proposal to
the Air Force late last month. Dubbed the Agile Falcon, the enhanced fighter
would have larger wings, more thrust, and improved avionics. Development
costs would be $600 million, of which a third could be funded by Belgium,
Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway, which would also participate in
production. General Dynamics says that if it gets the go-ahead, research and
development work could begin by 1990, with first production deliveries in
1995. The proposed changes would add about $2 million per plane to the
cost of today's $13 million F-16. General Dynamics is pitching the Agile
Falcon as a low-priced complement to the Air Force's $35 million Advanced
Tactical Fighter, which will go into production around 1995.
D

GROUND COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM PASSES FINAL TESTING PHASE

The

Air Force Ground Collision Avoidance System got through final flight
tests in July and, if approved for installation, could soon be incorporated
into large numbers of U. S. military aircraft. The system was developed by
Cubic Corp. of San Diego, Calif., under a $1.5 million contract with the
Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton,
Ohio. Based on an algorithm that incorporates factors such as altitude, flightpath angle, and air speed, the system alerts pilots with visual and auditory
warnings when a collision with the nearby terrain is imminent. No decision to
incorporate CGAS into military aircraft has been made yet, but the system has
strong support within the Air Force and Congress. For now, a user package
including the algorithm is being assembled for evaluation.
D

AIR FORCE INCHES TOWARD A LAN STANDARD
Mahe Air Force will begin testing a local-area network scheme late this year
a that could become an Air Force standard. Four companies are bidding to
run the tests and develop a catalog of hardware and software that could be
used to support the Unified LAN Architecture. The winner, which should get
the word shortly, will have three months to set up and begin an eight-month
test at Gunther Air Force Base, Ala. The Air Force will then decide whether to
proceed with the program, which could be worth $200 million.
D
92
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That's why McDonnell Dou glas called on Janco to build a20-position maintained index i
n g switch
Des i
g ning military components is no easy task.
integrating continuous rotation features with momenta
type contacts in aleft/right indicator
function configuration.
Ut ilizing a unique energy loading mechanism desi gn, our
T hey kneW we c
ould make it.

engine ers

came up w ith

the 24036

Initial rotation in either direction encounters physical resistance, making the momentary
series—a family of switches that are virIually impossible to tease out of their detent setting.
contacts. Further actuation results in non-tease rotation to the conventional fixed contact
position,

coinc id e nt

with

brea king

the momentary contacts.

when
shaft is either pushed or pulled. All in an extremely compact package for printed
Plus, the
the 24036 serie s offers auxiliary sets of contacts providing additional switching functions
circuit board mounting and flex-circuitry applications—conforming to a variety of cockpit and.
flight

engineer co

mpartment i
nstrumentation layout schemes.

custom switches for over 40 years. And you'll find them performing reliably on just about everyBut at Jar1CO, it's really nothing new. After all, we've been providing aviation and aerospace with
whatev er your rotary selector or solenoid actuated switching
thing that flies in the free world—both military and commercial.

requirements, JarICO offers a
complete line of miniature, micro-miniature, push button, printed circuit and power switch
configurations
to systems
meet your
For the aircraft
youneeds.
design, call Janco for the switches to control them.

ell
e, BiluAlrillaElnlisk,lc:c4iFr8c97142;1Rgil;le;
3111 Winona Anvielinlu
TW
(818) 846-1800 •
X: 91 0
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DESIGN & TEST

NEW PRODUCTS
HP'S MODULAR LOGIC ANALYZER
TESTS 400 CHANNELS AT 100 MHz
ANALYZER-ON-A-CHIP ELIMINATES MULTIPLEXING CUTS COST IN HALF
its new generation
Byof building
high-performance logic ana-

tronic Design System, a work-station-based system for computer-aidlyzers around proprietary "analyzed engineering. For example, the
er-on-a-chip" technology that lets
work station can be used to proevery channel operate at 25 MHz
gram and control the instruments,
for state analysis or 100 MHz for
exercise a prototype design with
timing analysis, Hewlett Packard
test vectors derived from the CAE
Co. eliminates multiplexing, which
simulation programs, and feed back
is used with multiple channels to
measurement data from the instruachieve high performance on other
ments into the CAE design models.
analyzers.
HP recommends the portable, 32Moreover, the new chip reduces
channel 1651A for debugging and
instrument size and costs because
troubleshooting 8-bit microcomputit replaces boards that are populaters. With its two 16-channel pods,
ed with more expensive emitterfor example, the 1651A can simultacoupled-logic parts. Although HP's
neously monitor amicroprocessor's
three new instruments offer up to
program execution in the state
four hundred 100-MHz channelsmode and check the input/output
50 times more than the company's SOFT TOUCH. Designers can control up to 400 state-and- ports in the timing mode.
1630 series—they cost less than timing analysis channels with the 16500A's touch screen.
The 1650A's five pods give it
half as much per channel.
enough channels and flexibility for
At the high end, HP's 16500A main1650A and the 16510A card for the 8-bit to 32-bit microcomputers and miniframe model can be loaded with five mainframe unit.
computers, HP says. And to leave bugs
plug-in cards to get a total of 400 of
Each 16-channel chip operates on all
no place to hide in multiprocessors,
these two-way channels. Each card pro- channels in either of two modes: as a2516500A users can organize the mainvides five 16-channel chips organized as
MHz state analyzer, or as a 100-MHz
frame's 400-channel capacity into as
two coordinated analyzers. Both can op- timing analyzer. The Elan also contains
many as 25 pods and 10 correlated
erate as state or timing analyzers, or a high-speed recording memory with 1 analyzers.
one can operate in the state mode while
Kbit/channel. Producing an instrument
The 1650A and the 1651A portables
the other operates simultaneously in the
with comparable power using emitter- have afront-panel keyboard and pop-up
timing mode.
coupled logic would cost up to 12 times
menus. They cost around $100/channel.
Rounding out the family are two as much, according to estimates by DanAll three instruments have the same
smaller units, the 80-channel 1650A and iel Ackerhelm, the engineering project basic triggering and control functions.
32-channel 1651A, for applications where manager at HP's Instruments Division These include five clock inputs, four
portability is important.
in Colorado Springs, Colo.
clock qualifiers, eight sequence levels,
MIX AND MATCH. Users can configure a
Taking a closer look at the 16500A
eight pattern recognizers, and a range
variety of logic-analysis systems in the bench model shows it to be the size of a recognizer. Also, users can specify
five-slot mainframe by mixing and
conventional logic analyzer. Configured which states or software routines will
matching an 80-channel card, the
as a 400-channel logic analyzer using be stored in memory. Likewise, they all
16510A, with three other plug-in instru- the 16510A card, the system costs
have atransitional recording mode (logments. These instrument cards include $65/channel, plus the $7,200 cost of the ging only state changes) to extend re16 channels of a1
-GHz timing analyzer;
mainframe, for an average of $83/chan- cording time during timing analysis. At
12 or 48 channels of a50-Mbit/s pattern
nel. The 1
-GHz analyzer, pattern genera100 MHz, recording time ranges from
generator; and two channels of adigital
tor, and oscilloscope also expand at a 10.24 ps to 5,000 s, depending on input
oscilloscope with single-shot and repeti- declining cost per channel. An intermo- activity.
tive-input bandwidths to 100 MHz at dule bus enables all the card-instruAll three instruments also have a3Vssampling rates of up to 400 megasamments to trigger one another and to
in. disk drive for storage of setups and
ples/s.
make time-correlated measurements.
measurements, and an RS-232-C port.
The key component of all three instruThe 16500A has just one control knob.
The 16500A also interfaces with the HPments is the Elan "analyzer on achip,"
Menus appear on a color-coordinated
IB and IEEE-488 instrumentation buses.
a 140,000-transistor circuit produced
display. Selections are made through a
The instruments can be ordered now
with HP's 1.5-µm n-MOS III technology.
touch screen or by using a mouse-con- for delivery in 4 to 12 weeks. The
The instruments derive their flexibility trolled pointer, instead of aconventional
16500A mainframe costs $7,200. The
from multiple Elans—two in the low-end
front panel. Optional software packages
standard 16510A 80-channel logic-analy1651A, for example, and five each in the integrate the 16500A with HP's Elec- sis module costs $5,200. The 1
-GHz tim94
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ing analyzer starts with 16 channels on
pands to 8channels with 2-channel cards
a$7,800 master card and expands up to
at $4,800 each. The portable 1650A costs
$7,800 and the 1651A, $3,900. The CAE
80 channels by adding 16-channel cards
at $6,500 each. The 50-Mbits/s pattern
link software and the data-file co- ,Ntragenerator starts with 12 channels on a tor cost $2,000 each.
$3,700 master card and expands to 204
-George Sideris
channels with 48-channel slave cards at
Hewlett-Packard Co., Inquiries Manager,
1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.
$4,000 each. The 100-MHz oscilloscope
94303.
[Circle 380]
requires a$1,500 timebase card and ex-

3-IN-1 TESTER HANDLES
CHIPS, BOARDS, SYSTEMS
triple-threat tester from Step EnUser software includes the SDA Monitor, which executes on the PC AT. It
gineering lets designers verify each
A
provides the user access to system relevel of their designs—chips, boards,

sources, such as the company's high-levand systems—with just one instrument.
By eliminating the expense of purchas- el test-programming language called
AutoStep, an automatic test-creation
ing separate application-specific intesoftware package called Script, and sevgrated circuit verifiers, board testers,
and system testers, the $53,000 Step De- eral editors for defining symbolic names
sign Analyzer delivers considerable sav- and manipulating the test data.
ings—a comparable dedicated AS1C veriAutoStep is a structure-test program
language that the designer uses to dification system alone, for example,
could cost more than $100,000.
rect the application of various tests in a
Testing is controlled with an IBM
suite developed for the unit under test.
Script is an automated editor that tracks
Corp. Personal Computer AT or compatand records all keyboard sequences the
ible. The PC AT—which is not included
designer goes through in debugging a
in the system's base price—handles the
test sequence. The sequences can then
test program, the sequence of stimuli to
apply to the device under test, and the
be edited by the designer to create a
response information. Up to 384 stimu- final test program.
For writing test patterns—the is and
lus channels and 256 response channels
can be configured inside the analyzer's
Os used to stimulate the unit under
desktop chassis.
test—the system offers MetaStep, a
FAST. The tester can simultaneously prohigh-level language that speeds test-patduce astimulus and acquire aresponse tern development. Another software
at a rate of 50 MHz. In addition, the package called DefUDS—user-defined
tester can determine the setup-and-hold
symbolics—allows the designer to define
time of adevice under test with areso- symbolic labels that may be used inlution of 500 ps. Responses from the
stead of binary and hexadecimal repreunit under test are captured in abuffer sentations to manipulate data. Finally,
of 4Kbits. An optional 16-Kbit buffer is
EdStim (for editor stimulus) and
also available.
EdResp (for editor response) allow the
Test heads are not provided with the
designer to modify stimulus and retester, so customers can configure their sponse data easily. Although designed
own test heads for chips, boards, and
as afunctional tester, the system can be
systems.
configured to perform parametric testThe analyzer comes with special pods
ing as well. It is available now.
for connecting the stimulus and re-Jonah McLeod
sponse electronics to the pins of the de- Step Engineering, 661 E. Argues Ave.,
signer's test fixtures. The stimulus and
P. O. Box 61166, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.
response electronics have built-in comPhone (408) 733-7837
[Circle 381]
pensation for the length of the
cable, to provide maximum signal integrity and to allow the
tester to operate at its high 50MHz data rate.
In developing the system, the
Sunnyvale, Calif., company used
expertise it has already developed internally in three areas:
designing high-speed memory,
handling high-speed signals over
I
.
cables, and developing software
for capturing randomly occur- INTEGRITY. Built-in cable-length compensation helps
ring events.
the tester to operate at its high 50-MHz data rate.
.
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BOARDS GIVE MAC II
INSTRUMENT CONTROL
The Analog Connection, aset of add-on
boards and associated software from
Strawberry Tree Computers Inc., gives
Apple Computer Co.'s Macintosh II
data-acquisition and control capability.
By taking advantage of the Macintosh's easy-to-use graphical interface
and amouse, the software lets users set
up a laboratory or factory-floor control
system the same way a draftsman
would create ablock drawing of the application.
Six add-on boards for the Macintosh
II offer up to 16-bit resolution on up to

16 analog input channels, as well as 16
digital input/output lines and optional
analog output channels.
Available now, the boards range in
price from $795 for the ACM2-12-8
(eight 12-bit analog inputs and eight digital I/O lines) to $1,845 for the ACM2-1616 (sixteen 16-bit analog inputs and 16
digital I/O lines). Analog Connection
Workbench software costs $495.
Strawberry Tree Computers Inc., 150 N.
Wolfe Rd., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.
Phone (408) 736-3083
[Circle 385]

OPTICAL CONVERTERS
CUT COSTS BY 66%
A pair of probe-sized optical/electrical
converters from Tektronix Inc. allows
the company's 11000 Series oscilloscopes
to analyze mixed analog and digital electrical signals and optical signals simultaneously for as little as one-third the
price of competing products.
The P6701 offers abandwidth of de to
700 MHz, and a waveform response of
450 nm to 1,050 nm. The P6702 has ade
to 500-MHz bandwidth and awaveform
response of 1,000 to 1,700 nm. Together,
they cover the optical characteristics of
most popular fiber-optic communications
bands. Available now, the P6701 costs
$1,800; the P6702, $1,995.
Tektronix Inc., P. O. Box 1700, Beaverton,
Ore. 97075.
Phone (800) 547-1512

[Circle 386]
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The answer to your temperature problems
could be in the palm of your hand—
It's aminiature computer temperature sensor
▪ Requires no wires, cables, or connections
II High accuracy and reliability
• Non-obtrusive to product process
▪ Easy to program and operate
I Records accurate timelemperature profile
and easy setup

No cables. No connections. No wires. DATATRACE
TEMP revolutionizes the measurement of temperatures
in industrial and manufacturing processes, warehousing and transportation. All difficult time-consuming setup associated with current wire and cable-based systems is eliminated. You easily program the DATATRACE
computerized temperature sensor and place it in a
process. Each sensor records an accurate timetemperature profile.
You set each sensor's program and
retrieve data through aPC

Electronic
Systems
Division

For more information write or call. Toll Free: 800-525-1215

IIIIIIDATATRACE TEMP

TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Ball Corporation Electronic Systems Division

Box 589, Broomfield, CO 80020 FAX: (303)460-5423
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Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
111 Obtain information on new
products
• Find out about new capabilities
• Get aquick look at new
applications

• Send for new catalogs
• Request product literature
II Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Carol Helton, Advertising
Manager, at (212) 512-2143.
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The device's EPLD core, says Laws,
allows the user to implement any mix of
combinatorial and sequential logic. The
programmable core consists of two identical macrocell blocks and can be independently configured as combinatorial
output or as D-, T-, JK-, or SR-flip-flop
outputs. Each flip-flop has its own programmable asynchronous clear, and two
product terms with programmable output polarity for individual clock generation.
The bidirectional generic slave interface on the bus port, Laws says, can be
user-defined for virtually any microprocessor.
Multiple devices can be operated in
parallel to allow interfacing with 16- or
32-bit processors for more complex
functions.
The byte-wide input registers on the
EPB1400 can be configured to operate
in either a flow-through or edge-triggered mode. Synchronous strobe signals
from designated pins allow high-speed
control of transfers to and from the processor.
Special feedback options optimize macrocell operation. One option allows the
register contents to be buried, freeing
the register output pin as an input. Another uses these input pins and transforms the output latch into another input latch. A third option controls the
macrocell output with an independent
three-state control function.
Packaged in a40-pin dual in-line plastic or Cerdip, samples of the EPB1400
are available now for $25 each.
-Bernard C. Cole
Altera

Corp.,

3525

Clara, Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 984-2800

Monroe

St.,

Santa

[Circle 362]

ECL RECEIVER/DRIVER
OFFERS 800-ps DELAY
Plessey Semiconductors' 700-MHz emitter-coupled-logic line receiver/driver for
clock buffering and distribution boasts
rise/fall times and propagation delays
of just 800 ps—twice as fast as the
1,500 ps of competitive devices.
The SP92701 offers differential inputs
and outputs and an on-chip reference,
permitting every combination of singleended, differential, inverting, and noninverting operation.
A current source provided in the input
stage makes the part suitable for more
general applications, such as operational
amplifiers, where low propagation delays are required.
The SP92701 is available in 8-pin plastic and ceramic packages priced at $2.20
and $3.30, respectively, in quantities of
1,000 and up.
Plessey Semiconductors, 3 Whatney Ave.,
Irvine, Calif. 92718.
Phone (714) 951-5212

[Circle 365]
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New and Current
Products Presented
by the Manufacturer

Product Showcase
To advertise call Carol Helton, Advertising Manager (212) 512-2143
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$91.00* SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
EMULATOR for 8051, 8052, 8752
8031, 8032, 80C452, 80C152
IBM PC plug in boards • 15MHz Real Time
Emulation •64K emulation memory •Advanced
trace capabilities • Symbolic debugging
Supports PUM -51 and C51 • Price: 8031
Emulator $1790, Trace $1495. FREE DEMO
DISK
CALL NOHAU CORP. 408/866-1820
51 E. Campbell Ave. Campbell. CA 95008

NOHAU CORP.

CIRCLE 211

*500 piece price, model MCL45 (shown)
6800 MPU, serial I/0, parallel I/O, RAM,
EPROM, 44-pin 4.5" x6.5" PCB
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM, EPROM, CMOS
RAM/battery, analog liO, serial 10, parallel I/O,
counter/timer. IEEE-488, EPROM programmer,
floppy disks, cassette, breadboard, keyboard/
display. Wintek Corporation, 1801 South
Street Lafayette, IN 47904-2993 (317) 742-8428
or (800) 742-6809
CIRCLE 260

WINTEK CORP.

QUALITY PROM & LOGIC
PROGRAMMERS FOR VIRTUALLY
EVERY DEVICE
• Mode, 824 EE/EPROM & peiC programmer
• Mode, 825 EE/EPROM Set programmer
• Model 828 Gang/Parallel programmer
• Model 860 LogicIPLD programmer
• Model 803 DP5 Universal programmer
• Model 804 programmer & simulator
Phone toll-free for specifications. 1-800/367-8750
(in NJ 201/493-2520). Digelec, 1602 Lawrence
Ave. Oc:ean, NJ 07712.
DIGELEC
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B&K-PRECISION PROGRAMMABLE
IC TESTER
The B&K-PRECISION Model 560 tests over
1500 difference devices, including TTL and
CMOS digital IC's, static RAMs and ROMs.
Speeds testing, simplifies diagnostics and
doesn't require prior test sKills. Plain-English
user prompts guide operation. Test results
are displayed on an easy-to-read display.
$3,500. Contact your local distributor or:
B&K-PRECISION, Dynascan Corp., 6460 W.
Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60635. (312) 889-9087.
B&K-PRECISION
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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1024-BIT SERIAL CMOS EEPROM
The 93C46 is aCMOS EEPROM configured as
a 1K bit serial access, 64x16, 5 volt only. The
device draws only 3milliamps max. active and
100 microamps in standby. For applications
requiring up to 10,000 erase/wire cycles per
register. The 93C46 is in stock at all Marshall
Industries locations. Pricing is $1.66 each for
100 pieces. Internat ,onal CMOS Technology,
Inc., 2125 Lundy Av., San Jose, CA 408/434-0678.
INTERNATIONAL
CMOS TECH.
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GANG/SET EPROM
MULTIPROGRAMMERTm
just $695.00
BYTEK GANG WRITER is a production programmer. Duplicates up to Bdevices, optional
16 dev.ces. Copies up to 4 different masters
simultaneously, optional 8 masters. Programs
all EPROM/EEPROM incl MegaBit Devices. 1
Yr Warranty. Call now for (E)PROM/PLD Multi Programmer catalogue. 800-523-1565, BYTEK
CORP., 1021 S Rogers Cir. Boca Raton, FL
33487, In FL: (305) 994-3520
BYTEK CORP.

CIRCLE 215
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FAST WARM-UP OCX0s (OVEN
CONTROLLED CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS)

• Aging <5 x10' elday, 1x10' 5/year
• Noise —120 dBc at 10 Hz, —163 dBc floor
• 01+ 50°C: ±1 x10; —55/1- 85 °C: ±1 x10' 5
• SC crystal allows warm-up to 1x10 in
2minutes and 1x 10' 5 in 7minutes
• Call Vectron Laboratories at (203)853-4433

VECTRON LABORATORIES CIRCLE 266
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PROGRAMMABLE RESISTANCE
CALIBRATOR
Model 620A (GP-IB) IEEE-448 programmable
resistance calibrator eliminates need to switch
leads. For smart, dumb DVMs, DMMS. 0° to
50° stabilized @ 70% RH. 0.0125 to 0.002%
Worst case rated accuracy. Front panel
manual controls for mobile calibration carts,
incoming component testing. 8 Cardinal settings: 1, 10, 100, 1K, 10K, 100K, 1meg and 10
meg ohms: 2or 4wire connections. Trimmable
ppm values. Parallel computer interface.
ELECDEVCO
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SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUT
$695.00
Before buying EE Designer, FutureNet, PCAD,
or separate Schematic & PCB editors, check
our one CAD Total Solution. Schematic/PCB
editor supports 15 hierarchy levels, 50 layer,
auto parts package, rat's net, rubber banding,
1 mil resolution, unitd trace widths, GND
plane, etc. Optional Auto-Router and GERBER.
$75.00 for 30 day evaluation. Interactive CAD
Systems, 2352 Rambo Court, Santa Clara, CA
95054. (408) 970-0852.
INTERACTIVE CAD
SYSTEMS
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Z-LINE® POWER DISTRIBUTION &
CONTROL SYSTEMS
NC POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
MODEL TPC 115-10A MTDTM, SPACE SAVER DESIGN
FOR CLEAN POWER UP WITH MULTIPLE TIME
DELAYTM PREVENTS HIGH CURRENT INRUSH BY
SEQUENCING YOUR COMPUTERS POWER UP.
FILTERS A/C LINE VOLTAGE AND PROTECTS YOUR
SYSTEM FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES AND SURGES.
PRICED FROM $422 TO $296. TO ORDER CALL (714)
540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062 OR WRITE PULIZZI
ENGINEERING, INC., 3260 S. SUSAN ST., SANTA
ANA, CA 92704-6865
PULIZZI
ENGINEERING, INC.
CIRCLE 222

QUICK DISCONNECT CIRCULAR
CONNECTORS

TECH DUSTER
PRECISION CLEANING SYSTEM

Introducing anew and revised line of multipin,
quick disconnect precision connectors. New
features include availability of alternate contact insulating materials for high temperature
use, more auto-claveable and chemical soak
resistant connectors as well as custom cable
assemblies. Custom cable design and cable
assemblies featuring full hermetic sealing of
its connectors. 13756 Glenoaks Blvd., Sylmar,
CA 91342 818-362-9395

Contains microscopically pure, non-toxic gas,
filtered to .2 microns that safely removes dust,
dirt, oxide particles and dry contaminants from
delicate instruments. It's high-pressure spray
reaches the most inaccessible areas and
leaves no residue. Tech Duster is non-toxic,
non-corrosive, non-flammable, and nonabrasive. Completely safe to use with all
materials. Economically priced.

FISCHER-AMERICA INC.

TECHNI-TOOL INC.
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Glide Through PCB Design.
TangoPCB
P-CAD'S NEW VERSION 2.0 PCB CAD
VMEbus SCSI HOST BUS ADAPTER
The RIMFIRE 3500 provides high performance
and flexibility for VMEbus compatible systems
using the SCSI bus. 4 MB/sec sync and 1.5
MB/sec async transfers. Supports disconnect/
reconnect. Pass through SCSI command interface. Single/differential transceivers. 30
MByte/sec VMEbus burst rate. Includes floppy
port. Quantity one price of $1395. Ciprico Inc.,
2955 Xenium Lane, Plymouth, MN 55441 (612)
559-2034.
CIPRICO INC.
100
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Unmatched price/performance with increased
functionality and capacity. P-CAD has the
power to handle 75% of the printed circuit
boards (PCB) being designed today. And our
surface mount technology (SMT) capability
can do the boards of tomorrow. Schematic
design entry, automatic placement, automatic
routing, interactive editing. P-CAD, the leader
in PC:based PCB CAD, has it all. Call (408)
971-1300 ext 7048.
P-CAD
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Create the :oughest board designs
with powerful layout software that's asnap to use.
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, 1mil
grid, OrCAD - or Schema .'netlist input, print/ploV
photoplot output, and more.

TangoRoute

Get impressive completion rates
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, afour layer.

eleven pass autorouter.

Just $495 each.

For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS. Compare features and you'll buy
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just $10.
Order toll-free: 800 433- 7801. VISA/MC. Thirty-day
money back guarantee.
CIRCLE 243
ACCEL Technologies, 73S81tade St., San Diego.
I
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ELECTRONIC TOOLS AND TEST
EQUIPMENT
Color illustrated 185-page catalog from Specialized Products Company details an extensive
selection of electronic tool kits, test equipment,
telecommunications equipment and electronic
production aids. Indexed catalog shows digital
multimeters, breakout boxes, hand tools,
soldering equipment and more—all with specifications and prices. Specialized Products Co.,
2117 W. Walnut Hill Ln., Irving, TX 75038.
Phone (800) 527-5018.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE

• Tin/lead plating, plated thru holes
• Gold plated tabs, solder mask
• Labeling, eyelets
• FR4 glass/epoxy
al 1to 10 day delivery on prototypes
• CAD PCB layout
• PC board assembly
Ackerman Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 7726,
Portsmouth, Virginia 23707, (804) 397-9620.

SPECIALIZED
PRODUCTS CO.

•• PIN-GRID-ARRAY TEST CLIPS
*" LCC/PLCC TO DIP ADAPTERS
•" DIP (LOW PROFILE) TEST CLIPS
•" LCC/PLCC TEST CLIPS
•" DIP TO PGA ADAPTERS
•" PGA INSERT/EXTRACT TOOLS
• PGA BREADBOARD ADAPTERS
Emulation Technology Inc.
422 Ives Terrace, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
415/960-0652 Telex 184817 Attn #EMTEC

ACKERMAN ELECTRONICS

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE 249
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FUNCTIONAL TEST SYSTEM FOR ASICs

GUARANTY PRODUCT INTEGRITY
EXTEND M.T.B.F.

NEW GUIDE ENCLOSURES

Summation's High Speed Digital TestSystem
combined with its ASIC/PLD TestFixture allows
low cost component verification for incoming
inspection & manufacturing. The system
includes: •100 MHz timing •Up to 368 lines •
20 MHz pattern I/O • 10 ns vector resolution •
16 KB memory per I/O pin. Integrated analog
testing also available through the complete
line of SigmaSeries function modules. Call
1-800-423-5652

Impact caused by mishandling is the major
cause of product malfunction. Shockwatch
labels and clips contain an impact detection
device that will turn red if a container or
product is mishandled. Companies have used
over 40,000,000 units to reduce in-transit
damage and service calls in excess of 70% by
establishirg proper care and handling programs. 1435 Round Table Dr Dallas, TX 75247
800-527-9497 (in TX 214-630-9625).

A new 50-page guioe from Cabtron Systems,
Inc. provides descriptions and ordering information on the company's line of rack, console,
wedge, bench, and turret cabinets in a wide
variety of' sizes and options. Accessories
,
nclude an exclusive blower system, panel
mounted fans, and air duct assemblies, along
with other additions. From Cabtron Systems,
Inc., 200 Anets Drive, Northbrook, Illinois
60062. (312) 498-6090.

MEDIA RECOVERY, INC.

CABTRON SYSTEMS, INC.

SUMMATION
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PGA & LCC PROTOTYPE TEST
ADAPTORS — VLSI
Ironwood's line of VLSI prototype adaptors
allow prototypeing of devices from 24 pin
(video RAM ZIP) Shrink DIP, to 240 pin PGA.
MP families 80X86 and 680X0 along with many
other patterns. Annotated test adaptors for
68010, 68020, 80186, 80386. Gold Machined
pins/most wirewrap panel patterns. Customs
— quick turnaround. Bum in sockets. IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC P.O. BOX 21-151
ST. PAUL, MN 55121 (612) 431-7025
VLSI ADAPTORS
Electronics/ August 20, 1987
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HIGH RELIABILITY
OPEN FRAME POWER SUPPLIES
New open frame high performance, multiple
output switching power supplies offer many
quality features: •MTBF 200,000 to > 300,000
hrs • 38 models (15-160 W) • UL, CSA, IEC
safety approvals • high efficiency
output
voltages 2-60V • up to 5 outputs • prices
$39-178 (100)
samples in stock, production
qty 3-8 wks. Shindengen/America Inc., 2649
Townsgate Rd., #200, Westlake VIg., CA 91361
(805) 373-1130 (800) 632-3654
SHIN DENGEN
AMERICAN INC.
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35 AMP BRIDGES
For the BEST n Bridge Rectifiers, from 110 35
AMPS, with FAST RECOVERY and FASTER
DELIVERY, get in touch with us! High voltage
& custom assemblies also available. FREE
SAMPLES for OEM applications!
CSdc
Ridge Road, PO Box 2098
Branchville, NJ 07826
(201) 948-3900 • FAX: (201) 948-7075
CSdc

CIRCLE 236
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SPEAKING OF TECHNOLOGY

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

INTROVOICE VI — VOICE I/O FOR IBM PC/XT/
AT/MODEL 30 is acomplete voice input/output
system designed for IBM or compatibles. It
combines voice recognition of 500 words with
an accuracy of 98% + and text to speech output for verification of prompting. Priced at
$595.00. ANNOUNCING: The First Portable
Voice Data Logger (PVDL) $3,000. The Voice
Connection, 17835 SkyPark Cir., Ste. C, Irvine,
CA 92715, Telephone 714-261-2366.

The dDCM53x family of intelligent BITBUS
compatible analog and digital opto-coupled
I/O racks allow OPTO-22 compatible termination modules to be integrated with a fully
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL NETWORK which
supports up to 250 nodes over 8 miles. An
integrated DCBASIC, C Compiler and network
programming tools are available for DOS,
VMS, or XENIX based host systems. DATEM
Ltd., 148 Colonnade Rd., Nepean, Ontario,
Canada K2E-7R4 (613) 225-5919

INTRO VOICE VI

DATEM LTD.
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GRAPHICS BOARD CONTROLS
FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
.Controls CRT, EL, Plasma and LC displays
.Programmable resolution (up to 640 x400)
.CGA, MDA and Hercules compatibility
.Converts CGA software to EGA-like display
.Up to 256 colors may be displayed
.Color information converted to gray scale
.3outputs: flat panel, RGB, composite video
.MC6845 functions built in
.IBM PC AT and XT compatible
.Phone CA (800) 544-9939 or (800) 521-9074
YAMAHA
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
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LADDER LOGIC ON THE STD BUS
The COI-LADDER industrial control system
combines an enhanced relay ladder logic
language with the cost-effective STD BUS. 416
analog and 1152 digital I/O points, 40 PID
loops, 32 steppers, & full 4-function math.
Easy to program on a PC. Under $40/analog
expansion point. 80188-based system incl.
powered 6-slot rack just $1295. Computer
Dynamics Sales, 107 S. Main St., Greer, SC
29651, 803-877-8700
COMPUTER
DYNAMICS SALES
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DATA 6100 WAVEFORM ANALYZER

A new Collins Mechanical Filter
• Center frequencies from 100kHz to 525kHz
II Bandwidths from 0.05% to more than 10%
• 2to 12 resonator selectivity
• Small size through torsional technology
Rockwell International, Filter Products
Costa Mesa, CA. Call us at (714) 641-5311

ANALOGIC
DATA PRECISION

ROCKWELL
INTERNATIONAL
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CUSTOM DESIGN
FOR

CONTROL COMPUTERS
Why put this expensive
specialist on your payroll when
we already have the support
you need? Vesta specializes in
the design and production of
control computers for OEM's.
•CREDIBILITY
•SUPPORT
ZIP-ON SHIELDING PROTECTION
Zippertubing is a fast, economical means of
adding shielding to new or existing wire &
cables. Available in a wide range of outer
jacket and shield materials, it can provide
protection against almost any combination of
EMI and environmental conditions. Apatented,
360• shield, plus ground braid and new termination complete the package. Fast, zip-on
installation. Send for brochure. Box 61074, Los
Angeles, CA 90061.
ZIPPERTUBING CO.
102
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SELECTIVE BANDPASS FILTERS
USING NEW TECHNOLOGIES

• Combines functions of 8 instruments •
Unmatched power for transient, spectrum,
FFT, vibration analysis and DSO applications.
• Precision plug-ins: up to 16-bit resolution,
100-GHz sampling • 50 front-panel data-,
signal-processing functions • Conditional
transfer statements for automated test •
GPIB, RS232C • Analogic Data Precision,
Electronics Ave., Danvers, MA. 800/343-8150.
617/246-1600.

We have thousands of installed systems
Your application engineer is as close as
your phone
•ECONOMICAL
Your break even quantity may be as low as
50 units
•FAST
Typically 3to 4months from ideas to fully
functional product
•PROGRAMMING From BIOS to application level
•PRODUCTION
If you don't want to. we do
Let us help you get your product into the market, ahead
of your competition and at areduced cost. Call us to
discuss your requirements. Our prompt quote will
make you happy you did.
VESTA TECHNOLOGY, INC.
7100 W. 44th Ave.•Suite 101•Wheatridge, CO 80033
(303)422-8088

VESTA TECHNOLOGY
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BRIDGE RECTIFIERS AND
HV DIODES AND ASSEMBLIES
Thousands of stock items are shown in the
mini-catalog. HV diodes, silicon bridges packs,
assemblies, cartridges, solid-state rectifier
tubes are illustrated. They feature power to
100 amps, all voltages, with standard fast and
superfast recoveries (to 50 NS). Many case
styles, terminations, and custom designs
available. Electronic Devices, Inc., 21 Gray
Oaks Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710. (914) 965-4400.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

FREE COPY
CIRCLE 203
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TOKO MINI-INDUCTOR PROTOTYPE KITS
New kits contain a wide variety of adjustable
coils in 7mm or 10mm sizes and molded coil
varieties. The molded coil kit has 82 values
(123 parts), from 30MHz-150MHz or 0.0393-1.173
uH inductances. 7mm kit: 54 values (108
parts), from 10kHz-150MHz and 0.1-24H.
10mm kit: 70 values (136 parts), covering
10kHz-150MHz, and 0.081.41-1-56mH. Introductory
priced at $39.00. Toko America, Inc., 1250
Feehanville Drive, Mt. Prospect, IL. 60056.
Phone: 312/297-0070

Low cost plastic bezel and filter assemblies
for digital readouts provide attractive finishing
for panel cutouts. Slide-in non-glare filters and
snap-in bezels permit fast installation without
tools. 1-3/8", 2", 3", 4", 5", 6" and 8" sizes are
available in standard and custom color combinations. Complete units are priced as low as
$1.05. RMF Products, Inc., P.O. Box 520,
Batavia, IL 60510, 312-879-0020.

TOKO AMERICA, INC.

RMF
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IEEE-488 PROGRAMMABLE & MANUAL
R-C-L DECADE SUBSTITUTERS
A ful' line of IEEE-488, BCD or MANUAL R-C-L
Substituters in many standard models or
made to customers requirements. Choice of
R: .0111-1000MS?: C: 1pF-1000jiF; L: 1pH-100H.
Choice of tolerance: .01%-4%. Choice of
power & voltage. IET LABS, 534 Main St.,
Westbury, NY 11590. 516/334-5959. FAX:
5163345988. See us in EEM or Gold Book.
CIRCLE 230

IET LABS

TRACKER 1700 STAND ALONE 15 TO 40 MBYTE POWER
FAIL PROTECTED RS-232-C CARTRIDGE TAPE SYSTEM

STD BUS INSTRUMENTS
IIHIGH QUALITY DATA ACQUISITION
, INTELLIGENCE — ON BOARD CPU
H HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
ISOLATION AND SHIELDING
:SIGNAL CONDITIONING
8/16 BIT CPU COMPATIBLE
Miller Technology, Inc.
647 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030 (408) 395-2032

OPTICS CATALOG

MILLER TECHNOLOGY

ROLYN OPTICS

CIRCLE 207

Free 130 page catalog from largest supplier of
"off-the-shelf" optics. Product descriptions,
photos, data, graphs, ordering information for
lenses, prisms, optical flats, reticles, mirrors,
etc. Rolyn Optics, 706 Arrow Grand Circle,
Covina, CA. 91722-2199 (818) 915-5707
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• Uses DC-300 Data Cartridges
•Automatic Power Fail Restart with NO DATA LOSS
' Auto-answer for Remote Sight Polling
•24K Battery Backed CMOS Buffered Stop-Start system
• Dual RS-232-C por's with Independent Baud rate select
' Ideal replacement for Columbia, Tektronics and
Tandburg tape drives.
• Quantity priced under 2000.00
Ideal applications: Data Logging, Telephone Call Logging,
File Transfer, Data Archiving, Process Control System
Monitoring For All of Your RS-232-C Data Storage Needs
up to 40 Mbytes Contact
"— II

Data Track USA, 9451 Sohap Lane,
CoLmbia, MD 21045, 301-992-9143,
telex: 6971182 COLRESH

DATA TRACK

CIRCLE 247

IBM COMPATIBLE RS232 EASI-DISK
3½ "!5¼" FLOPPY DATA STORAGE &
TRANSFER SYSTEMS

Information Transfer to/from Non IBM Compatible Systems to/from IBM and Compatibles: (Over RS232 Interlace or 488 Interlace).
MULTIBUS I3.5" MICRO FLOPPY CARD
The ZX-735 interfaces with a separate disc
controller/DMA card. The ZX-765's on-board
controller ribbon cables to an SBX connector
on the system CPU card, Illiminating a
separate controller card. The ZX-735/765 are
hardware/software compatible with 5.25"
floppy disk. Less than 5watts power. ZENDEX
CORPORATION, 6700 Sierra Lane, Dublin, Ca.
94568 (415) 828-3000
ZENDEX CORP.
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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• Reads & Writes IBM PC/MS DOS Disks
• RS-232C110/488
• Rugged Portable Package/Battery Option
• ASCII or Full Binary Operation
• Baud Rates 110 to 38.4 K Baud
• Automatic Data Verification
• Price $895 in Singles -OEM Qtys. Less.
28 other systems with storage from 100K to 35 megabytes.

A PI
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Analog & Digital Peripherals, Inc.
815 Diana Drive
Troy, Ohio 45373
513/339-2241
TWX 810/450-2685

FLOPPY DATA STORAGE

CIRCLE 214

IBM-PC/XT/AT or HEWLETT PACKARD LIF COMPATIBLE
35" or 5.25 FLOPPY RS-232-C DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSFER SYSTEMS WITH UP TO 2.4 MBYTE OF STORAGE
STOP!! ARE YOU RE-KEYING INFORMATION From Your
Instruments, Data Loggers, and Analytical Equipment? Our
Tracker 1400/1500 Can Record Data From Your Equipment's
RS-232-C Interlace On A Disc That Can Be Transferred
Directly To Your IBM PC/XT/AT or HP Computers
• Power Fail Protected With 110 DATA QR FILE LOS.q
• Remote Polling Via Auto Answer Modem
• Front Panel Manual Or Remote Operation
• 31
/ Or 51
2
/ Single or Dual Disc System
2
• Up to na Files/Disc
For All of Your RS-232-C Data Storage Needs up to 40
Mbytes Cal'

5-3

Data Track USA, 9451 Sohap Lane,
Columbia, MD 21045, 301-992-9143,
Telex: 6971182 COLRESH

DATA TRACK

CIRCLE 246
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NEW
IMPROVED
EPROM PROGRAMMER

i
f
LI-11

GP-IB, HP-IB CONTROL FROM YOUR PC
• Control instruments and peripherals.
• Supports BASIC, C, FORTRAN, and
Pascal.
• Use with ASYSTTM Lotus Iv1easureTM
• Fast and easy-to-use. Thousands sold.
• Hardware and software -$395 complete.

STILL

JUST

$349

• Now supports over 250 specific EPROM's and
EEPROM's froto AMD. Intel, SEE°, Ti. Fujitsu,
Hitachi. Toshiba, and 21 others
• Programs 87C51. 8749, 8741A. 8742 and other
microcontrollers with optional heads
• Splits 16- and 32-bit files
• 30 day money back guarantee
• Free PCDOS software runs up lo 38.400 baud
• Gold Teztool ZIF socket
• Same day shipment
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

BP

Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford St.
Burlington, MA. 01803

n....r-LI-LrU
MICROSYSTEMS
10681 HaddIngton, #190 /Houston, TX 77043

Call today (617) 273-1818

(713) 461-9430 (800) 225-2102
Telex: 1561477

CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP.
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Engineering Software: FILTER designs active
filters up to order 30. Bessel, Butterworth,
Chebyshev, Allpass; Low, High, Bandpass and
Bandstop. Fully menu driven, FILTER designs,
plots, and selects component values for any
filter in seconds. LSAP analyzes linear
systems producing Bode, Nyquist, Impulse,
Step Response and Root-Locus plots. MicroCSMP simulates control and servo systems
with full support for non-linear behavior. Filter is
$900, LSAP $450, Micro-CSUP $900 for IBM PCs.
California Scientific Software
818/798-1201
1159 N Catalina Av, Pasadena CA 91104
CALIFORNIA
SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 227

INSTRUMENTATION
(Lnik CARTS
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Specifically designed and
engineered for scopes and
other test and calibration
equipment , Extra large backstop, small front stop and a
built-in safety strap SECURE
your equipment. These very
aesthetically pleasing, high
quality carts feature all steel
welded construction with a
durable baked enamel finish
(frame-gray, chassis and
accessories-driftwood).
• Top deck tilts from 0° to 30° in four 7.5° increments.
• Quick disconnect safety tie-down strap standard.
• EASY ADD-ON MODULES include cabinet.
drawers, standard instrument rack, and power outlet.
• All swivel 4" casters, two locking, for easy mobility.
• Shipped fully assembled, ready to use.
Call (714) 546-0884 or write for a FREE catalog
detailing the MF12-5510 plus over 100 adel carts ,

MOBILE-TRONICS CO., INC.

5000 MHZ PULSE GENERATOR
WITH 30 PS RISETIME

The RBX388 has 16 S.E. or 8 diff. analog
inputs and 8 analog outputs, all on a single
width SBX module of approx. 10 sq. inches.
12 bit resolution on both inputs and outputs.
Resistor programmable gain for inputs. Several
jumperable ranges for outputs. On-board
microprocessor provides optional continuous
automatic scanning of inputs. ROBOTROL
CORP., 16100 Caputo Drive, Morgan Hill, CA
95037. (408) 778-0400.

COLBY INSTRUMENTS, INC.

RBX3E18

P 0 Box 1022. Tustin, CA 92680

MOBILE-TRONICS
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DYNATROL® VISCOSITY CONTROL
.•10,Y. ENO

MINER Ere°

SBX ANALOG 110

It is ideally suited for testing GaAs systems
and as a driver for fast laser diodes. Rep, rate
is 10-5000 MHz; risetime as low as 30 ps. Dualchannel outputs 2V mas and
5V offset
range ea; all digitally displayed ($17,500).
Other units up to 10V amplitude available.
COLBY INSTRUMENTS, INC., 1810 14th Street,
Santa Monica, CA 90404. (213) 450-0261.
CIRCLE 218
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Analog Circuit Simulation
A full featured SPICE based simulator runs on

ft

the IBM PC with interactive Input and Output

VOLTAGE

blonlabul babel, bee..
MO kb by bob •bubtel, rem Mee USA •,713)6110.381

VISCOSITY CONTROL
The DYNATROL® Viscosity System is designed
for measurement and/or control of viscosity of
coatings, adhesives, polymers, glues, sealants,
etc. Detectors are installed directly into vessels
or lines without the need for sampling.
Response is immediate and continuous. Write
for Bulletin J-64 VA which has a cutaway view
and overall dimensions for detector and signal
converter module. Address: 3030 Max Roy,
Houston, TX 77008, 713-869-0361.
AUTOMATION
PRODUCTS, INC.
104
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These waveforms show an
IS SPICE
analysis of a
power supply
snubber.
Intu Scope was
used for display
and computation
of power and
energy. The
output shown
used an
Intu_Scope
plotter utility

PRE SPICE, $203.00: Interactive coMrol, Monte Carlo
Amities, Optimization, libraries and parameter evaluation.
IS_SPICE, $95.00: Performs AC, DC and Transient analysis.
Intu_SœPrii, $250.00: Displays, manipulates and plots data.
Programs are not copy protected, come with a30 day money
bee guarantee and require PC with 640K RAM, fixed disk,
coprocessor and CGA or EGA or Hercules graphics.

i„£ft
INTUSOFT

P.O. BOX 6607
San Pedro, CA 90731-6607
Tale: (213) 833-0710

CIRCLE 229

VME-1280 1280x1024x10 HIGH
RESOLUTION GRAPHIC CONTROLLER
The VME-1280, based on the Hitachi HD-63484
ACRTC VLSI controller chip.
— Resolution 1280 x 1024 + 2
— 8 bits/pixel, 256 colors/shades
— 4096 or 16.8 Million palette size
— 64 Khz/60 Hz, Non-Interlaced video
— DMA access 2.0 million frxels/second
Imagraph Corp., 800 W. Cummings Pk., Woburn,
MA. 01801, 617-938-5480, Telex: 4946300
IMAGTGI.
IMAGRAPH CORPORATION CIRCLE 238
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ELECTRONIC TERMINATIONS

FLUX PROOF SWITCHES
ONLY FROM COLE
INTERCONNECT COMPONENTS

New 100 page Zierick Catalog 30 shows
thousands of male and female quick connects,
ring and spade terminals, PCB disconnect
tabs for loose piece or automatic assembly,
lugs, clips, brackets, clamps, binding posts,
eyelets, lockwashers, and MS Parts, in detail.
Get this comprehensive catalog from the
Quality Source, ZIERICK MFG. CORP., 82 Radio
Circle, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549; (800) 882-8020; in
NYS (914) 666-2911; or FAX (914) 666-0216

For their tree catalog and design guide write
Mill-Max, 190 Pine Hollow Road, Oyster Bay,
NY 11771, (516) 922-6000.

Even with good soldering technique, flux can
contaminate switches by capillary action.
These new COLE one inch rotary switches
finally solve the problem with a proprietary
flux barrier. Available in both QPL, MIL-S-3788
or commercial versions, these switches are
based on COLE'S proven 3600 Series, aerospace, ordnance grade one inch enclosed
rotary switches. COLE Instrument Corp., 2650
So. Croddy Way, Santa Ana, CA 92704 (714)
556-3100

ZIERICK

MILL-MAX

COLE INSTRUMENT CORP. CIRCLE 264

CIRCLE 270

VLSI COURSES FROM
COLORADO STATE

Mill-Max is America's leading source for "loose
piece" interconnect components:
• PCB pins •custom-designed parts
• pin receptacles •ATE fixture pins
• solder terminals • IC socket pins
•wrapost receptacles & terminals

CIRCLE 258

15 STATION LED ARRAY MOUNTS

1800-WATT LINE CONDITIONER

Nine video courses by Dr. George Collins,
internationally recognized authority on VLSI
processes, brings semiconductor engineers &
technicians current on latest developments in
microelectronic film techniques — Plasma
Etching, Sputtering & Evaporation, Silicon
Materials & Wafer Preparation, Photolithography, Doping, CVD, Thermal Oxidation CSU,
Cont. Ed., Ft. Collins CO 80523, 800-525-4950

Get accurate elevation, uniform spacing at
low installation cost. Use T-1 Strip Mounts for
1 LED or arrays. In stock now: VL-rated 94V-2
molded NYLON per ASTM D4066 PA 111. 60
elevations and spacing sizes. Std. .200"
spacing from .060" to .350" in .080 increments.
Polarity indicator and standoffs aid board
washing/residue removal. Free catalog of
specs/prices. BIVAR, 4 Thomas, Irvine, CA
92718. 714-951-8808. FAX: 714-951-3974

Line conditioner keeps power constant whenever AC input power varies up or down!
Prevents damage and downtime! Maintains
constant output of 120V. This Is a stepped
transformer system that has higher efficiency
than CVT's and gives lower waveform distortion. Built-in spike protection prevents costly
errors. INDUS-TOOL, 730 W. Lake St., Chicago,
IL 60606. Write or phone for free catalog.. call
312-648-2191

COLORADO STATE VIDEO

BIVAR, INC.

INDUS-TOOL

CIRCLE 256

THE BETTER RAM TESTER M-6400
Tests most SRAMs or DRAMs up to 1 Mbit.
Automatically measures and rejects any out-of
tolerance device in power consumption or
speed. Software controlled edge deskew
feature generates the most precise timing
waveform for DRAMs testing. Functional test
with a group of test patterns to detect all
possible faults. RS-232C and IC hander interfaced. Price: 2,500.00. Information Scan Technology, Inc., 487 Gianni Street, Santa Clara,
California 95050. (408) 988-1908
INFORMATION SCAN
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
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CIRCLE 263

CIRCLE 265

NOW — THE SOX0 CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR!
• 24 PIN CLCC OR TO-5
• CMOS OR TTL COMPATIBLE HYBRID CIRCUIT
• SIZE ONLY .4" x.4" x.06"
• MIL TESTING AVAILABLE
• FREQUENCY RANGE OF 10 kHz to 2MHz
• SHOCK RATING IS 250g to 5,000g
• LASER TUNING AFTER ASSEMBLY
• MADE IN THE U.S.A.

CIRCLE 272

HERE IS AMAZING PROGRAMMING
POWER
• Three Levels of Programming Power
28U UNIVERSAL; 281_ LOGIC; 28E EEJEPROM
• Over 900 devices from 24 device manufacturers
PLD's, EPLDS, EEPLDS. EPROMS, EEPROMS,
MICROS, BIPOLAR PROMS.
• No sacrifice in performance
-Vector testing with register pre-load, check
summing, with afootprint smaller than this page.

STATEK CORPORATION (a Technicorp Company), 512 N. Main St., Orange, CA 92668 (714)
639-7810

Inlab Inc. 1-800-237-6759, (303) 460-0103
2150-1 West 6th Avenue, Broomfield, CO 80020

STATEK CORPORATION

INLAB INC.

CIRCLE 267

CIRCLE 273
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AFFORDABLE
ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE

ine CATALOG
AND APPLICATIONS GUIDE

PC MSDOS — Mac Intosh — CPM

125.00

$

ACNAP —

AC Neese. Ames.
Component Ltprones Macros
AUTO Execute

95.00

$

DCNAP —

Specifically designed for VMEBus/Eurocard
racks, POWER PAC's new line of AC-input,
multiple DC-output switching supplies comprises 104 models, 200-800 watts, wide choice
of output voltages, in both 3U & 6U heights.
Uninterruptible units (UPS) & DC-DC converter
modules are also in the line. All units are
available modified for universal mounting
outside the rack. Power Pac, Inc., PO Box 777,
Norwalk, CT 06856 (203-866-4484).

Pascoe %deader Program
bal. 2200 Rues &Engel,

P
OWER PAC, INC.
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SOFTAID

72.95
95.00

$

PCPLOT3 —

Softaid, 8930 Route 108, Columbia, MD 21045,
301/964-8455 or 800/433-8812

LOUA Cacud Ctesgn Anosen

RIGH1WRITER —

125.00

$

Scernec GrOP,, Pruen9

• 64180, Z80, 8085, 8088, 8086, NSC800
• No Wait State, Full Speed Emulation
• 65,536 Hardware Breakpoints
• Units Priced Between $595 and $1395
• Symbolic Debug and Hardware
Performance Analysis Available
• 14-Day Money Back Guarantee!

LSP —

SPP —

PLOTPRO —

VMEBUS POWER SUPPLIES -200-800W

LC Fees ['ape AnateeS

DC Neese. Analyse Component
LIOronses Mac. AUTO Execute

Sognol Procesarng Program
Macros. OLIO Execute. Wectoenng
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$
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$
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$
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$
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(714) 781-0252

CIRCLE 255

Product Showcase

ORDER
FORM

The best value for your advertising dollars.
For a 1/9 page ad, here's all you have to do:
1) Send a 35mm color transparency of your
product (Black and white glossy photos
are also accepted.)
2) Include 10 lines of typed copy, no more
than 43 characters to a line. (Include
spaces between words and punctuation
in your character count.)
3) Write a headline of 32 characters or less.

Name

Title

Company

Address

4) We do all the rest. No production charges.
5) We also accept camera-ready art.
Ad size: 21/
4"wide x31
/
8"deep.

City

The more ads you buy, the more you save.

State

lx

$750

12x

$645

3x

$735

18x

$600

7x

$715

25x

$570

rill Electronics
106

Zip

Phone
Send this form with material to:
Carol Helton, Electronics magazine
Product Showcase Advertising Manager
1221 Avenue of the Americas, 42nd Floor
New York, New York 10020
(212) 512-2143
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Some will follow the old standards.
Some will create the new
An

Senior H/W-S/W
Applications Engineers

engineer has only afew precious
.a.opportunities to create anew industry
standard. This is one of them. If you're
traveling within the limits of today's
technology, but want to break through
to the next generation of microprocessing, AMD has some exciting news for
you... Your appointment with
destiny has arrived.
AMD has gone way beyond the limits of
existing microprocessing to create the
super chip of the 1990's — the Am29000.
At 32 bits and 17 MIPS, the Am29000
RISC based microprocessor is 400% faster
than the current industry standard. This
exciting evolutionary breakthrough will
make awhole new range of applications
possible; bringing the power of amainframe to desktop workstations; and providing embedded controller applications
such as fiber optic networking and laser
printer and communications controllers.
Current openings exist for experienced
hardware and software engineers and
other high tech professionals who want
their talent and creativity to spark the
next generation of technology.
Join AMD. Get ready to make
history.

Am29000
Product Planning Engineers
Join the team that will author the future
generations of the new industry standard
— the Am29000. Blend into our superb
talent bank your experience in computer
architecture, definition and design, along
with your strength in Cand UNIX and
excellent writing skills. Bring along any
experience in RISC architecture, I/O
controllers, cache memory, or development software such as compilers, assemblers, debuggers, or hardware and software implementation of floating point
arithmetic, and you are aprime candidate
to be involved in all phases of defining
and introducing products, including
product definition, market research and
applications.

Support the design-in of the Am29000
using your experience in HMI and S/W
design of digital systems in computers
and imbedded controllers. System architecture, strong communication skills and
strength in H/W and S/W system performance optimization are abig plus.

Software QA Applications
Engineers
Develop test plans and perform S/W QA
testing, develop and implement test
suites for OIS, compilers and assemblers
and develop tools and utilities to aid in
testing.

PAL Design/
Product Planning Engineers
Opportunities are available to design hispeed 24 pin PAL circuits and product
planning of next generation technologies
from acustomer application viewpoint.

Manager
Software Applications
Lead 10-15 engineers providing support for
our AMD processors. Take responsibility
for definition, development, testing and
maintenance of our software products
which include 0/S, languages, tools, and
utilities as well as application programs.
You need experience covering S/W
development, contract administration,
spec generation of microprocessor support S/W and some S/W management.

Software Support Engineers
Experience in UNIX and C, plus MS DOS,
PASCAL, FORTRAN, and assembler makes
you an ideal candidate. Be involved in
customer support, developing tools and
utilities, testing S/W packages, user manual
review, documentation, writing application
notes and magazine articles.

Contracts Administrator
Negotiate, monitor and oversee OEM
and development contracts. Experience
in administering S/W development contracts required.

Applications Engineers
Join in the design and support of
Am29000 demo/evaluation boards and
systems, do customer support and
publish documentation. You will need
experience in H/W design of digital
systems and familiarity with assembler,
C, UNIX, and MS DOS.

Documentation Specialist
Maintain the documentation for
Am29000 support tools as well as
generate documentation for user and
reference manuals for new tools.
Technical writing with emphasis on S/W
tools such as compilers, assemblers,
debuggers is required.
AMD is writing anew chapter in the history of technology for those who dream
of creating the new. You see, at AMD we
figure that, if you don't make
history, you're history.
For immediate consideration, please call
(408) 749-3119 or send your resume to
Advanced Micro Devices, Professional
Employment, MS-57, 901 Thompson
Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA
94088. An equal opportunity employer.

ri

Advanced
Micro
Devices
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Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT
06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor
based designs, controls, telecom. Contract
or per diem. Mr. Barry Mosel. 718476-1516.

Confidential Design, prototype, short production run services. CAD PCB layout.
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video,
Smart House, Telecom. Communications
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, #206,
Wahiawa, HI 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364.
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COMPUTER

Microcomputer Solutions —
Systems
Analysis, Database design, telecom, public
access (VAN) Programming, expert system
development. All microsystems. David Edwards (718) 768-0098.

MARKET PLACE

WIRE WRAP CAE
SYSTEM for
LOGIC NETWORK
DEVELOPMENT

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER
ADS: Address separate envelopes (smaller than 11" x 5")
for each reply to:
Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Department
Electronics
Post Office Box 900, NY 10108
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Special
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Section
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United Kingdom: Art Scheffer
34 Dover Street, London WI
Tel: 01-493-1451

Business Department

Resumes — Complete instructions and
examples; $4, Consultants. Box 567—J,
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.

COMPUTER

OUR INTERACTIVE

SYmBOLIC

AIDED DESIGN MANUFACTURE AND TEST

21941 Yborra Rood
Woodland Hills, CA
USA
818-884-8957

91364-4237

100Mhz Logic Analyzer Card
For PC/XT, PC/AT Monochrome 8i
Color Card Systems

"SOFTWARE
SPECIAL ISSUE"
Closing August 24

-24 Channels at 25Khz -25 Mhz
-6 Channels at 100 Mhz
-Internal Clock up to 100Mhz
-External Clock up to 25Mhz
-Threshold Voltage TTL, ECL,
or variable from -10 to .10v
-Totally Software Controlled
-All Software Included

$1199

PAL/EPROM Programmer Card
For PC/XT/AT Systems

To place
your ad call
llene Fader

212/512-2984

Electronics

$399

-Programs All 20 and 24 Pin
MMI, NS, TI PALs
-Programs Eproms from 2716
to 27512 and 27512A
-Software Functioas Include:
Read, Write, Verify, Protect.
Edit, Print, and File Save
and Load of Program.
-All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4Sparrow Dr.,
Livingston, NJ 07039

SPICE

up your PC

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $300
Student version $79

ZTEC

box 737, college place, wa 99324
(509)-529-7025
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IBM RESEARCHERS
BUILD ULSI DEVICES
Scientists at IBM's Thomas J.
Watson Research Center have
opened the age of ultra-largescale integration with experimental chips made in 0.1-itm
technology. The Yorktown
Heights, N.Y., researchers employ electron-beam lithography
to build n-MOS FETs with
gate lengths down to OM p.m
and switching times as fast as
10 ps when operated at atemperature of 77.5 K. Transconductance of the devices is 750
mS/mm. That's the highest
value ever measured for asilicon transistor, says IBM.
INTEL FILES
PATENT SUITS
Intel Corp. has filed actions in
U. S. District Court in San
Jose, Calif., charging Hyundai
Electronics America Inc. and
other defendants with patent
infringement. Intel has also
asked the U.S. International
Trade Commission to initiate
an investigation of alleged patent infringement in the importation of erasable programmable
read-only
memories.
George Perlegos, president of
Atmel Corp., a U. S. design
firm, has been named as acodefendant in one of the suits;
a former Intel employee, Perlegos's name appears on several Intel EPROM patents.
The other suit involves dynamic random-access memories
and names Vitelic Corp. and
Hyundai as codefendants.

ic,s Corp. subsidiary won a$27
million contract to supply laptops to the Internal Revenue
Service [Electronics, March
3, 1986, p. 16].
AT&T GETS MS-DOS
FOR 386 SYSTEMS
AT&T Co. has licensed software jointly developed by
Phoenix Technologies Ltd. of
Norwood, Mass. and Interactive Systems Corp. of Santa
Monica, Calif., that will
transparently run MS-DOS
applications under Unix on
AT&T's 80386-based systems.
VP/ix software integrates
DOS into the Unix operating
environment by connecting
Unix to Phoenix's IBM PC
emulation environment, enabling Xenix/Unix users to
run multiple DOS applications simultaneously on an
80386-based system.
TI CHIP GROUP
REORGANIZES

SD, months after he was
named president of Texas Instruments Inc.'s Semiconductor Group, corporate executive
vice president William P. (Pat)
Weber has reshuffled the top
ranks so that top managers
now exercise global control
over products, rather than divvying up portfolios by world
regions. Wally Rhines, expresident of TI's Data Systems Group in Austin, who is
back in the Semiconductor
Group as senior vice president,
is now worldwide strategic
manager for system-level integrated
circuits. The move parZENITH LANDS DOD
allels TI's effort last year to
LAPTOP CONTRACT
reduce its bureaucracy by cenZenith Data Systems, No. 1 tralizing memory-chip managein laptop computers, has
ment in Japan [Electronics,
bagged another major gov- June 2, 1986, p. 11].
ernment contract—this time
to supply machines to the
BELLCORE FILES
Pentagon. Under the $104 milBATTERY PATENT
lion pact, Zenith will supply
90,000 Z-180 laptops [ElecBell Communications Retronics, June 16, 1986, p. 26]
search, also known as Bellover the next three years. Its core, has filed apatent for a
Japanese-built, 80088-based Z- new rechargeable lithium bat180 machine reportedly beat tery that is both compact and
out Toshiba Corp.'s entry.
efficient. Unlike previous lithiLast year the Zenith Electron- um batteries, this one uses a
110

cathode of silver molybdenum
Waltham, Mass., the $6.1 milsulfide, and it is easily re- lion management system alcharged and operated at room
lows operators to isolate probtemperature. The batteries
lems in individual switches or
have a higher power-to- regions,
automatically
reweight ratio than convention- routes traffic, and provides
al rechargeables, and they surveillance capability for recan be easily formed into a gional US Sprint centers.
thin-film cell. Applications
range from maintaining inforSEQUENT WON'T
mation in integrated circuits
to providing more energy-effi- SHIP SYMMETRY YET
cient automotive batteries.
Sequent Computer Systems
Inc., Portland, Ore., is delaying
shipment of its Intel
A LEANER LATTICE
80386-based Symmetry line of
FINE-TUNES FOCUS
computers, citing limited perLattice Semiconductor Corp. is formance of the machine's
set to emerge from Chapter proprietary copy-back cache
11 this fall, and the company [Electronics, May 28, 1987,
is taking austerity measures p.76]. The parallel-processing
to ensure profitability and Symmetrys are designed to
competitiveness. A departmen- match
mainframe
perfortal reorganization has cut the mance—up to 81 million innumber of employees from 82 structions/s with 30 procesto 70, and company-wide re- sors—at a fifth the cost, but
ductions in overhead will let the crucial CMOS chip develLattice continue to invest in oped for the copy-back cache
manufacturing and in re- can't keep up with these
search and development. The speeds yet. Symmetry syscompany will focus primarily tems equipped with a writeon manufacturing its Generic through cache will be shipped
Array Logic, or GAL, devices this fall, and Sequent spokesto meet growing demand.
men say the copy-back cache
will appear when the bugs are
out; the target date they've
ZENITH BUILDS
set is spring 1988.
VERTICAL VCRs
Zenith Electronics Corp. has
anew angle on video cassette
recorders. The Glenview, Ill.,
company's 1988 consumerelectronic product line includes two vertical VCRs—a
configuration believed to be
an industry first. The two
VHS units, designed as spacesaving alternatives to conventional horizontal VCRs, are 6
in. wide and 1 ft. tall. They
will sell for $600 and $900.
SPRINT UPGRADES
WITH GTE SYSTEM
Long-distance
carrier
US
Sprint will install a new network-management system later this year to oversee its nationwide switching network.
All calls from Sprint's 5 million customers will go through
a new control center in Kansas City, Kans. Built by GTE
Government Systems Corp. of

STERN RESIGNS
POST AT UNISYS
In a move that took industry
analysts by surprise, Unisys
Corp. president and director
Paul G. Stern, 48, has resigned. Word of Stern's departure, effective Dec. 31, came
as part of an announcement
that the Detroit computer
maker is realigning its management structure. An eightman management board will
be formed, with each man
having responsibility for amajor segment of the company,
and each reporting directly to
chairman W. Michael Blumenthal. Until now, a fourman executive board, including Blumenthal and Stern, has
been responsible for all toplevel decisions. Stern was an
executive with Burroughs
when it merged with Sperry
to form Unisys.
Electronics/August 20, 1987
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Are you ready for aworld
where design to production is
measured in hours and days?

movement overhead, enabling
Now you can go directly from
the
AEBLE 150 to produce up to
design to production without the
30 100 mm wafers per hour.
intermediate steps of standard
manufacturing cycles.This break- And, for even greater productivity, il also writes 125- and
through is made possible by the
150 mm wafers.
new Perkin-Elmer AEBLE rm 150,
The AEBLE 150 writes 0.5
the world's first high-throughput
micron features and provides an
direct-write E-beam system.
With it you can produce custom overlay accuracy of better than
0.15 micrometer and acritical
ICs and volume VLSI devices at
submicron design rules. And due dimension accuracy of 0.08
micrometer. You can use either
to its high accuracy, you can
optical
or E-beam resists.
use it for mix-and-match lithogThe AEBLE 150 dramatically
raphy with existing optical tools
reduces your IC design-toand advanced x-ray systems.
production times and provides
Its unique variable-shaped
overall
performance levels
beam and a"write-on-the-fly"
scheme significantly reduce stage unmatched in the semiconductor

industry. It draws upon the same
design and manufacturing skills
that made the MEBES system
the industry standard.
For more information, contact
Perkin-Elmer, Semiconductor
Equipment Group, 761 Main
Avenue, Norwalk, CT 068590212; (203) 834-6341.
One Source. Every critical step
of the way.

PERKIN-ELMER
Circle 901 on reader service card

ALeader in the Optical Age:
Toshiba DFB Laser Diode
Now transmit tons of data through asingle-mode fiber-optic with
Toshiba's link to the new-age mode of communications. An impressive
lineup of high-performance laser diodes, boasting threshold currents
of 20mA and more than 30dB of side-mode suppression ratio, is the
result of our advanced electronics and opto-electronic technologies.
In addition, long-haul transmission of 2.0Gbps data is easily possible.
And the wide variety of Toshiba systems assures that your specific
needs are met.

PACKAGE

1.3pm DFB

CHIPCARRIER

TOLD300S

TOLD350S

DIL

TOLD312S

TOLD362S

BUTTERFLY

TOLD313S

TOLD363S

Toshiba: the pioneer of laser diodes in the exciting world of
communications, from CATV and TV conference to videotex systems.

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA CORPORATION

TOKYO

1.55pm DFB

